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ABSTRACT 

A discrete fracture network (DFN) model of the Finnsjon site was derived from field data, 

and used to predict block-scale flow and transport properties. 

The DFN model was based on a compound Poisson process, with stochastic fracture zones, 

and individual fractures concentrated around the fracture zones. This formulation was used 

to represent the multitude of fracture zones at the site which could be observed on 

lineament maps and in boreholes, but were not the focus of detailed characterization efforts. 

Due to a shortage of data for fracture geometry at depth, distributions of fracture 

orientation and size were assumed to be uniform throughout the site. Transmissivity within 

individual fracture planes was assumed to vary according to a fractal model. 

Constant-head packer tests were simulated with the model, and the observed transient 

responses were compared with actual tests in terms of distributions of interpreted 

transmissivity and flow dimension, to partially validate the model. Both simulated and 

actual tests showed a range of flow dimension from sublinear to spherical, indicating local 

variations in the connectivity of the fracture population. 

A methodology was developed for estimation of an effective stochastic continuum from the 

DFN model, but this was only partly demonstrated. Directional conductivities for 40 m 

blocks were estimated using the DFN model. These show extremely poor correlation with 

results of multiple packer tests in the same blocks, indicating possible limitations of small

scale packer tests for predicting block-scale properties. 

Estimates are given of effective flow porosity and flow wetted surface, based on the block

scale flow fields calculated by the DFN model, and probabilistic models for the relationships 

among local fracture transmissivity, void space, and specific surface. The database for 

constructing these models is extremely limited. A review is given of the existing database for 

single fracture hydrologic properties. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

This report describes data analysis and discrete-fracture network (DFN) modelling performed 
by Golder Geosystem AB (GGAB) in conjunction with the SKB 91 safety assessment study, 
which is being performed by the Swedish Nuclear Fuel and Waste Management Co. (SKB) for 
a generic repository located at the Finnsjon site in Sweden (Figure 1-1). · 

The goals of the SKB 91 study have been described by Papp et al. (1990). A main objective is 
to evaluate the influence of site-specific parameters on probabilistic predictions of radionuclide 
migration from a KBS-3 type repository to the biosphere. 

Radionuclide migration is modelled by combining mathematical submodels for each of the 
various aspects of the migration process. Uncertainty in input parameters for the submodels 
is estimated and propagated by Monte Carlo methods, to estimate the consequent uncertainty 
in the predicted radionuclide arrival-time distributions. 

The Monte Carlo method involves repeated calculations of model outcomes, for random 
combinations of possible input parameter values. Practical limits on computation resources 
require either that the mathematical submodels be very simple, or that very fast numerical 
algorithms be used (Lovius et al., 1990). Therefore the full complexity of geological systems 
cannot be represented in the submodels. Instead, simplified geological models are used. 
Simplified models are also used to interpret in situ measurements, to estimate model parameters 
such as hydraulic conductivity (Doe and Geier, 1990). 

These simplifications lead to uncertainty which is difficult to account for within the Monte 
Carlo approach. One way to evaluate this uncertainty is to compare aspects of the main model 
with predictions of a more physically realistic approach. 

This report describes the use of an alternative approach, based on discrete-fracture network 
modelling, to estimate hydrologic and transport properties of the rock at the Finnsjon site. A 
DFN model is developed which provides a basis for appraising continuum-based models of the 
site. The predictions of this model can be used to evaluate a few assumptions of the main-line 
SKB 91 modelling approach. 

In particular, this report addresses the following questions regarding the rock at Finnsjon: 

• How much do packer tests tell about large-scale hydrologic properties? 

• Does the rock behave as a stochastic continuum on any practical scale? 

• What are reasonable values for transport parameters? 

The DFN approach provides a method for investigating these questions. This method (like 
other models presently available for modelling fractured rock) involves assumptions and 
simplications. While most assumptions are well-founded on the available data, the current state 
of ignorance as to how water moves within fractured rock requires making a number of 
assumptions based on limited and/or indirect measurements of physical parameters. 
Nevertheless, the DFN approach is valuable because it explicitly represents the discontinuous 
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nature of flow in fractured rock, based upon observations of fracture geometry which cannot 
be utilized in other types of models. 
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2. BACKGROUND 

The DFN model of the Finnsjon site provides an interface between (1) the geological 
description of the site in terms of fractures and fracture zones, and (2) several simplified models 
of hydrogeological processes at the site. A description of the formulation and application of this 
model requires discussion of a wide span of topics, ranging from site-specific geology to the 
mathematics of the various models. 

This chapter gives background information on concepts which are necessary for the later 
exposition. §2.1 gives definitions of terminology for the DFN model and other models. §2.2 
gives a summary of site characterization activities which are relevant to development of the 
DFN model. §2.3 describes the different types of models for fractured rock that are related to 
this work, and summarizes the major strengths and weaknesses of the different methods. 

2.1 DEFINITIONS 

2.1.1 Geological tenns 

A fracture is any mechanical discontinuity or break in the rock. 

A joint is a fracture for which there is little or no relative displacement between the opposing 
surfaces. 

A zone is an approximately tabular region of the rock. 

A fracture zone is a zone distinguished by a high fracture intensity (defined as in §2.1.2) relative 
to the surrounding rock. Strictly speaking this term should be applied only to zones with a 
fracture intensity at least one order of magnitude greater than in the surrounding rock 
(Gustafson, 1990). This report does not apply the further restriction (Carlsson and Gidlund, 
1983) that the fractures within a zone should be subparallel. 

This definition is clearly dependent on the scale of observation. Tiren (1989) gives sketches of 
connections between ends of single fractures on the scale of roughly 1 m. These complex 
interconnections on a fine scale may also be called "fracture zones," but in general the term will 
be applied only to zones with thickness ~ 1 m. 

A fracture swarm is a zone with relatively high fracture intensity, but not so high as a proper 
fracture zone (Gustafson, 1990). 

A lineament is a chartable formation in a surface. The parts of a lineament are aligned in a 
straight or slightly curved line, which "deviates markedly from the pattern of surrounding 
formations and probably reflects a subterranean condition" (O'Leary, Friedman and Pohn, 1976, 
as quoted by Carlsson and Gidlund, 1983). In the present study, a lineament is commonly taken 
as evidence for a fracture zone. 

A hydrologic zone is a tabular zone which is generally more permeable than the surrounding 
rock. 
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2.1.2 Fracture geometry 

This section defines terminology for fracture geometry on the scale of a fracture network (as 
defined below). This terminology is based mainly on the system of Dershowitz and Einstein 
(1989). 

Fracture location refers to the 3-D coordinates of the centroid of a fracture. 

The shape of a fracture is its 2-D appearance when viewed from the direction in which the 
projected area is a maximum. The shape of a fracture may be polygonal, circular, elliptical, or 
"irregular." The present study treats all fractures as being polygonal. This allows approximate 
representation of most fracture shapes. 

The planarity of a fracture is its character as related to an ideal plane. Most fractures are not 
perfectly planar, but rather curved, wavy, rough, or stepped. However, for large-scale 
modelling the effects of non-planarity may be minor, compared with connectivity effects. The 
present study treats all fractures as approximately planar. 

Fracture size refers to the extent of a fracture. In the present report fracture size is described 
quantitatively as the effective radius, r,. This is the radius of a circle with area equal to that of 
the polygonal fracture. 

Fracture orientation is the direction of a vector perpendicular to the fracture plane. This may 
be described in polar or rectilinear coordinates. 

Above the scale of a single fracture, some additional terminology is useful to describe 
characteristics of groups of fractures: 

A fracture network is any group of one or more fractures, every member of which is connected 
to every other member, either directly or via other fractures in the group. 

A fracture population is the aggregate of all fractures present in a given unit of the rock. 

A fracture set is a distinctive subset of a fracture population. Commonly fracture sets are 
classified by orientations, but other characteristics such as mineralization, or hypotheses of 
fracture genesis may also provide a basis for classification. 

Fracture intensity can be defined in various ways, but within this report this term refers always 
to the P32 intensity (Dershowitz, 1985; Dershowitz and Herda, 1992), which is the total fracture 
area per unit volume of rock. 

Fracture frequency is the number of fractures intersected per unit length of a line sample (e.g. 
a borehole or scanline). This is the inverse of mean fracture spacing, which is the mean value 
of fracture spacing (the distance between fractures along a line) for a given sample length. 
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2.1.3 Fracture hydrologic properties 

This study is concerned exclusively with saturated flow of fresh water through fracture 
systems. Therefore, for the purposes of this study, the terms fluid density (p1) and fluid 
viscosity (µ.1) can be considered to be synonymous with water density (p.,) and water viscosity 
(µ.w). However, the distinction is observed in the notation used, and so p1 and µ.1 are used only 
in expressions of general validity. The distinction could be relevant, for instance, if the results 
are applied to model saltwater flow at the Finnsjon site. 

Hydraulic head is always taken to mean the total head: 

where: 
p 
g 
z 

= absolute fluid pressure 
= gravitational acceleration 
= elevation above some datum 

Transmissivity is a constant of proportionality between flux density and the gradient of head 
for 2-D, steady flow in the plane of the fracture: 

(2-2) 

where: 
qi = flux per unit width of fracture plane in the direction e; 
T(~) = transmissivity of the point ~ in the fracture plane 
t = ith component of the local coordinate vector ~ 

No particular relationship between T and mechanical aperture (defined below) is assumed to 
hold. This definition is applicable to fractures with or without infilling. T is assumed to be 
locally isotropic in the plane, and independent of Vh. The latter assumption may not be strictly 
true in fractures subject to high gradients, where turbulent flow may occur (Elsworth and Doe, 
1986). 

In the simplest case, T is assumed to be uniform within each fracture. For large-scale network 
flow, this assumption may be adequate, but is almost certainly invalid on the scale of a single 
fracture (Abelin et al., 1985). Alternative assumptions are discussed in §3.1. 

Cross-fracture transmissivity (T1) is the macroscopic, effective T for flow across a section of a 
fracture. T1 is assumed to be isotropic within the plane of the fracture. 

At-borehole transmissivity (Tb) is the effective T for flow from a borehole into a fracture, as 
measured by a packer test. Local variations may dominate Tb. 

Storativity describes the increase in the weight of water in the fracture, per unit area of the 
fracture, in response to a unit increase in pressure: 



where: 
A 
S(i) 
V.,(i) 
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= element of area in the fracture plane 
= storativity at a point i on a fracture 
= volume of water between the two faces of the fracture, 

within A around the point i. 

(2-3) 

The storativity is related to the fracture deformability (possibly including infilling deformability) 
and fluid compressibility, as discussed in §3.2.3. 

The above definitions are often adequate for modelling large-scale DFN flow. To discuss the 
detailed-scale behavior, some additional definitions are useful (Figure 2-1): 

Mechanical aperture €,,. is the separation between the two surfaces of a fracture. 

Hydraulic aperture €,. is an "effective" aperture related to T by the cubic law: 

(2-4) 

This definition is based on the solution for laminar flow between smooth, parallel plates. Due 
to fracture roughness and aperture variation, generally€,. < €,,.. 

Void aperture €" is the accessible void volume contained per unit area of a fracture. For unfilled 
fractures this is simply the average mechanical aperture€,,., but for a fracture with permeable 
infilling €" < €,,., due to the porosity of the infilling. 

Transport aperture €r denotes the effective void aperture of a fracture for transport, e.g. as 
estimated from a tracer experiment. Theoretically €r ~ €". 

Fracture specific wetted surface (s"1) is the total surface area accessible to fluid within a saturated 
fracture, per unit area of the fracture plane. 
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2.1.4 Rock mass hydrologic properties 

The term "unfractured" rock refers to blocks of rock which, for practical purposes, can be said 
to contain no fractures. There is probably no such thing as a piece of rock which is 
unfractured, in absolute terms, above the scale of a single crystal, since polycrystalline rocks 
normally contain myriads of microfractures Oaeger and Cook, 1979). However, for fluid flow 
calculations the smallest fractures can often be neglected. 

Matrix conductivity (or primary conductivity) refers to the hydraulic conductivity of a piece of 
"unfractured" rock. For the purposes of this report, matrix conductivity is regarded as negligible. 
Non-zero matrix conductivity may be important for transport by matrix diffusion (Neretnieks, 
1991), which is not considered in the present study. 

Equivalent hydraulic conductivity (f<e) for a volume of rock is the macroscopic, apparent 
conductivity tensor for the volume which acts for a particular set of boundary conditions. 

Effective hydraulic conductivity (K,) for a volume of rock is the macroscopic conductivity tensor 
(if one exists) for the volume which acts for any given set of boundary conditions. 

The total porosity q, of a bulk volume of rock VB is defined as: 

(2-5) 

where V., the volume of void space within the volume VB. For hydrologic purposes, usually q, 
includes some voids which are inaccessible to the moving fluid, so it is more appropriate to 
speak of a flow porosity q,w which excludes inaccessible voids. For fractured rock with an 
impermeable matrix, q,w includes the void space within all fractures contained in networks that 
connect to the hydrological boundaries. This may include pore space within permeable fracture 
infillings. 

Specific wetted surface is defined in several ways within this report. Rock-mass specific wetted 
surface, Sb, is the total wetted surface area per unit volume of the rock mass (bulk volume). 
Void-space specific wetted surface, S., = q,Sh, is the wetted surface area per unit pore volume. 
Flow specific wetted surface, Sw = q,~h is the total wetted surface area per unit volume of 
flowing water. 

2.1.5 Packer testing terminology 

Most of the packer test data considered herein are single-hole packer tests, as opposed to cross
hole packer tests. Single-hole tests can be interpreted either by steady-state or transient analysis. 

The flow dimension, Dr, is of fundamental importance for both types of interpretation. This is 
defined by Barker (1988) as Dr where: 



A 
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Df - 1 
oc r - (2-6) 

describes the power at which the conductive cross-sectional area, Ac1 increases with distance 
r from the borehole, for constant conduit conductivity ~- For single-hole tests, the observed 
DF will be the same whenever (Doe and Geier, 1990): 

AK 
C C 

DF - 1 
oc r -

Figure 2-2 illustrates cases of integral dimension flow, including: 
a) linear flow (DF = 1), 
b) radial or cylindrical flow (DF = 2), and 
c) spherical flow (DF = 3) for constant~

As depicted, the conduits need not be "space-filling." 

(2-7) 

Fractional dimension flow refers to any flow dimension intermediate between the integral cases. 
Figure 2-2d shows an example for DF ~ 1.5. The following terms are useful: 

sublinear flow 
subradial flow 
subspherical flow 
hyperspherical flow 

0 < DF < 1 
1 < DF < 2 
2 < Df < 3 
3 < Df 

The general class of all flow dimensions, including integral and fractional DF, is referred to as 
generalized radial flow (GRF). Further discussion is give by Barker (1988), and by Doe and Geier 
(1990), who give examples of GRF analysis for constant-pressure tests. Any conductivity value 
estimated by this theory shall be referred to herein as GRF conductivity, KcRF- GRF estimates 
of transmissivity and storativity are denoted TcRF and ScRF, respectively. 
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Moyes-formula conductivity is a conductivity estimated from the assumed steady-flow the end 
of a constant-pressure packer test, using the formula of Moyes (1967): 

where: 
Qf 
p.,, 
p; 
b.,, 
r.,, 

= final flowrate measured at end of test 
= wellbore pressure during test 
= fluid pressure in rock prior to test 
= interval length (packer spacing) 
= wellbore radius 

(2-8) 

[ L3/f] 
[ MILT2 ] 

[ MILT2 ] 

[ L ] 
[ L ] 

This formula is based on an assumption that the flow is initially cylindrical, but becomes 
effectively spherical at a distance r = 2b.,, from the center of the section. The applicability of this 
formula is questionable for fractured, crystalline rock 

Packer test conductivity, K,., is a generic term for a conductivity value estimated from a packer 
test by any method. Similarly, packer-test estimates of transmissivity and storativity are denoted 
Tr and Sr when referred to in a generic sense. 
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2.2 Site Description 

The Finnsjon site (Figure 1-1) is located in northeastem Uppland in east-central Sweden. A 
geological description of the site is given by Ahlborn and Tiren (1991). The site is located within 
a granodiorite intrusion in earlier basic rocks. Lineaments indicate shear on a regional scale. 
The site is situated in the western wedge of a NW-trending shear lens, which is bounded by 
the Grasbo and Giboda regional shear zones. This lens is subdivided into blocks by three sets 
of fracture zones: 

• NW trending shear zones conforming to the regional zones 
• NE trending, extensive shear zones which intersect the lens 
• N-S trending, less extensive fracture zones 

The Finnsjon site lies within one of these blocks, the Finnsjon Rock Block (Figure 2-3). The NE
trending, Brandan fracture zone divides this block into northern and southern blocks. 

Detailed site investigations have been conducted to describe the geologic and hydrogeologic 
conditions in the Finnsjon area. The findings have been summarized by Andersson et al. (1991 ), 
who proposed conceptual models of the Finnsjon area for three different scales: 

• Semiregional 
• Local (site) 
• Detailed 

The semiregional model is used to estimate hydrologic boundary conditions for the local and 
detailed-scale areas. The local-scale ("far-field") model is used to predict transport of 
radionuclides from the hypothetical repository. The detailed-scale ("near-field") model considers 
transport in the immediate vicinity of the repository. The areas considered in the semiregional 
and local-scale model are shown in Figure 1-1. The boundaries of the models are delimited by 
sets of fracture zones which are thought to dominate groundwater flow within the respective 
regions. 

The present study is mainly concerned with characterization of the rock within the local-scale 
model. This section summarizes aspects of the site investigations which are of particular interest 
for DFN modelling on this scale. 
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2.2.1 Major features 

Fourteen major fracture zones have been identified at Finnsjon by synthesis of geologic, 
hydrogeologic and geophysical investigations (Ahlborn and Tiren, 1991; Andersson et al., 1991). 
The zones were identified based on characteristics such as high K, values and high fracture 
frequency, plus geological judgement taking into account fracture orientations and fracture 
coatings (Andersson et al., 1991). 

The major zones occur in four sets. The three subvertical sets mentioned in §2.2 are seen as 
lineaments. A subhorizontal set is inferred mainly from borehole data. A detailed geological 
description of the major zones is given by Ahlborn and Tiren. Figure 2-4 shows the lineaments 
identified as zones. Figure 2-5 shows a 3-D interpretation of the zones, including the 
subhorizontal Zone 2, which does not outcrop. 

The reliability of this interpretation is discussed by Ahlborn and Tiren (1991), who state that 
"the only zones that can be regarded as well established, with respect to location and character, 
are Zone 1 and Zone 2. Other interpreted fracture zones must be regarded as more or less 
uncertain." Table 2-1 summarizes the evidence for the identified zones. For 10 of the 14 zones, 
the primary evidence comes from lineament maps and, at most, one borehole. The lineament 
maps give only limited information regarding degree of fracturing or dip (Ahlborn and Tiren, 
1991). When only a single borehole intercepts a zone, several different interpretations may be 
possible (op cit.). Therefore most of the zone orientations may be regarded as uncertain. 
Interpretations are strengthened when more than one borehole intersects a zone and 
similarities in geological characteristics, such as fracture coatings, can be seen between 
boreholes. Ahlborn and Tiren suggest that further work, including new boreholes and trenches 
across fracture zones, could increase the reliability of the interpretation, but could also lead to 
identification of new zones. 

Thus with regard to characterization of the "major" fracture zones at the site, two problems are 
evident: 

• Orientation and fracturing character of most of the major zones are uncertain. 
• Unidentified zones, comparable in scale to the identified "major" zones 

( excluding perhaps Zone 2) may exist within the site. 

The relevance of these observations for hydrologic modelling is discussed in §4.2. 
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Table 2-1 Summary of data for interpreted major fracture zones 

Zone Lineament Boreholes penetrating Supplementary evidence 
evidence interpreted zone 

1 Yes KFIOS, 10 Resistivity maps. High K,,-

2 No BFIOl-02, HFIOl, Alteration, mylonites. Crosshole 
KFIOS-07, 09-11 hydrologic connections and high K,, in 

subzones. No anomaly in seismic 
reflection survey. Little displacement of 
intersecting structures seen with borehole 
radar. 

3 Yes KFI08 Geophysical logging and radar. 

4 Yes - Dip inferred from proximity to Zone 5. 

5 Yes KFIOS, 06, 09 High borehole conductivity. 

6 "Poor" KFI07 Geophysical measurements at surface. 

7 Yes - -
8 Yes - -
9 Low relief KFI07 No significant increase in K,,. 

10 Yes KFI03 -
11 Low relief KFIOl, 03, 04, 08 Borehole geophysics. 

12 Yes - -
13 Yes - -
14 Yes - -

The most detailed characterization efforts have been focused on Zone 2. This is a "more or less 
altered" zone about 100 m thick, with a generally low fracture frequency except for 2-3 narrow 
(2-30 m) sections in each borehole (Ahlborn and Tiren, 1991). Zone 2 is considered to have been 
formed by ductile shear, with subsequent minor reactivation, mainly along the upper 
boundary. 
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Zone 2 apparently does not form a continuous planar surface, but rather is interpreted as a 
compound fault (Figure 2-6). The zone was not detected by a reflection seismic survey (Ahlborn 
and Tiren, 1991 ), so there is some doubt about its structure away from boreholes. Evidence for 
interpolation of the zone between boreholes includes (1) frequent occurrence of mylonites, 
catadastic rocks, and a high frequency of sealed fractures (Ahlborn and Tiren, 1991), and (2) 

its distinctive hydrologic character (§2.2.4) showing strong lateral connections. · 

Besides major zones, the site contains many subvertical, "minor" zones (Ahlborn and Tiren, 
1991). These are seen on the local-scale lineament map (Figure 2-7). A N60W striking set has 
spacings of 40-400 m, with extents of several hundred meters and thicknesses commonly 1-5 

m (up to 20 m). Within these minor zones, fracture frequencies range from 0.5-5 m·1, and 
fractures are predominantly subparallel to the zones. A few minor zones with a NE orientation 
have also been mapped at surface. 

Below surface, the frequency of minor zones can be inferred from borehole radar reflections. 
The radar reflectors may be interpreted as "minor fracture zones" or, in some cases, lithological 
contacts. Table 2-2 gives the frequency of minor reflectors in 10 of the 14 deep boreholes. These 
data indicate a mean zone spacing of about 20 m. Estimates of the extents of the features that 
produce the reflection are only approximate. However, inspection of radar maps suggests that 
a feature must extend more than 20 to 25 m to be distinguished, for the radar wavelengths 
used. 

The minor zones may be significant for radionuclide transport. If the hypothetical repository 
is situated within a block bounded by major zones, then the most conductive pathway to a 
major zone could well follow minor zones within the block. Feasibility of modelling the minor 
zones with DFN and other models is discussed in §2.3. 
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Table 2-2 

Borehole 

BFI 01 

BFI 02 

HFI 01 

KFI 05 

KFI 06 

KFI 07 

KFI 08 

KFI 09 

KFI 10 

KFI 11 

All Hls 

(1) 
(2) 

2.2.2 Fractures 

22 

Frequency of radar reflectors in boreholes at the Finnsjon site. 

Surveyed Number of Frequency of References 
Length Reflectors Reflectors 

(m) (m•l) 

450 23 0.051 Niva, 1987 

260 20 (1) 0.077 Andersson and Carlsten, 1987 

110 5 (2) 0.045 Ahlborn et al., 1986 

530 31 0.058 Ahlborn et al., 1986 

510 22 0.043 Ahlborn et al., 1986 

500 15 0.030 Ahlborn et al., 1987 

170 4 0.024 Ahlborn et al., 1987 

350 22 (2) 0.063 Ahlborn et al., 1986 

240 9 (2) 0.038 Ahlborn et al., 1986 

380 20 0.053 Ahlborn et al., 1987 

3500 171 0.049 

Excludes parallel reflectors. 
Excludes reflectors projected to intersect beyond ends of hole 

Ahlborn and Tiren (1991) have classified the fractures at the site into two steeply dipping sets 
(NE trending and NW trending) and a• set of flat-lying fractures. The following is a summary 
of their observations regarding these sets: 

The NE (N10-70E) set is the most frequent. These fractures dip steeply SE, and often occur en 
echelon. The set seems to have been formed by a regional ENE, left-lateral shearing with a NNE 
compressive component. 

The NW (N25-80W) set dips steeply SW, and are commonly more extensive in outcrops. 

The flat-lying set is scarce in outcrops. Most of the mapped fractures in this set dip toward SW. 
Wall-rock alteration in some of these indicates that the flat-lying fractures have been connected 
with the NE trending fractures. 

The fracture frequency measurements along outcrop scanlines and in core are similar (Ahlborn 
and Tiren, 1991). The average fracture frequency in the upper 100 m of boreholes KFI 03, 04, 
and 05 is 3.0 m·1 excluding crushed sections. Ahlborn and Tiren observed that no decrease is 
seen in fracture frequency with depth. 
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Fracture surveys in the northern (Brandan) block show a lower fracture frequency (1.5 m·1) 

than in the southern (Gilvastbo) block (2.9 m·1). This lower frequency is also seen in KFill, in 
the northern block (Ahlborn and Tiren, 1991). Other differences between blocks include: 

• NE-trending fractures in the southern block containing pink coatings of 
laumontite and hematite, which are rare in the northern block. 

• A resistivity contrast across the Brandan zone which indicates lesser fracturing 
in the northern block 

The dataset for fracture geometry at the Finnsjon site consists of: 

• Detailed cell mapping of a 48 m long by 1 m wide section of a trench (Tiren, 
1990), in which fracture trace lengths and fracture orientations (strikes and dips) 
were recorded for all traces longer than about 0.1 m. The trench was located 
close to KFI 11 (Figure 2-8). 

• Scanline mapping of another section of the same trench, 40 m long, in which 
strikes and dips were recorded (Tiren, 1990). 

• Scanline mapping for the PROF study (Andersson et al., 1991) in which fracture 
strike was recorded, but dips and trace lengths were not determined for most 
fractures. 

• Unoriented core from the KFI boreholes, which gives information on fracture 
spacing and incomplete information about fracture orientation. Core from 
vertical holes gives true dip angles, which were analyzed in the present study 
(§5.1). 

There are virtually no data regarding fracture size from subsurface. The cores are unoriented, 
so fracture orientations cannot be uniquely determined. Therefore extrapolation of fracture 
geometric data to depth is questionable. Evidence which can be examined to consider whether 
extrapolation is justified includes: 

• Dip angles in vertical core (evidence of a homogeneous distribution with respect 
to depth). 

• Fracture tracelength and lineament data ( evidence for a common size 
distribution valid over a wide range of scales). 

• Fracture frequency in core (evidence of a change in fracturing intensity). 
• Other data such as similarities in infilling and rock type. 

A preliminary analysis of fracture dip angle was given by Geier and Axelsson (1991 ), to examine 
possible similarity between the fracture population at the surface and at depth. This was based 
on qualitative comparisons between Terzaghi-corrected distributions for dip angle from cell 
maps, scanlines, and vertical boreholes. The comparison was crude, and no test was made of 
the statistical significance of the similarities. Major problems are that the cellmap data are 
considered to be atypical due to an unusually high percentage of NE trending fractures 
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(personal communication, S. Tiren, 1991) and the large number of scanline fractures with no 
dip measurement, which may be subvertical. These problems make comparisons between 
borehole and surface data unreasonable, and therefore in the present study (§5.1) comparison 
is restricted to dips in core at different depths. 

Geier and Axelsson (1991) also gave preliminary analysis of the fracture size distribution. They 
observed that both fracture tracelengths and lineaments roughly followed a common, power 
law distribution: 

where B ~ 3, as indicated in Figure 2-9. 

2.2.3 In-situ stresses 

/Jl) oc ,.,-B (2-9) 

The stresses in the rock at Finnsjon have been measured by hydraulic fracturing in the vertical 
borehole KFI 06 (Bjarneson and Stephansson, 1988). Regression analysis by Bjarneson and 
Stephansson gives a linear model for the stress variation with depth as: 

where: 

(J v - (0.0265 M;•) z 
(Jh - 2.6MPa + (0.0237M;•)z 

(JH(l) - 6.2MPa + (0.0416M:•)z 

a H(2J - 2.4 MPa + (0.0412 M;•) z 

(Jv = vertical stress 
ah = minimum horizontal stress 
a Hm = maximum horizontal stress by 1st breakdown method 
a H/2! = maximum horizontal stress by 2nd breakdown method 

(2-10) 

[ MT2/L] 
[ MT2/L] 
[ MT2/L] 
[ MT2/L] 

The regression indicates that the vertical stress is the minimum principal stress down to depths 
of about 500 m. The analysis indicated a slight discontinuity in ah of about 3 MPa across Zone 
2, but the data were inconclusive for a w Strikes of vertical hydrofractures were consistently 
NW-SE, giving the direction of aH as N45°W above and N53°W below Zone 2. 

The stress field is expected to have important effects on fracture conductivities, based on 
experimental evidence described in §3.2. A possible effect is that subhorizontal fractures will 

tend to be more conductive than subvertical fractures. 
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2.2.4 Hydrologic measurements 

Small-scale hydrologic measurements of the rock at Finnsjon have been obtained by single-hole 

water injection tests in boreholes. Table 2-3 summarizes the dataset for 2 m and 3 m packer 

tests at Finnsjon. 

Table 2-3 Single-hole injection tests at the Finnsjon site, 2 m and 3 
m section lengths (from GEOTAB database). 

Borehole Nominal Number of Estimated Type of analysis 
Section Sections Minimum 
Length Measurable 

(m) Conductivity 
(m/s) 

KFI06 2 3 7.Sxl0-10 Transient 

KFI07 2 4 7.5x10-10 Transient 

KFI09 2 2 4.0x10-11 Transient 

KFilO 2 9 1.0xl0-10 Transient 

BFIOl 2 115 1.0xl0-10 Steady-state 

BFI02 2 42 1.ox10-10 Steady-state 

HFIOl 2 10 5.0x10-10 Steady-state 

KFIOl 2 240 2.4x10-9 Steady-state 

KFI02 3 220 2.ox10-9 Steady-state 

KFI03 3 223 3.0x10-9 Steady-state 

KFI04 3 181 1.9x10-10 Steady-state 

KFIOS 2 108 7.5x10-10 Steady-state 

KFIOS 3 231 l.9x10-10 Steady-state 

KFI06 2 48 7.5x10-10 Steady-state 

KFI06 3 206 1.9x10-10 Steady-state 

KFI07 2 50 7.5x10-10 Steady-state 

KFI07 3 175 l.9xl0-10 Steady-state 

KFI08 3 139 l.6x10-10 Steady-state 

KFI09 2 74 1.ox10-10 Steady-state 

KFilO 2 81 1.ox10-10 Steady-state 

KFlll 2 75 1.ox10-10 Steady-state 
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The table also indicates the type of analysis that was used for each set of tests. The "steady
state" tests were interpreted using Moyes' formula (Andersson et al., 1991). Only a few transient 
interpretations have been produced. However, some of the steady-state tests produced transient 
flowrate and pressure data which allows evaluation of the flow geometry for the tests. 

A limited program of crosshole packer testing has also been performed at the site (Andersson 
et al., 1989a; Andersson et al., 1991). This program was focused almost exclusively on Zone 2. 
A number of cross-hole tracer tests were also performed. 

2.2.4.1 Single-hole packer test results 

The GEOTAB database includes K,.,,,,.,,.. estimates from steady-state tests. The accuracy of Moyes' 
formula (§2.1.4) is questionable, due to assumptions about flow dimension which are not 
generally valid in fractured crystalline rock (Karasaki, 1986; Doe and Geier, 1990). 

Preliminary GRF analysis of a limited dataset (Geier and Axelsson, 1991) suggests that the 
errors in estimates of mean K may be small, but the variance in K may be underestimated. 
Figure 2-10 compares estimated KcRF values with KMoya. For 2 :S Df :S 3 the estimates agree 
within 1 or 2 orders of magnitude, but for subradial flow the disagreement can be largerY1 

The data set may have been biased toward more conductive intervals. §5.6 presents an 
extension of the GRF analysis to all 2 m test data from BFI 01, BFI 02, and KFI 11. 

Due to the uncertain flow geometry, the most defensible use of the KMoya data is as a rough 
indication of trends and anomalies in the rock. In the SKB 91 study, the K,.,,,,.,,.. data have been 
used to identify the hydrologically important fracture zones (Andersson et al., 1991), and to 
estimate the hydrological properties of these zones. Table 2-4 gives estimated zone 
transmissivities Tz for the major zones from Andersson et al., for each borehole intersecting the 
zones. 

These data give some indication of heterogeneity within the major zones. For upper and lower 
parts of Zone 2, estimates of Tz vary by only an order of magnitude or so between boreholes, 
but for the other zones (where comparison is possible) the variation is 2-3 orders of 
magnitude.121 

GRF analysis is also subject to limitations, mainly related to the uncertainty about 
conduit cross-section at the borehole. Therefore the KcRF estimates should be viewed as 
"alternative" rather than "correct" estimates, although major errors due to inappropriate 
assumptions about Dr are hopefully eliminated by treating Dr as a parameter to be estimated. 

2 The fact that large variability is seen within a limited number of packer sections within 
a zone underscores the relevance of the observed heterogeneity. Including additional sections 
from the surrounding rock would not change the estimated Tz by much, since the sections 
classified as zones have higher Kt.1o-y,., by orders of magnitude, than the surrounding rock. 
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There is also great variation in zone properties, within a single borehole. Based on ratios of 
maximum TP to total T. as calculated by Andersson et al. (1991), typically the major portion of 
T. is due to a single packer interval, although in a few places (Zone 3, Zone 5 where 
intercepted by KFI 05, and Zone 11 where intercepted by KFI 01 and 08) the T. is well 
distributed. Based on inspection of KMoy,. profiles, Geier and Axelsson (1991) noted that the 
variations within a single zone, in places, may exceed the difference between the zone and the 
"rock mass" taken as a whole. This suggests the possibility of treating the major fracture zones 
as expressions of the ordinary variability in the rock mass. This is discussed further in §4.2. 
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Table 2-4 Estimated transmissivities of major zones at 
Finnsj6n (from Andersson et al., 1991). 

Fracture Borehole Packer Length Estimated 

Zone Spacing Tested (m) Transmissivity (m2/s) 
(m) 

1 KFllO 20 40 2.6xlo-4 
KFil0 2 28 2.lxl04 

2 (upper)* BFI 01** 2 20 1.3xlo-3 
BFI02 2 24 1.7x10-3 

HFI0l 2 47 4.6xl04 

KFI0S 2 26 1.2x10-3 

KFI06 2 25 5.6xl04 

KFI09 2 32 1.0xl0-3 
KFilO 2 19 1.2xl04 

KFI 11 2 23 3.7xlo-4 

2 (middle)* KFI05 2 13 4.2xlo-3 
KFI09 2 36 5.8xl04 

KFilO 2 34 7.6x10-5 

2 (lower)* BFI 01 2 19 1.lxlo-4 
BFI02 2 24 8.3xl04 

KFI05 2 55 2.6xl04 

KFI 06** 2 27 6.7xl04 

KFI09 2 41 1.2x10➔ 

KFllO 2 31 2.2xl04 

KFI 11** 2 32 1.7x10-5 

3 KFI08 3 111 1.0xlo-4 

5 KFI05 3 42 1.6x10-5 
KFI06 3 3 1.4x10-6 
KFI09 2 4 2.9x10-5 
KFI09 20 20 1.2x10➔ 

6 KFI07 3 6 2.9x10~ 

9 KFI07 3 54 2.Sxl0-6 

10 KFI03 3 6 2.8x10~ 

11 KFI0l 2 56 5.9x10·7 

KFI03 3 168 6.6xl04 

KFI04 3 30 1.7xl04 

KFI08 3 99 1.lxl04 

* Data for single-hole test sections corresponding to interference 

sections as given in Table 4.7 of Andersson et al. (1991) 
** Values for two subsections of zone section have been summed. 

Subsections are not contiguous in some cases. 
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A second use of the KMoy,. data, within the SKB 91 project, has been to estimate the hydrological 
properties of the rock mass, including the evaluation of trends with depth. Plots of the KMoy,. 
data from Finnsjon as a function of depth indicate that, on average, hydraulic conductivity 
decreases with depth. This has been described by Andersson et al. (1989a), in terms of a 
regression model which gave: · 

KMoy,. - (1.04xl0-6) z-1•10 [m/s] (2-11) 

for the southern block and: 

[m/s] (2-12) 

for the northern block, where: 
Z = depth [m] 

The validity of this model is questionable for numerous reasons: 

• The transmissivities for many of the packer intervals are below the 
transmissivity measurement limits (T 11r,..i.ou) for the test equipment. The data 
therefore represent upper bound estimates. This may affect estimation of a 
trend. 

• KFI 01 and 02 have been excluded due to a higher TtJi,e,J,olJ• Profiles of these data 
(Figure 2-11) show little variation for Z > 100 m. 

• The model does not consider possible lateral heterogeneity, which may be as 
strong as any trend in the vertical direction. Figure 2-12 shows KMoye, profiles 
from boreholes KFI03 and KFI06, which exhibit trends quite different from the 
above models. 

• Near-surface (Z < 200 m) data dominate the regression, partly because there are 
more data at the surface. For Z > 200 m, the model predicts a stronger trend 
than is seen when only data from Z > 200 mare considered. 

Andersson et al. (1991) analyzed the data from Z > 200 m separately. The estimated 95% 
confidence intervals were {-1.00 $ b $ 0.31} for the southern block, and {-1.03 $ b $ 0.17} for 
the northern block. Thus the evidence of a trend at depth is poor. 
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Because of the above limitations, the regression models (Eq. 2-11 and 2-12) for KMoy,. were not 
used directly in developing the DFN model. However, physical mechanisms which could 
produce similar effects were considered (§4.2). Interval transmissivity estimates calculated from 
the KMoyd data were used in estimating the distribution of T1 for the fracture population (§5.6.3) 
but the behavior of the resulting model was compared with GRF analyses of transient test data 
to ensure that the model reproduces the distribution of DF seen at the site (§6.3). 

2.2.4.2 Cross-hole flow and tracer test data 

Andersson et al. (1989a) conducted cross-hole flow and tracer tests at the Finnsjon site. Tests 
included hydraulic interference tests with multiple observation intervals, and pulse injection 
tracer tests. All injection and most monitoring intervals were located within Zone 2. Additional 
indications of the crosshole response outside of Zone 2 are given monitoring in HFI 01 of 
tracer from the drilling fluid for borehole KFI 11. 

The test results within Zone 2 indicate strong local heterogeneity. In some cases, better 
connections were seen between boreholes for sections in the same horizon of the zone, than 
sections which were in the same borehole but in different horizons (Andersson et al., 1991). 
This suggests that Zone 2 consists of distinct, laterally extensive subzones. This is consistent 
with the structural interpretation of Tiren (1990). The tests also indicated anisotropy within the 
plane of the zone. The conductivity in the strike direction appears to be higher than in the dip 
direction. Andersson et al. speculate that this may be due to a second, intersecting zone. 

Hydraulic conductivities estimated from interference tests in Zone 2 over several hundred 
meters were typically 3 to 30 times higher than the K, estimates from single-hole tests in the 
same sections. For BFI 02 the estimates from interference tests were 750 times higher than the 
single-hole J<,. 

The tracer test results were analyzed in terms of an equivalent, single fracture (Andersson et 

al., 1991), to estimate transport parameters. The estimated zone conductivities K, from tracer 
residence times was roughly 0.1 to 1 m/s, several orders of magnitude higher than the 
estimated K, in Table 2-3. Comparison in terms of transmissivity (Andersson et al., 1991) showed 
much better agreement. This indicates that the hydraulically most-active part of the zone is 
only a small fraction of the tested thickness. The tracer data showed multiple arrival peaks, 
indicating numerous flow paths. 

The cross-hole tests and tracer tests provide data suitable for validation and/or calibration of 
a DFN model. This has been done in modelling for the Stripa SCV experiment (Dershowitz et 
al., 1991ab ). Although such simulations could be carried out using FracMan, this possibility was 
beyond the scope of the study. Therefore the main value of these data for DFN modelling is 
as "soft" data for development of a conceptual model. 
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2.3 Hydrogeologic Models for Fractured, Crystalline Rock 

The rock at Finnsjon is mainly granitic. Unfractured blocks of crystalline rock such as granite 
typically have very low hydraulic conductivities. However, large volumes typically contain 
numerous fractures. Such fractures can be expected to form the main pathways for fluid flow 
through the rock mass at Finnsj6n. 

The transmissivity of fractures in granitic rock can vary over many orders of magnitude. 
Interconnection of the fractures is often irregular. For these reasons, the hydrologic properties 
of this rock may be, on a local scale, extremely heterogeneous. Therefore it is questionable 
whether homogeneous continuum concepts are suitable for evaluation small-scale hydrologic 
tests, or for extrapolation from these tests to predict large-scale behavior. 

Investigations in granitic rock adjacent to the Stripa mine in Sweden have demonstrated two 
further complications in this view of fractured rock: 

• Fractures are not uniformly distributed through the rock mass, but rather they 
are concentrated in zones (Olsson et al., 1989). 

• Fracture roughness and variability in mineralization may cause flow 
heterogeneity even within single fractures (Abelin et al., 1985). 

In recent years, techniques for characterizing fracture zones have seen considerable 
development. However, even a state-of-the-art investigation cannot guarantee detection of all 
fracture zones in the vicinity of a repository, although there is in general an increasing 
probability of detection for larger, closer and/or more hydraulically conductive features 
(Dershowitz and Roberds, 1990). Channeling in fracture networks may cause even greater 
difficulties, since one-dimensional conductive structures are more likely to escape detection than 
planar conductive structures. 

This section describes briefly four types of models which have been used to simulate 
groundwater flow and transport in fractured crystalline rock: 

• Discrete fracture network (DFN) models 
• Stochastic continuum (SC) models 
• Channel network (CN) models 
• Dual-porosity streamtube (DPST) models 

These models represent four different idealizations of the processes of water flow and chemical 
transport through fractured rock. The DFN, SC, and CN models, as depicted in Figure 2-13, 
attempt to represent the irregularity of fluid pathways through the fractured rock. The last type 
of model, DPST (Figure 2-14), is used to calculate essentially one-dimensional transport within 
a "streamtube," defined by the streamlines of a potential field. The streamtube boundaries and 
appropriate, average hydrogeologic properties within the streamtubes must be estimated by one 
of the more detailed models. 

Each type of model has particular advantages and disadvantages for modelling fractured rock 
masses. Within the SKB 91 project, the different types of models have been applied in 
complementary fashion. The DFN model, in particular, has been used to provide possible input 
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data for the SC, CN, and DPST models, and as an alternative model for comparison. §2.3.1-4 
describe these models. The descriptions of the models are not intended to be comprehensive. 
For the SC, CN, and DPST models, emphasis is placed on their relation to the DFN model. 

2.3.1 Discrete-Fracture-Network (DFN) Model 

A discrete fracture network model is built up from a statistical description of fracture geometric 
and hydraulic properties. Statistics that describe distributions of the following fracture 
properties are required: · 

• Location and spatial structure 
• Size (i.e., radius or extent) 
• Orientation 
• Transmissivity (or hydraulic aperture) 
• Intensity (expressed as P32 total fracture area per unit volume of rock) 

Fracture populations are simulated based on these statistics. The primary flow paths are 
assumed to result from networks of interconnecting fractures. 

Simultaneous flow through fractures and the rock matrix may also be modelled in MAFIC 
using a fully discretized 3-D model (Miller, 1990). However, the problem of simultaneously 
discretizing both fractures and matrix in 3-D is formidable, and thus far practical modelling of 
fracture-matrix flow has been limited either to 2-D models (e.g. Karasaki et al., 1985), or to 3-D 
models (Doe et al., 1990) in which fluid storage in the matrix is coupled with flow in the 
fracture flow, but the matrix does not provide connection between non-intersecting fractures. 

Strictly speaking, valid DFN models are restricted to the simulation of regions composed of 
domains within which the fracture population is statistically lwmogeneous. Most theoretical 
developments and applications to date have defined statistical homogeneity in very strict terms 
of spatially uniform distributions of fracture properties, either univariate (e.g. size) or bivariate 
(e.g. orientation). When this narrow definition of statistical homogeneity is applied, field studies 
suggest that fracture populations are often not "statistically homogeneous" over any practical 
modelling scale. For example, in a recent study of a 36 m section of tunnel in the Stripa mine 
(Kuti.lake et al., 1990), the largest "statistically homogeneous" region found was 10 m long. Since 
access to the rock is limited, and not every 10 m block in a site can be mapped, clearly site-scale 
DFN modelling is impossible if this very limited definition of statistical homogeneity is applied. 

Practical DFN modelling requires a broader definition of statistical homogeneity, based on a 
statistical description of heterogeneity in the fracture population. The simplest possibility is 
non-uniform expectations for fracture intensity. The FracMan model (Dershowitz et al., 1991a) 
includes four conceptual models with non-uniform spatial intensity--Levy-Lee fractal, Nearest
Neighbor, Baecher Revised Termination (BART), and probabilistic War Zone models. More 
general models allow heterogeneity of all fracture properties. A 2-D example of this is the 
Parent-Daughter model (Long and Billaux, 1986), which uses a geostatistical description of 
fracture population heterogeneity. Modelling of multi-domain regions, in which each region 
is characterized by a distinct set of statistics, is possible using the deterministic War Zone Model 
(Dershowitz et al., 1991a). 
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The major advantages of DFN models are: 

• Explicit representation of the geometry and physical properties of fractures and 
fracture zones. 

• Ability to incorporate fracture geometry data in the model, and thus give a basis 
for extrapolating from packer tests of uncertain flow geometry. 

• Possibility to model fracture zones of various scales, including undetected zones, 
and other heterogeneity, based on observations of structural patterns. 

For the Finnsjon site the last point is particularly important, because minor zones are too 
numerous for full detailed characterization, and cannot be represented explicitly in the site
scale, continuum models. A non-uniform model such as the Nearest-Neighbor model 
(Dershowitz et al., 1991a) allows stochastic generation of zones based on the statistical 
properties of observed zones, and subsequent generation of the fracture population with higher 
concentration around the defined zones. 

Problems with the DFN approach include: 

• Need for fracture geometric data at sampling locations distributed throughout 
the region to be modelled, including data from at depth. When sampling 
locations are not well-distributed, extrapolation is required. 

• Need to simpify fracture patterns and/or restrict the range of fracture 
transmissivity T1 modelled, to simulate large-scale regions. 

• Need for further theoretical and code development to produce more realistic 
fracture patterns and incorporate more structural information. 

The possible roles of the DFN approach in repository safety assessment include: 

• Preprocessor: Synthesis of geometric data and hydrological data to estimate 
appropriate parameters for the other models. 

• Alternative conceptual model: Testing assumptions used within the other 
modelling approaches. 

• DFN safety assessment model: Modelling of flow and transport at canister, 
repository, and site-scales, with increasingly simplified representation of the 
fracture population at the larger scales. 

• Coupled DFN/SC model: Direct coupling of a DFN model in the near-field to 
a SC model in the far-field, possibly with discrete, "fast paths" in the matrix. 

The last two approaches are feasible with existing DFN flow equation solvers, but have not 
been tested. In the SKB 91 Project, the DFN model has been used for the first and second 
purposes only. 
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2.3.2 Stochastic-Continuum (SC) Models 

A major goal of the present study was to develop a method for deriving a SC model from a 
DFN interpretation of site data. The SC approach for modelling groundwater flow in 
heterogeneous formations is based on the idea that a formation can be described in terms of 
physical parameters (conductivity, specific storage, etc.) that vary in space according to spatially 
random functions. Among other uses, SC models have been used as the basis for channeling 
models of single fractures (e.g. Abelin et al., 1990). 

The advantages of SC models include: 

• Extensive theory and statistical procedures for analysis. 
• Procedures for derivation which are solely based on packer test data. 
• Ability to model site-scale regions. 
• Possibility of conditional simulations. 
• Tendency to produce more structure than a purely random K field. 

Disadvantages of the SC method, for fractured crystalline rock, are mainly related to: 

• The simplistic structure of the conductivity fields produced by these models. 
• Uncertain relation of model parameters to packer test data. 
• Inability to model discrete, heterogeneous connections. 

These issues are discussed below. Questions about suitability of SC models for modelling 
transport (Dverstorp and Andersson, 1990) are not considered here because, within the SKB 
91 study, a SC model is used only for Monte Carlo prediction of the groundwater flow field 
(head gradients, velocities, and streamlines) for input to a DPST model, which is used for the 
actual transport predictions. 

The present study is concerned with SC descriptions of the conductivity tensor K. Usually it 
is assumed that, on some suitable averaging scale s, an effective hydraulic conductivity tensor K, 
exists which forms a continuous, random tensor field, i.e.: 

K, - K,(x) (2-13) 

where: 
x = a coordinate vector of appropriate dimension. 

Assuming existence, the field K,(x) is described in terms of statistics for the expected value, 
variance, covariance function, and possible trends in the conductivity field. A site-specific model 
is constructed by dividing the region into blocks, and producing multiple realizations of the 
conductivity field. In each simulation, each block is assigned a random value of K, from a 
population based on the estimated statistics. 

Usually the statistics are estimated for some transformation of the conductivity field: 

Y(x) - f [K,(x), x] (2-14) 
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The transformation is chosen so that Y(x) satisfies conditions such as stationarity and Gaussian 
behavior, which may be required for analysis and simulation. In generating realizations of the 
random conductivity field, first the field Y(x) is generated, and then the inverse transformation 
t1 is applied to give the simulated field K,(x). 

In the simplest case, I<. is assumed to be locally isotropic at each point, and the method is 
concerned only with a scalar field: 

Y(x) - f [K,(x), x] (2-15) 

This assumption is usually adopted, and is assumed in the following discussion for the sake 
of simplicity. §4.5 describes treatment of the fully anisotropic case. 

Assuming that the transformation is chosen so that E[Y(x)] = 0, and that the Y(x) is second
order stationary (see, e.g., Mantuoglu and Wilson, 1982), the covariance function is: 

where: 
h 

Cy(h) - E[Y(x) Y(x+h)] 

= the lag vector (vector between two points in the field). 

(2-16) 

Cy(h) is a statistical way of describing the spatial structure of a field. Many types of structured 
conductivity fields can show similar Cy(h), particularly when data are limited. A simulation 
based on a particular function Cy(h) will not necessarily tend to contain structures similar to 
those in the real conductivity field. However, the estimate of c,,(h) is a stricter constraint on 
a model than just a mean and a variance. Therefore simulations based on an estimated Cy(h) 
should, in a mathematially defined way, resemble the real conductivity field (assuming one 
exists) more closely than an uncorrelated field. 

If a suitably simple (though not necessarily geologically realistic) form is assumed for C(h), the 
parameters can be estimated uniquely from field data. A common assumption is isotropic 
covariance, meaning that C(h) depends only on I h I. Somewhat more realistic models may be 
developed based on linear combinations of several fields with strongly anisotropic covariance, 
but unique estimation of the parameters from packer test data is difficult or impossible. Prior 
to estimating the statistics of K,(x) from packer test conductivities K,,(x), usually the K,,(x) are 
regularized by taking a moving average (see Matheron, 1971 ), often a harmonic mean. 
Regularization methods which have been developed for harmonically-averaging quantities may 
not be appropriate for conductivity data (Winberg et al., 1990). 

Various methods are available for simulation (see Mantuoglu and Wilson, 1982). Within the 
SKB 91 study, several different SC simulation methods have been considered, including 
"parametric" (Norman, 1991; Winberg et al., 1990) and "nonparametric" (Winberg et al., 1990) 
approaches. The nonparametric approach differs from the above description in that covariance 
functions are estimated for each of several threshold values of conductivity. 
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In the present study, a DFN methodology was developed which can be used to provide a basis 
for simulations using the HYDRASTAR code (Norman, 1991). HYDRASTAR produces 
conditional simulations of the 3-D K,(x), i.e. the simulated K,(x) are constrained to match the 
regularized measurements. 

The advantages of the SC method make it computationally feasible for modelling the Finnsjon 
site. However, the simulations must contend with some general difficulties for modelling 
fractured crystalline rock, including: 

• There is great uncertainty as to what the "hard" data (i.e., the K, values) are 
measurements of, due to uncertain flow geometry. It is very unlikely that these 
values can be interpreted as direct measurements of SC properties. 

• The basic assumption of porous media behavior with an equivalent I<, may not 
apply on a scale suitable for modelling, and possibly not at any scale (Long and 
Witherspoon, 1985) in certain fracture populations. 

• The use of fairly simple forms for Cy{h) (to allow derivation of model 
parameters) results in models with limited ability to reproduce extensive, thin, 
high-conductivity structures similar to fractures, channels, or thin fracture 
zones.131 

• Theoretical scaling-up procedures may not be valid for media controlled by 
extensive, thin structures (Durlofsky, 1991). 

• Regularization methods are virtually all based on assumptions about the 
magnitude of variance in K, or the form of correlation of K (Durlofsky, 1991), or 
an assumption that the rock acts as a continuum at the packer test scale. 

A specific problem for the Finnsjon site is that: 

• If the minor zones have higher average K than the rock mass, this may produce 
a heterogeneous, anisotropic Cy{h) on a scale comparable to the minor zones. 
Whether this could be described by anisotropic K on a larger scale is not clear. 

A main purpose of the DFN model was to answer the questions: 

• Can the rock at Finnsjon be described as an equivalent porous medium on some 
practical scale? 

Planar structures may be produced by conditioning, if the borehole spacing is less than 
the correlation length, or by strongly anisotropic covariance functions. The former is not 
usually the case over a site. The latter works only if all of the structures are roughly parallel, 
unless linear combinations are used, but estimation of parameters is a problem, as mentioned 
above. More complex stochastic continua with "nested" covariance structures have been 
proposed (Neumann, 1990) but apparently have not been implemented in numerical models 
capable of site-scale simulations. 
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• Are the methods for deriving a SC model from packer test ~ valid for fractured 
rock similar to that at Finnsjon? If not, can alternative scaling laws be developed 
based on a DFN model? 

• Are the forms of Cy(h) assumed in derivation of SC models reasonable for 
fractured rock similar to that at Finnsjon? 

• Does the DFN model predict a single function Cy(h) throughout a geologically
defined region of the model? 

Methods for investigating these issues are discussed in §4.5. 

2.3.3 Channel-Network (CN) Models 

As part of the present study, DFN analysis methods and simulations were used to estimate 
parameters of a channel-network (CN) model. The basic concept of a CN model is that flow 
within a fracture network is confined to discrete, effectively one-dimensional pathways known 
as channels, which intersect at various interval. Examples of CN models include transport 
models derived from DFN models for use in transport simulations (Cacas et al., 1990b; 
Dverstorp and Andersson, 1990). The channel properties may also be derived directly from field 
data. 

The CN model of Moreno and Neretnieks (1991), which is used as an alternative conceptual 
model in the SKB 91 study, is based on channel statistics properties estimated directly from 
observations in boreholes and tunnels. The equivalent-conductor-grid model used in the Stripa 
Project by Long et al. (1991) derives a channel network by inversion of hydrologic and 
geophysical measurements, by forward modelling combined with a simulated-annealing, 
optimization algorithm. 

CN models are similar to DFN models in their recognition of the discrete nature of the fracture 
pathways. However, they have a number of advantages including: 

• Use of a network composed of effectively 1-D elements can reduce the 
computational difficulty, and thus simplifies modelling of complex processes 
such as transport of sorbing species (Moreno and Neretnieks, 1991) and flow of 
non-Newtonian fluids such as grouts (Hassler, 1991 ). 

• Possibility to consider channels as distinct features with autocorrelation of 
properties over multiple fractures, due to processes such as non-uniform 
erosion, clogging, precipitation and/or dissolution within fracture planes 
(Moreno and Neretnieks, 1991 )Y1 

Relative to SC models, CN models have an advantage that network dispersion effects can be 
modelled without resort to scale-dependent dispersion coefficients. 

Recent developments in the FracMan/MAFIC package allow auto-correlation of aperture 
over multiple fracture planes. 
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For the direct approach used by Moreno and Neretnieks (1991), the data requirements for the 
CN model are somewhat less than for a DFN model, because the specifics of fracture geometry 

are ignored. This model uses a network of channels which is topologically equivalent to a 

regular, cubic lattice. Properties including: 

• Channel "conductance" (here meaning the ratio of flowrate to pressure 
difference between the two ends of a channel) 

• Channel volume 
• Wetted surface area 

are assumed, in effect, to be uniformly distributed along each channel, and randomly 

distributed or constant for the channel population. Methods for estimating these properties are 

described by Moreno and Neretnieks. Demonstration simulations (op cit.) indicate that 
calibration of a CN model to field data is straightforward, and observed behavior such as long 

tails and plateaus in breakthrough curves are reproduced. 

A few problems with the method are that: 

• Field data that provide the observational basis for the model are limited to a few 
experiments in relatively low-transmissivity, single fractures (see §3.1.1), and 
observations in tunnels which may reflect strongly disturbed flow fields. 

• Estimation of channel frequencies and length distributions requires simplistic 
assumptions about channel geometry (width and tortuosity), the validity of 
which is difficult to appraise, due to limited field data. 

• For moderately well-connected rock such as the Finnsjon site, the distance 
between channel intersections may be so small that packer tests measure the 
properties of multiple channels (in series and/or in parallel), which means that 
deconvolution of the data is necessary to obtain the required properties. 

• When a large fraction of the packer tests display radial to spherical flow, 
problems of non-uniqueness can be expected in the derivation of CN model 
parameters. In such cases the need for and even the validity of a CN model may 
be questioned (although a dense channel network could very plausibly 
reproduce this type of behavior).151 An important question in such cases is 
whether the more conductive packer test intervals tend to display low flow 
dimension. 

5 The same comment can be applied to DFN models, for the case when packer test flow 

dimensions are predominantly near-spherical. 
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A problem which is common to all modelling approaches for strongly heterogeneous rock, 
but which is most plainly evident in the CN model of Moreno and Neretnieks (1991), due to 
the simplicity of the conceptual model, is that: 

• The spatial intensity of occurrence of the most transmissive features (channels, 
fractures, or zones) may not be adequately characterized, due precisely to the 
infrequency of their occurrence and the low probability of their intersecting 
a borehole. 

Because of the overwhelming significance of the most transmissive features, the possibility of 
large errors in their estimated spatial intensity cannot be overlooked. 

The present study included, as a subtask, an estimation of the significance (with regard to this 
particular CN model) of the fact that only a finite number of packer test transmissivity 
measurements TP are available. The results, as given in Appendix 1, show that the probable error 
in characterization of the the most transmissive conduits is significant, for the Finnsjon TP 
dataset. Appendix 1 also gives an evaluation of a simplifying assumption used in the CN model 
derivation, that a maximum of one channel intersects any given packer interval. The analysis 
indicates that this assumption does not introduce significant errors for the CN model of 
Moreno and Neretnieks (1991). 

2.3.4 Dual-Porosity Streamtube (DPST) Models 

A major goal of the present study was to use the DFN approach to estimate parameters for the 
dual-porosity streamtube model (DPST) developed by Norman and Kjellbert (1990). The 
estimates were used as alternatives to tracer test interpretations, which are subject to great 
uncertainty as discussed below. 

The streamtube concept is a method for transforming the problem of 3-D solute migration in 
inhomogeneous flow fields into a set of realizations of a 1-D transport model. 

The basic idea is to partition to flow field predicted by a given groundwater model into flow 
paths contained within stream tubes. A stream tube is defined (Norman and Kjellbert, 1990) 
as the surface composed of all streamlines passing through a closed contour161 (Figure 2-14). 
The mass centroid curve for a stream tube is defined by the set of mass centroids for every 
cross section through the stream tube (where "cross section" is taken to mean the intersection 
of an equipotential surface with the volume contained by the streamtube). Transport is defined 
solely in terms of distance along the mass centroid curve, resulting in a 1-D equation describing 
transport within the streamtube. Distributed values of properties such as porosity are replaced 
by appropriate averages over each cross section. 

The 5KB 91 study uses a dual-porosity formulation of the stream tube concept, FARF31 
(Norman and Kjellbert, 1990) to predict travel times and concentrations for radionuclides 
migrating to the biosphere. FARF31 incorporates longitudinal dispersion, matrix diffusion, 

6 The contour is most sensibly chosen to lie within an equipotential surface defined by 
the flow model. 
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decay, and possible sorption for each radionuclide species modelled. Matrix diffusion is 
implemented as 1-D diffusion between the "flow" porosity and the "matrix" porosity (Norman 
and Kjellbert). It is understood that the distinction between "flow" and "matrix" porosity 
involves a somewhat arbitrary division between "fissures" and "microfissures" in the fractured 
granite. 

The advantages of the DPST approach arise from the enormous simplification in the effective 
geometry of the transport equations, which allows more detailed mathematical models for the 
transport aspects, and facilitates Monte Carlo modelling which requires a large number of 
simulations. 

Some fundamental problems with the approach follow directly from the simplifying 
assumptions: 

• Individual stream tubes are modelled independently of each other. Together 
with the fact that transverse dispersion is neglected, this means that there is no 
chance for radionuclides to move between stream tubes. On a small scale the 
importance of this may be negligible, but as observed by Dverstorp and 
Andersson (1990) in fractured granite the apparent lateral dispersion tends to 
increase with distance due to network effects. 

• Pore velocity and porosity are replaced by averages over each cross section, 
based on the assumption that the stream tube is sufficiently narrow for velocity 
and porosity variations to be negligible. This assumption may not hold if 
multiple channels or discrete-fracture flow paths pass through a typical stream
tube cross section. Observations of multiple plateaus in arrival curves for tracer 
experiments in fractured granite (see Neretnieks, 1990) would imply that this 
will commonly be the case for transport on the scale of tens to hundreds of 
meters?1 

The significance of these weaknesses is not well understood. This is a basic motivation for the 
use of alternative conceptual models such as the CN and DFN models. Additional problems 
relate to the difficulty of obtaining suitable "average" parameters for the model: 

• Flow porosity can be estimated from tracer experiments, but is subject to 
uncertainty due to the unknown geometry of the active flowpaths in these 
experiments. Furthermore, the number of such experiments is limited, 
particularly in the rock mass, for Finnsjon. 

• Flow wetted surface is even more difficult to estimate from tracer experiments, 
since this is available only by (1) analysis of experiments using sorbing tracers, 
or (2) model fitting for matrix diffusion effects (e.g. Abelin et al., 1987). 

7 Presumably arrival curves for a single sampling point must reflect flow through a single 
stream tube, by definition -- unless they reflect the effects of transverse dispersion across 
stream-tube boundaries. 
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Within the SKB 91 project, use of the DFN model to support the DPST modelling was limited 
to estimation of porosity and specific wetted surface directly from fracture geometric models 
and flow simulations, for comparison with estimates from tracer tests. A second possibility, 
back-analysis of the tracer tests at Finnsjon by calibration of the DFN model, was not within 
the scope of the present study. The software and methods needed for the back-analysis 
approach have been demonstrated for the Stripa site by Dershowitz et al. (1991b), but the 
approach would have required large-scale modelling and deterministic inclusion of major 
features. Due to the limited time frame of the project, the simpler approach was followed, 
mainly because it gave the possibility to simultaneously produce data for the SC model. 
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3 HYDROLOGIC PROPERTIES OF SINGLE FRACTURES 

The scope of this project exceeds the scope of most previous applications of DFN models in two 
respects: 

[1) The domain of the model extends from surface rock to a depth of several 
hundred meters. Packer test data (§2.4.1) show indications of a decrease in K,, 
with depth, in the upper part of the domain, but no change is seen in the 
fracture frequency with depth. Therefore some other explanation (such as stress) 
is needed to explain the changes in fracture hydrologic properties with depth. 

[2] The goal of estimating effective porosity and wetted surface for transport 
prediction means that the detailed-scale properties of the fractures are more 
important than for a prediction of bulk flux. 

To fulfill the scope, adequate models are needed for the detailed hydrologic behavior of single 
fractures within a fracture network Properties of importance include the following: 

• Aperture variability or channelling: Variations in fracture aperture can affect 
the geometry of flow paths, with profound effects on transport properties. 

• Hydromechanical effects: Fracture deformation due to in situ stresses can affect 
the hydrologic properties of the fractures. 

• Coatings and infilling: Mineral coatings or infilling within a fracture may 
strongly affect its mechanical, hydrologic and transport properties, and their 
interrelationships. 

Findings of a review of these subjects are described in §3.1 - 3.3. 

3.1 Aperture variation 

Most 3-D DFN modelling performed to date has assumed uniform aperture (or transmissivity) 
throughout the fracture plane (e.g. Long et al., 1982, Herbert and Splawski, 1990, Geier et al., 
1990, Dershowitz et al., 1991b). However, it is widely recognized that flow is non-uniformly 
distributed within individual fractures (Neretnieks, 1990). This is clear from observations of 
inflow to tunnels (e.g. Palmqvist and Lindstrom, 1991). 

The use of a uniform transmissivity (rather than uniform aperture) throughout the fracture 
plane (e.g. Dershowitz et al., 1991b) may be sufficient for flow (and some transport) predictions 
where only the effective, cross-fracture transmissivity is important. However, theoretical 
calculations and experimental observations (Gelhar, 1987; Neretnieks, 1990) indicate that the 
inhomogeneous distribution of flow within a single fracture may be significant for radionuclide 
transport, in some cases. 

Despite the widespread recognition of nonuniform flow within fracture planes, there are few 
data from controlled experiments, on which non-uniform flow models can be based. 
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Experiments to address the question of channeling within single fractures have been performed 
(§3.1.1), but the possibilities of correlations between fracture planes, or distinct channels at the 

intersections between fractures, have been investigated in only a few instances (Abelin et al. 
1985, 1990).f81 

Since one goal of this project is to estimate transport parameters (flow porosity and wetted 

surface) from the DFN model, a reasonable model is needed for the variation of E,,,. For this 
purpose, the experimental evidence for various models of E,,, was reviewed. Observations, 
theoretical models, and simulation studies of the behavior of different models are discussed in 
§3.1.1-4. 

3.1.1 Single-fracture flow experiments 

Experimental evidence of inhomogeneous flow within a single fracture includes both laboratory 
studies and in situ experiments. Early laboratory studies using natural fractures (Sharp, 1970; 
Iwai, 1976) were concerned mainly with the effective transmissivity of fractures with variable 

Em' and did not explicitly consider the distribution of flow within the fracture. 

More recent experiments have focused on the distribution of flow and transport within the 
fractures. Neretnieks et al. (1982) performed tracer tests in a natural fracture from the Stripa 

mine. The area of fracture tested was roughly 0.06 m2• The breakthrough curves for two non
sorbing tracers showed plateaus, which were interpreted as the superposed effect of two 
distinct transport paths with different flow velocities. 

Hakami (1989) produced clear plastic replicas of five fractures, and mapped the flow velocity 

distribution by injecting colored dye to indicate the streamlines. The areas of the fractures 

tested ranged from 0.008 to 0.03 m2• The channeling character differed among samples. The 

fraction of fracture area through which 75% of the flow passed ranged from roughly 30 to 70% 
of the total fracture surface area. Estimated velocities varied within a single sample by up to 
a factor of 20. 

Piggott and Elsworth {1990) measured pore volume, pneumatic, hydraulic, and electrical 

conductivity, and tracer transport characteristics of a 0.06 m2 natural fracture in granite, first 

in a mated configuration, and then after shifting one surface of the fracture slightly to produce 
a dilation of 1 mm. A grid of probes measured variations in the induced fields, and showed that 

these were more uniform for the fracture after "shearing." This suggests that a small shear 

displacement and dilation may produce a reduction in aperture variance. However, the 

variation within the fracture tested was very small, and effective apertures from all 
measurement techniques were within a factor of 4 of €h. 

8 The observations of inflows to a tunnel (Palmqvist and Lindstrom, 1991) contain 
semiquantitative information about flow through fracture intersections, but have not been 

analyzed in this respect. Interpretations of these observations may not be straightforward 

because of uncertain stress and boundary effects, and the somewhat qualitative way of 
measuring flowrates. 
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The applicability of the laboratory results is limited by two considerations: 

• The scale is extremely small relative to the fractures of A > 1 m2 which are 
considered in DFN models. 

• The fractures have been disturbed, and the €,,. distribution may be quite 
different from in situ, due to stress relief, possible mismatch of the fracture 
surfaces, and disruption of infilling in weakly sealed parts of the fractures. 

In situ experiments give data on a larger scale, with less disturbance of the fractures. 

Novakowski et al. (1985) analyzed injection-withdrawal flow and tracer tests in a single fracture 
in monzanitic gneiss at the Chalk River site in Canada. Interpreted fh was 60 µ.m, compared 
with a fr estimate of 510 µ.m. This difference seems to indicate the presence of "stagnant pools" 
of water adjacent to the flow paths. 

Raven et al. (1986) analyzed four injection-withdrawal tests and one radially converging test 
in a single fracture at the same site. A "transient solute storage model" was used to analyze the 
results. For the tests with a distance of 12.7 m from injection to withdrawal point, good fits 
were obtained by assuming there was no "stagnant" water. For tests over a longer distance of 
29.8 m and much longer residence times, good fits were obtained by assuming that 35 to 65% 
of the water volume was stagnant. 

Shapiro (1988) conducted radially convergent NaCl tracer tests in an areally extensive, 
horizontal fracture in dolomite. The scale of the tests was about 20m. Transmissivity and 
storativity for the fracture tested by Shapiro (1988) were estimated as l.9x10·2 m2/s and 2.7x10-6 
to 9.7x10-o, respectively (Nicholas, 1988). The product €,IP and longitudinal dispersivity a were 
estimated by fitting to the first and second moments of the mass arrival curves. Estimated 
values of €,//> were 8.5 mm, 8.7 mm, and 10.1 mm in three tests. Effective longitudinal 
dispersivity estimates were 2.0 m, 2.7 m, and 11.0 m. Different values of longitudinal dispersivity 
were measured in different directions, although hydraulic tests showed no anisotropy in the 
horizontal plane. Simulations of the tracer test using these parameters and a finite-difference 
approximation gave mass arrival curves that had much a less steep initial rise in the mass 
arrival curves. 

Abelin et al. (1985) describe tracer migration experiments over distances of 5 to 10 m in a single 
fracture in the Stripa mine. Based on pressure pulse testing in one intersecting borehole, H2, 
they estimate Th = 2.8-6.Sx10-10 m2/s and S = 3.6-7.SxlO~ for the fracture. Testing in four other 
boreholes that intersected the fracture gave Th:$ 4x10-11 • Thus the range in Th was at least an 
order of magnitude. Hydraulic diffusivities estimated from small-scale crosshole tests ranged 
from l.3x10-i to 6.1 x10-2 m2/s (Abelin et al. suggest that these may be underestimated due to 
possibly high wellbore storage effects). More than 90% of the water flowing into the drift from 
the fracture came in through 5 of 27 measurement sections. The four highest-flow sections 
were localized in one side of the drift cross-section. However, high head gradients in the rock 
around the drift, due to nearby mine openings, complicate interpretation of the observed 
irregularity in the inflow distribution. 

A recent set of experiments by Abelin et al. (1990) to investigate channeling in a single fracture 
provides the most detailed information to date regarding distribution of flow and €,., in a single 
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fracture in situ. In these experiments, pairs of boreholes were drilled along single fracture 
"planes." Detailed observations of €m and fracture infilling thickness variation were made (see 
§3.1.3). Multiple crosshole flow and tracer tests were performed, using "multipede" packers to 
isolate 5 cm sections of the fractures. The crosshole flow tests showed an uneven distribution 
of responses along the length of the monitoring holes (Figure 3-1). Tracer tests between holes 
indicate an increase in the unevenness for transport (Figure 3-2). Some tracer disappears into 
the fracture or possibly into other, intersecting fractures. Abelin et al. concluded that there were 
dead-end channels in the fracture planes studied. 

Other experiments in granitic rock at Cornwall, England (Heath, 1984; Bourke, 1987) showed 
highly variable cross-hole connections for boreholes intersecting single fractures at different 
points. In the single-fracture experiment described by Bourke, the flow was interpreted as being 
restricted to a few channels occupying approximately 10% of the fracture area. 

Taken together, the results of the in situ experiments indicate that: 

• The transmissivity (or €h) is not uniform at the mm to dm scale within fracture 
planes. 

• The flow distribution in single fractures is not uniform. 
• The main pathways for flow occupy a small fraction (less than 20 percent) of the 

fracture plane. 
• There are stagnant volumes of water even in fracture planes subjected to high 

gradients. 
• Hydraulic connections between different parts of a fracture are irregular. 

Beyond these basic observations, a variety of interpretations are possible due to effects of 
intersecting fractures. The local € m within the fractures is known only at a few points or along 
a few profiles. Possibly many different models for how €m varies in unobserved locations could 
match the observed flow and transport responses. 

However, these experiments, particularly the Stripa Channeling experiment, provide datasets 
that can be used at least to decide which models for €m variation are invalid and should be 
rejected. For an indication of which models might be valid, the direct measurements of fracture 
surface roughness and € m for granitic rock types must be considered. 
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3.1.2 Aperture estimates from surface profiles 

Most data on the variation of €m within a single fracture are based on fracture surface height 
profiles. 

Bandis et al. (1981) measured fracture surface profiles in various sedimentary rocks. Tsang and 
Witherspoon (1983) used a profile from Bandis et al. to generate synthetic €,., profiles, by 
shifting a mirror image of the profile laterally along the original profile. For a very small 
displacement, the distribution of €,,. was roughly normal, but for increasing displacements it 
became multimodal. 

Gentier (1986) constructed €,,. profiles for a natural joint in granite, by combining surface 
profiles from opposite sides of the fracture. Figure 3-3 shows distributions of€,,. obtained from 
measurements along profiles in two orthogonal directions. 

Brown and Scholz (1985) measured fracture roughness along multiple, perpendicular directions 
on single fracture surfaces in sedimentary and crystalline rock (columnar cooling joints in 
diabase). Measurement scales ranged from 1 µm to 1 m. Brown and Scholz characterized 
fractures in terms of power spectral densities, as a function of roughness wavelength, and 
related this to a fractal dimension for surface height variation, which appeared to vary with 
scale. For the larger-scale wavelengths, they estimated an apparent fractal dimension D, = 1.18-
1.26. Brown (1987) used these measurements to simulate € m variation between uncorrelated 
fractal surfaces with a specified mean €m (see §3.1.4). 

Brown et al. (1986) investigated correlation between fracture surfaces by taking surface profiles 
from opposite faces of joints in granodiorite, and combining the profiles to estimated €m after 
the method of Gentier (1986). The joints were well-mated (with correlation lengths for €m from 
0.5 to 5 mm) and were coated with chlorite and epidote. 

Estimates of € m derived from surface profiles, by any of the above methods, are questionable. 
Studies of fractures with shear displacements are lacking, although other research (§3.2.2) 
indicates small shear displacements may increase fracture transmissivity by dilation. The 
composite-profile measurements have been limited to very well-mated joints. Furthermore, 
because uncertainties about the precise relative position of the opposing profiles are resolved 
by optimizing the match, the degree of mating may be overestimated (Brown, 1987). Simulation 
of shear displacement, by shifting surfaces, is unsatisfactory because processes such as normal 
stress, shearing of asperities and precipitation of infilling cannot be taken into account. These 
questions can only be examined by direct measurements of € m· 

3.1.3 Direct measurements of fracture aperture 

The simplest direct method for measuring €m variation is to take a profile along a cross-section 
of a fracture. Gale (1987) injected epoxy resin into fractures in Stripa granite, under normal 
stress. After the resin hardened, the rock was sectioned and the resin thickness was measured. 
The distribution of € m was approximately lognormal, or left-skewed, in contrast to the right
skewed distributions (Figure 3-3) obtained by Gentier (1986), based on surface profiles. The 
mean €m was 4 to 5 times €h measured under normal load. 
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In situ profiles of €m in Stripa granite were produced by Abelin et al. (1990), by photography in 
boreholes drilled along fracture planes. The cross-sectional a.reas of infilling and void space 
were measured on photographs for 5 cm sections of the fractures. The average € m for each 
section was calculated as the void area divided by the length. Example histograms and 
variograms for € m are shown in Figure 3-4. 

A few researchers have measured two-dimensional variations in €,,, by producing casts of 
fractures. Pyrak-Nolte et al. (1985) produced Wood's metal g1sts of fractures in Stripa granite 
(52 mm diameter) under stress. Pyrak-Nolte et al. (1988) analyzed these to determine the pattern 
of contact areas and voids. The measurements were binary (contact or void) but by use of a 
fractal, stratified-continuum percolation model, a distribution of €,,, was produced. Gentler et 
al. (1989) produced casts of fractures (12.5 cm diameter) under normal stress using a silicone 
polymer resin which absorbs light in (nonlinear) proportion to its thickness. Gray-scale images 
produced by illuminating the resin cast from below give a two-dimensional characterization of 
€m. Hakami (1989), in the study described in §3.1.1, produced maps of€,,, by placing measured 
drops of fluid at evenly spaced points, between clear plastic replicas of fracture surfaces. The 
distribution of €m in each of the fractures was approximately lognormal. The distributions 
became increasingly left-skewed with increasing normal load. 

Of the work cited, only the in situ profiles of Abelin et al. (1990) give direct measurements on 
a scale comparable to fractures in DFN models. As a group, the direct measurements of €m give 
results similar to data from surface profiles. However, the direct measurements show strong 
effects of normal stress on € m• This implies surface profile data cannot be applied without 
making a theoretical compensation for rough fracture deformation. Current research is directed 
toward such a theory (§3.2), but so far a comprehensive, validated theory is lacking. Therefore 
the data of Abelin et al. (1990) are the most useful data for this study. 

3.1.4 Models for fracture aperture 

Early models for variation of € m within a single fracture were based on spatially uncorrelated, 
random distributions of €m. Neuzil and Tracy (1981) proposed a lognormal distribution for€,... 
Tsang (1984) modelled the data of Gentler (1986) as a normal distribution, truncated at zero. 
Tsang also suggested a right-skewed distributional form based on€,,, distributions derived from 
load-displacement data for granites and basalts, according to the theory of Tsang and 
Witherspoon (1981). These models tend not to produce high-conductivity channels, due to the 
absence of spatial correlation. 
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Recent models that tend to produce channel-like structures include 2-D SC (geostatistical) 
models (Tsang and Tsang, 1987; Moreno et al., 1988; Stratford et al., 1990) and two types of 
fractal models: a stratified continuum percolation model (Pyrak-Nolte et al., 1988), and 
composite topography models (Brown, 1987; Wang et al., 1988). Wang et al. noted a 
correspondence between their model and a geostatistical model with isotropic covariance. 

All of these models provide methods for extrapolating from€,,, profiles to €,,, variation within 
the fracture plane. None of the models accounts for possible correlations between fracture 
planes, or distinct channels at the intersections between fractures.191 

Stratford et al. (1990) applied the model of Moreno et al. (1988) to fractures in a network, with 
no correlation between channeling in intersecting fractures. They observed that, in this model, 
channeling is a local effect, and persistence of dominant pathways over several fracture planes 
depends mainly on the T1 of the interconnecting fractures. The validity of this aspect of the 
model cannot be tested with the currently available data. 

Simulation of variable € m fractures, based on the various models, have been presented by the 
authors cited above. With suitable parameter values, all of the models reproduce the qualitative 
characteristics of single fractures, as deduced from the field experiments cited in §3.1.1. Abelin 
et al. (1990) compared their experimental results directly to the model of Moreno et al. (1988), 
showing reasonably good quantitative agreement. 

The present study considered primarily the composite topography models of Brown (1987) and 
of Wang et al. (1988), which are particularly simple to implement, by the fractal interpolation 
algorithm of Fournier et al. (1982). 

Brown (1987) superposed two uncorrelated surfaces with the same fractal dimension D,. This 
can be calculated from the fractal dimension of a surface profile as (Brown, 1987): 

D - D + 1 
• F 

(3-1) 

The surf aces were placed a fixed distance l m apart. For small l m the surfaces may overlap. In 
these cases, Brown ignored deformation mechanisms and assumed em = 0 in the regions of 
overlap. Figure 3-5 shows aperture maps for two fractures simulated by this method. Hakami 
(1989) compared direct flow measurements with results from Brown's model, and reported good 
qualitative agreement in terms of tortuosity and velocity variation. 

9 Tsang and Tsang (1987) discussed the possibilities of spatial correlation between planes 
but their mathematical formulation did not account for this. 
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Brown's model has several weaknesses, mainly the assumption of uncorrelated surfaces, and 
the simplistic removal of overlapping regions. Also, derivation of model parameters directly 
from €,,. measurements is preferable to the use of surface height profiles (§3.1.2). 

An improved version of the model (Wang et al., 1988) consists of two initially mated surfaces, 
both of fractal dimension D,. One of the surfaces is shifted by a vector displacement within the 
plane of the fracture. Wang et al. derived an expression for the isotropic variogram of €,,.: 

y1(x,y) - ~([€ (x+x,y+y) - € (x,y']2
) 

2 m o o ,n o ol x!?'ye 
(3-2) 

for a relative shear displacement (x,, yJ The expression for the variogram is: 
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where 
F[ a,,B, y;(] = the hypergeometric function (see §13) 

r _ Jx2 + y2 = the magnitude of separation [L] 

re - JX: + fc = the magnitude of shear displacement [L] 
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C 
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C 

This model accounts for possible correlation of the fracture surfaces. Since the parameters are 
obtained directly from €,,. profiles, the simplifying assumptions about contact regions are less 
of a problem. Wang and Narasimhan (1988) suggested a type-curve matching approach to 
estimate the parameters r, and D, from log-log variograms of €,,.. This method was applied in 
the present project (§5.5). 

It should be noted that, although the models of Brown (1987) and of Wang et al. (1988) both 
assume that the fracture surfaces themselves are fractal, the resulting aperture structures are 
not necessarily fractal. 
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3.2 Hydromechanical effects 

The term "hydromechanical effects," for a single fracture, refers to the interrelationships of rock 
stress, fluid pressure, and flow within the fracture. Effects include: 

• Reduced transmissivity due to closure under normal stress. 
• Changes in transmissivity due to shear stress and displacements. 
• Changes in fluid storage due to changes in pressure and state of stress. 

These effects are discussed in §3.2.1 - 3.2.3. 

3.2.1 Normal stress and transmissivity 

The effects of normal stress a" on cross-fracture transmissivity T1 have been studied over a 
range of measurement scales, from laboratory studies on a 0.15 m scale (Iwai, 1976) to in situ 
experiments on scales above 1 m (Carlsson and Olsson, 1986; Makurat et al., 1990b). From these 
it is clear that increasing an causes fracture closure and hence decreasing Tr 

However, there are difficulties in interpreting both laboratory and field experiments, due to 
uncertainty as to the "correct" initial conditions for the tests. Figure 3-6a shows data from tests 
on core by Gale and Raven (1980). Figures 3-6b and 3-6c show results of in situ tests by 
Carlsson and Olsson (1986) and by Makurat et al. (1990b), respectively. In these experiments, 
the normal load is increased and decreased in several cycles. 

All of the tests show hysteresis, particularly for the initial loading cycle. The later cycles usually 
show less hysteresis. An interpretation of this behavior is that the initial condition of the joint 
is disturbed, producing a slight shift from "mated" conditionsY01 The initial loading cycles are 
presumed to correct for this mismatch by non-elastic deformation around the contacting 
asperities. The later cycles are therefore considered to be more similar to undisturbed in situ 
conditions. 

JO Fractures in laboratory samples are undoubtably disturbed, but fractures in situ 
may also be disturbed by slight shear movements due to excavation of the site 
(Witherspoon et al., 1979). 
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A rough pattern is seen of a log-log relation between T1 and a,., expressed as: 

where 
= reference level for normal stress 
= fracture transmissivity at a,. = a,,., 
= empirical constant 

(3-5) 

Experiments show a range of approximately -3 S bT,. S -0.2 (Carlsson and Olsson, 1986). Figure 
3-7 shows data compiled by Dershowitz et al. (1991c). 

There is a tendency for the magnitude of tangent value of bT,. to decrease with increasing a,.. 
Witherspoon et al. (1979) suggested that this happens because, for rough fractures, the contact 
area between opposing fracture surfaces increases with a,., increasing the fracture stiffness. 

The Barton-Bandis joint model (Bandis et al., 1983 and subsequent papers) gives an empirical 
description of this behavior. The hydraulic aperture is related to mechanical aperture by: 

(3-6) 

where 
JRC0 = joint roughness coefficient [-] 

As discussed further in §3.4.1, the above relationship is not very satisfactory for describing 
fractures of transmissivities which are of concern in near-field models. The most widely 
accepted use of the Barton-Bandis model is for describing joint deformation in purely 
mechanical models of jointed rock. A hyperbolic model for the change in €., is expressed in 
terms of joint normal stiffness 1e,, as: 

where 
K,w 

6., 

€'"" 

1C - 1C [1 
n "" 

= tangent value of 1e,, at start of loading cycle 
= maximum joint closure, i.e. maximum €,,., - €., 

= initial mechanical aperture 

(3-7) 
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Integrating 1/1e,, along the loading path gives € m as a function of a": 

€ - € (3-8) 
m mo 

Band.is et al. (1983) suggested empirical relations relating K,,., and o,,. to €,,,.,, JRC°' and JCS0 (the 
joint compressive strength), with parameters depending on the stress history of the joint. 1e,, 

for mismatched joints can differ from IC,, for interlocked joints by a ratio of 0.4 to 0.15 (Band.is 
et al., 1983). 

Apart from the Barton-Band.is model, there have been many attempts to develop theoretical 
models of joint normal stiffness, based on fundamental rock properties and statistical models 
of surface roughness (e.g. Tsang and Witherspoon, 1983; Brown and Scholz, 1986). Difficulties 
arise from the need to consider deformation of the rock adjacent to the fracture and coupling 
among asperities, as well as deformation of the asperities (Hopkins et al., 1990). Numerical 
modelling of this behavior for an isolated crack is possible (Zimmerman et al., 1990) but the 
approach is computationally intensive for even a single fracture. The problems become more 
complicated when interacting fractures are considered. 

For the present study, a very simple, approximate model is needed for the relationship between 
a" and Tt The Barton-Bandis model appears to be the most widely accepted of the joint 
stiffness models. This model, however, requires data concerning distributions of €,,,.,, JCS0 , and 
JRC0 , "joint matedness," and possibly infilling. JRC0 and JCS0 distributions are available from the 
Stripa site (Makurat et al., 1990a). These may be reasonable for the Finnsjon site, but there is 
little information about the other required parameters. Furthermore the relation of the model 
parameters to fracture hydraulic properties is not clear, as mentioned above and discussed 
further in the following sections. 

A simpler alternative is suggested by the T1 vs. a" relationship for individual experiments 
(Figure 3-7). Dershowitz et al. (1991c) modelled stress effects in the Stripa SCV Drift experiment, 
by treating the log-slope bTn as a constant (bTn = -1.0) for a" ~ 10 MPa, for all fractures. For 
higher stresses the fractures were assumed to be infinitely stiff. The predicted effects of drift 
excavation on inflow were fairly close to observations. 

Extension of this approach to the Finnsjon site is described in §5.6. The approach of Dershowitz 
et al., (1991c) was chosen for the present study because of its simplicity, which means that the 
necessary parameters can be estimated from field data. 

3.2.2 Shear stress and transmissivity 

The effect of shear stress on T1 has also been the subject of laboratory experiments, but the 
results are even more complex than for an· Apparently the change in T1 is controlled by the 
shear displacement. Figure 3-8 shows results of shear-loading tests on fractures in 200 mm 
Stripa granite cores by Makurat et al. (1990b). For an initially mated fracture, small 
displacements produce increased T1 due to dilation of the fracture, but more extensive shear 
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deformation may also reduce T1 due to changes in mating of the fracture surfaces, failure of 
asperities, and/or gouge formation. Thus, depending on a number of complex processes during 
shear deformation, T1 may increase or decrease. Results of the Stripa Phase 3 project indicate 
that, in the highly disturbed zone adjacent to a tunnel, shear deformation may have a greater 
effect than normal stress on fracture transmissivity. However, due to the complexity of the 
effects mentioned above, shear stress/deformation effects cannot be modelled realistically tintil 
much additional research on these effects has been performed. 

3.2.3 Normal stress and storativity 

Effects of stress on fracture storativity have received little mention in the literature. Defining 
the storativity for a fixed area A of a fracture: 

(3-9) 

If infilling is neglected so that €m = €,,, and the increase in mechanical aperture with respect 
to pressure is taken as 1/,c,,, the storativity is (Doe and Osnes, 1985): 

(3-10) 

where: 
Cl = fluid compressibility 

This expression (as noted by Doe and Osnes) contains two terms, describing fluid 
compressibility and fracture deformability, respectively. Substituting Eqs. 3-7 and 3-8 will give 
S as a function of (effective) an, Cl' and the fracture properties €"'°' om and JC,,,,. The last two 
properties depend on the stress history of the particular fracture, which makes this approach 
impractical for DFN modelling. However, by using the expression of Bandis et al. relating €m 

and €h (Eq. 3-6) and the Barton-Bandis model for fracture normal deformation, it is possible to 
plot T1 vs. S for some reasonable fracture properties, to give a rough idea as to what sort of 
relationship can be expected. Figure 3-9 shows examples based on parameters for three joints 
tested in the Stripa project, which can be compared with an empirical model derived directly 
from transient packer test interpretations in §5.7. 

When infilling is taken into account, Equation 3-10 must include terms for pore compressibility 
within the infilling, and effects of infilling stiffness as a component of JC,,. For realistic models 
of a partially filled or coated fracture with multiple asperities, it may not be physically 
meaningful to discuss these terms separately. Since transmissive fractures commonly are 
mineralized, Equation 3-10 and Figure 3-9 should be viewed only as initial steps toward 
developing an empirical model for S vs. Tf' 
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3.3 Fracture infilling 

Most natural fractures in granitic rock have some type of surface coating or infilling, produced 
by alteration, precipitation, and/or mechanical processes. Apart from their effects on the 
hydrological and hydromechanical properties of fractures, these coatings or infillings may 
influence matrix diffusion (Skagius and Neretnieks, 1985) and sorption of radionuclides. 

Regarding the goal of predicting radionuclide transport parameters in a discrete fracture 
network with infillings, three basic issues may be stated: 

• What correlations exist between fracture infilling type and transmissivity? 
• For a fracture with a given infilling type and transmissivity, what ranges of 

fracture specific wetted surfaces.,, and void aperture €.,maybe expected? 
• For a given infilling type, should s.,, be weighted to account for sorption or 

diffusion characteristics, relative to other infilling types? 

§3.3.1 - 3.3.4 give a review of the applicable data on the subject, and suggest methods for 
considering the effects of infilling in estimating flow porosity and flow wetted surface for 
transport models. 

3.3.1 Types of infilling in Fennoscandian granitic rock 

The effects of fracture infilling on transport properties may depend on both the mineralogical 
composition and the structure of the infilling. Descriptions of infilling mineralogy and 
appearance are often recorded during core logging and outcrop mapping, but there are few 
cases where these data have been analyzed systematically. 

The most detailed studies of fracture infillings for Swedish granite have been performed for the 
GideA (Tullborg and Larson, 1983), KlipperAs (Tullborg, 1986; Landstrom and Tullborg, 1990) 

and Asp6 (Tullborg, 1989) study sites. 

Tullborg and Larson listed the following as the most common infilling minerals at GideA: 

• Calcite 
• Chlorite 
• Pyrite 
• Laumontite 
• Stilbite (a zeolite mineral) 
• Smectite 
• Quartz 
• Epidote 

Essentially the same suite of infillings was seen at the KlipperAs site by Olkiewicz and Stejskal 
(1986). Detailed studies at KlipperAs (Tullborg, 1986), and at Asp6 (Tullborg, 1989) also noted: 

• Hematite and Fe-oxyhydroxide 
• Muscovite and day minerals 
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• Brecciated infillings with slight calcitic cementation 

Tullborg's studies at KlipperAs and Aspo indicated some rough correlations between infilling 
types and fracture geometry (orientation and spacing). Infilling studies from these sites are 
relevant to the present study, since the core from Finnsjon exhibit the same group of infillings 
(Ahlborn and Tiren, 1991). 

Infilling structure within fracture planes (and at intersections between fractures) may be just 
as important as the mineralogy, since the structure determines the surface area accessible to 
radionuclides. This has not been the subject of much systematic study. Some of the required 
information can be obtained from core logs which contain codes indicating: 

• Fresh fractures 
• Sealed fractures 
• Coated fractures 

Fractures with no observable infilling or coating are normally classified as fresh, and are 
considered to have been created during core recovery. The distinction between sealed and 
coated fractures is somewhat fuzzy. "Coated" fractures may have been sealed in situ, but broken 
during core recovery. A fracture that is "sealed" in one place may be open and "coated" a few 
centimeters away. 

A fourth category is seen in core log comments but is not recorded systematically: 

• Fractures containing fractured, crushed or brecciated infilling (often including 
fragments of the wall rock) 

Examination of detailed core logs (§5.8.1) for borehole KFI 11 at Finnsjon shows that the 
highest-conductivity sections contain fractures with brecciated infilling. 

3.3.2 Infilling type and transmissivity 

Quantitative studies of fracture infilling and its relation to transmissivity are rare. The studies 
by Tullborg and Larson (1983) and by Tullborg (1986) were concerned primarily with a 
geochemical interpretation of the historical and recent groundwater chemistry at the site. 
Although the latter study discusses infilling occurrence related to fracture zone proximity, and 
fracture sealing by day minerals, calcite and chlorite, the information directly applicable to DFN 
models is limited. For this purpose, the best available information comes from semi-quantitative 
observations of inflow to tunnels, and multivariate regression analysis of borehole data. 

3.3.2.1 Observations in tunnels 

Based on observations of inflows in tunnels, Palmqvist (1990) gives observations on the 
hydrologic significance of these infillings which can be summarized as follows: 
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• Calcite is often released from fractures in conjunction with water leakage. The 
distribution within a single fracture is often uneven. 12% of laumontite or 
calcite-filled fractures at the SFR are aquiferous. Calcitic fractures often exhibit 
strong channelling. Lundstrom and Ryback (1989, as cited by Palmqvist 1990) 
hypothesized that channels form in precipitation regimes where the flow of 
water is sufficient to prevent recrystallization only within a few channels. 
Further observations of this process are given by Hakami et al., (1991). 

• Chlorite often functions as a sealant in relatively smooth fractures. However, 
20% of chlorite-filled fractures at the SFR are aquiferous. 

• Iron-oxide hydrates are often found in aquiferous fractures and zones. These 
are interpreted as an indication of water-bearing fractures. 

• Oay is used as a general term for fine-grained fillings. The actual clay ( <2 µ.m 
size fraction) content is typically less than 20%, and often less than 10%. The 
remainder consists of silt and coarser size fractions. Capacity for sealing 
fractures varies, depending on the presence of swelling clay (smectites). 60% of 
clay-bearing fractures at the SFR show water inflow. 

• Epidote, quartz, and feldspar are most often found in impermeable (sealed) 
fractures. 

• Crushed or brecciated zones often show well-distributed leakage in granite, but 
some shear zones may be completely dry. 

Of the aquiferous fractures at the SFR, 2.5% have some type of infilling material. Palmqvist's 
observations indicate that transmissivity is unevenly distributed with respect to infilling type. 

Some caution is needed in applying these observations, because the circumstances of fracture 
flow adjacent to a tunnel are quite different from the situation within the undisturbed rock 
mass. For instance: 

• The stress field near a tunnel is highly disturbed, and fractures with weaker 
infilling types may be preferentially opened or closed by the shifting of rock 
blocks. 

• The high-gradient flow adjacent to a tunnel may produce outwashing of 
infillings which would not be disturbed by in situ gradients. 

• Groundwater flow in the more conductive rock may have been perturbed by 
grouting programs and/or drainage to another section of the tunnel. 

These observations are also limited to high-T1 fractures, since seepage from tight fractures may 
not be visible.1111 This is not a problem if the high-T1 fractures are responsible for most of the 
flow porosity and specific wetted surface, as is likely to be the case. However, the other 
problems listed above are potentially serious enough, that these observations cannot be 
incorporated directly into the present study. 

11 Watanabe (199la,b) has developed an evaporation measurement system which is capable 
of identifying low-to-intermediate transmissivity fractures. However, this type of data was not 
yet available for use in the present project. 
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3.3.2.2 Analyses of borehole data 

Packer test data, in combination with core data on fracture fillings, are another source of 
information regarding correlations between transmissivities and infilling types. The advantages 
of borehole data relative to observations in tunnels are that: 

• Quantitative (vs. qualitative) data may be obtained by packer testing. 
• Fractures of lower T1 may be studied by isolation with packers. 
• Groundwater and stress conditions are presumably less extensively disturbed 

around a borehole than around a tunnel. 

However, there are also problems with the use of borehole data: 

• Usually more than one fracture is seen in the core from a single packer interval. 
• A borehole is unlikely to intersect a conductive portion of a strongly 

channelized fracture. Hence the likelihood of high T1 may be underestimated for 
infilling types which tend to be channelized. 

• Strong sampling bias may lead to errors if, for instance, infilling type is 
correlated to fracture orientation. 

Tullborg and Larson {1983) examined hydraulic conductivity and fracture frequency data at 
GideA, and noted that (in dolerite) there is simultaneous high fracture frequency and low 
conductivity, indicating that the fractures have been sealed by formation of smectite. 

Multivariate analyses of correlations among fracture infillings, packer-test conductivities, and 
various other single-borehole logging data have been performed by Andersson and Lindqvist 
(1988) for the KlipperAs study site, and by Carlsten et al. (1989) for sites at Finnsjon, KlipperAs, 
Saltsjotunnel, Stripa, and Avro. 

Interpretation of the results of these studies is difficult because the analyses lumped together 
multiple rock types. Trends in more conductive rock types may obscure the actual behavior of 
fractured granitic rock. However, some general conclusions in agreement with the observations 
of Palmqvist (1990) may be noted. 

The results of Andersson and Lindqvist show that: 

• Calcite is positively correlated to conductivity at depth (in the calcite 
precipitation regime), but negatively correlated near surface (less than 200-300 
m, in the calcite dissolution regime). 

• Chlorite is the dominant mineral in nonconductive sections. 

• The iron mineral laumontite occurs in highly-conductive intervals. 

In the case of Carlsten et al. (1989), a primary concern was possible correlations between radar 
data and various properties of conductive zones. Their analysis included the infilling minerals 
calcite, Fe-oxide, hematite, pyrite, epidote, and chlorite. The results of Carlsten et al. imply that: 
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• At Finnsjon, hydraulic conductivity has a positive correlation with calcite. 

• At Stripa, hydraulic conductivity may be correlated with epidote. 

More definite statements could perhaps be made if the above studies were extended to 
specifically investigate transmissivity and its relation to infilling. 

3.3.3 Infilling type and transport properties 

For the purpose of discussion, flow through a fracture with infilling can be classified into three 
types according to infilling structure (Figure 3-10): 

Porous-media flow through infilling which seals the fracture 
Variable-aperture flow between coated surfaces of a fracture. 
Flow through brecciated infilling "rubble" 

The relationship among T, €v and s'lllf for a given fracture will depend upon which type of 
structure is present. §3.3.3.1-3 discuss flow and transport for each type. 

3.3.3.1 Sealed fractures 

In a sealed fracture flow can only occur by seepage through the infilling. In this case the 
relationship among T, €v and s'lllf is analogous to the relationship among permeability, porosity 
and specific surface for a very thin, well-consolidated formation. The relationship of these 
properties can vary greatly even within a single rock type (e.g. Monicard, 1980). The infilling 
properties, on the scale of a single fracture, are undoubtably dependent upon the crystallization 
texture, which can be quite variable. 

Fortunately the case of sealed fractures is unlikely to be relevant in fractured granite. Table 3-1 
gives values of K and q, for two representative infilling minerals. In some cases, as noted in the 
table, data are taken from rocks having composed mainly of the infilling minerals. 
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lll!ble 3-1. Properties of representative infilling minerals 

Infilling Hydraulic Porosity Thickness 
Conductivity (%) of 10" 

(m/s) fracture 
(mm) 

Calcite (1) 7x10-9 12 1000 
Calcite (2) - 3 

Quartz (3) < 10-10 0.15 100,000 

(1) Krech et al., 1974. Based on properties of Salem 
limestone, a calcitic, fossiliferous limestone. 

(2) Skagius and Neretnieks, 1985. 
(3) Krech et al., 1974. Based on properties of Sioux 

quartzite, a fine-grained quartzite with a silica 
cement. 



a) Sealed fracture 

b) Coated fracture 

c) Breccia-filled fracture 
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These fractures will be negligible unless the product of infilling thickness times K is comparable 
to T1 of fractures carrying the main flow. The table gives the thicknesses (apertures) needed for 
a sealed fracture to have a transmissivity of at least 1~ m2/s. Obviously seepage through sealed 
fractures will not be significant in fracture networks dominated by fractures with T1 ~ 10°" m2/s. 
Therefore it is assumed, in the present study, that significantly conductive portions of fractures 
are not sealed. 

3.3.3.2 Coated fractures 

The most common class of significantly transmissive fractures is likely to be the coated 
fractures. In terms of flow and transport properties, coated fractures can be expected to behave 
as pairs of rough surfaces in partial contact. 

The actual value of €.,fora coated fracture will include both the void volume between the 
coating surfaces, and the pore volume within the coating. The importance of the coating 
porosity can be observed by calculating the ratio of coating€., to total €., for some reasonable 
fracture properties. For a fracture with a 1 mm calcitic coating (cp ~ 3%, from Table 3-1) on each 
surface, with T1 = 1xt0·7 m2/s (€h ~ 50 µm), a reasonable €111 ~ 90 µm, based on Eq. 3-6. The 
coating €,, is 2 x 1 mm x 3% = 60µm, which is 40% of the total€., for the fracture. The relative 
importance of coating porosity will increase as T1 decreases and/or coating thickness increases. 

For the case of s..,, estimation, apart from the possible dependence of s..,, on coating thickness 
and pore structure, there is also question as to whether sorption properties vary with infilling 
mineralogy and radionuclide type. If so, then s..,, estimates may only be valid for specific 
radionuclides, and these estimates may need to be weighted in proportion to the sorption 
capacities for particular infillings. 

Eriksen and Lock.lund (1989) found no experimentally significant differences in sorption 
coefficients among three radionuclide species sorbing on crushed rock. Their data for two 
different fracture coatings ( one with higher chlorite content) and fresh granite showed possible 
differences in sorption between granite and infillings, but no apparent difference between the 
two types of infillings. 

Skagius and Neretnieks (1985) noted that, in diffusivity meaurements using uranine, there was 
indication of sorption for fracture coating material although uranine is considered to be non
sorbing for granite. Landstrom and Tullborg (1990) noted that fracture fillings, relative to the 
granite, have higher proportions of minerals that participate more actively in sorption processes 
(e.g. hematite/Fe-oxhydroxide, carbonates, clay minerals, and chlorite). 

Despite these indications, no quantitative statements may be made about variation among 
infilling types. Therefore in the present study all coatings are assumed to have identical 
sorption characteristics, and different infillings will not be weighted in estimation of wetted 
surface. 
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3.3.3.3 Fractured, crushed or brecciated infilling 

This class of fractures has not received much study. However, examination of the detailed core 
logs for one borehole at Finnsjon (§5.8) showed that the most hydrologically significant 
fractures were in this category. For these fractures the relationship of T1, €.,, and s.,,, will depend 
strongly on the size distribution of the particles in the gouge or breed.a, and whether or not 
the particles are cemented. Relative to a coated fracture of the same T1, a brecci.a-filled fracture 
can be expected to have much higher s.,,,, and perhaps higher €.,. 

Tullborg (1986) described brecciated infillings at the KlipperAs site, but was not concerned with 
size distributions or measurement properties related to T1, €.,, and S-r Some of the brecciated 
infillings were slightly cemented, and some had been sealed by Fe-oxyhydroxides. 

Skagius and Neretnieks (1985) measured porosities and diffusivities of a few samples of breed.a 
with mineral coatings from the Finnsjon site and the Stripa mine. Porosities of the pieces 
ranged from < 1 % to 7%. No description was given of the particle-size distributions for the 
samples. The measurements were performed on single pieces from the breccias, so the 
porosities may not reflect the bulk properties of the breed.a material. 

The most detailed studies of fault breccias and gouge have been studies of the frictional 
properties of the gouge material. Particle-size distributions in natural gouge are typically 
lognormal or power-law (see summary of results by Marone and Scholz, 1989). For granular 
materials, permeability and porosity decrease and specific surface increases if the particle sizes 
are distributed rather than uniform, so based on the above, fractures filled with breed.a or 
gouge can be expected to have high sw/ relative to porosity and Tr 

Experiments with synthetic gouge materials indicate that the porosity of gouge materials can 
vary considerably with shear displacement and normal loading (Morrow and Byerlee, 1989; 
Marone and Scholz, 1989), due to comminution and changes in packing. Both on a laboratory 
scale (Marone and Scholz) and larger scales (Hull, 1988) breccias may be stratified, with layers 
of relatively fine particles aligning in shear deformation bands. Marone and Scholz measured 
a decrease in <I> from 34% to 18% by applying 100 MPa hydrostatic pressure to a sand (mean 
grain diameter 0.4-0.8 mm), and further reduction to 10-11% by shearing. This gives some idea 
of the porosity range that can be expected for granular infillings. For coarse breccias, the value 
of <l>c is probably in the high end of this range. 

The reduction of grain size, porosity, and permeability by shearing could in part explain the 
obervation of Palmqvist (1990) that crushed or brecciated zones typically show much leakage 
but some shear zones are completely dry. 
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3.4 Effective Transport Porosity and Wetted Surface 

3.4.1 Porosity 

For a coated fracture, the physical value of€,, for a given area A is simply the average €,., plus 

the €,, due to the fracture coating: 

€ - € + €cp 
11 ffl C C 

where 
= coating porosity 
= coating thickness (total for both sides of fracture) 

[-] 
[L] 

(3-11) 

Gelhar (1987) considered only the effect of €,,,, in which case this reduces to €,, = €,., and 

showed that this is the appropriate €,, for transport predictions, for a stochastic model for solute 

transport. For lognormally distributed €,,,, Gelhar's model predictsl121 that, neglecting sorption 

and diffusion, the effective €,, for advective transport is related to €h by: 

€ 
" (3-12) 

where 
a 1n Em = standard deviation of the natural log of € ,.,. 

Unfortunately fracture aperture variation is not yet well understood (§3.1), and in particular 

there is not enough data to estimate G1n ,,., for a fracture with a given €h. 

Another possible way to estimate €,, from T1 is to apply the empirical formula of Bandis et al. 

(1983), Eq. 3-6, to estimate the average €,,, . The €,., used in the rock mechanics literature to 

describe joint closure may not be applicable for estimating €r,1 since €,., is measured 

macroscopically. For instance, Makurat et al. (1990a) describe€,., as the aperture which "can be 

measured with feeler gages or on resin-grouted joints." Other possible problems could arise 

from scale effects, as coupled stress-flow experiments are usually performed on relatively small 

samples. 

Methods for estimating €,, from €h can be compared with results from tests in single fractures. 

Figure 3-lla compares in-situ estimatesl131 of€,, with curves for several JRC0 values. The circles 

12 The formula given by Gelhar (1987, p. 18) gives the reciprocal of this, but the above result 

is clearly what was intended. 

13 A JRC0 of 7.5 is fairly typical for tension joints in granite. A JRC0 of 20 is theoretically the 

highest possible JRC0 , without there being "steps" in the fracture. Measurements at 360 m depth 

in Stripa give values of JRC0 typically in the range from 5 to 9, with a mode around 7.5 

(Makurat et al., 1990a). 
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in the plot represent €,, values estimated from tracer tests.1141 The diamonds represent €,, 
values estimated from the visual aperture profiles of Abelin et al. (1990)Y51 

The horizontal line in Figure 3-lla is based on the formula of Gelhar (1987), asssuming a 
lognormal distribution for €,,., with a 21n ,,,. independent of€,.. The value a 21n ,,,. = 5.9 used here 
was the largest of the values derived by Gelhar from tracer test data. A better fit to the data 
may be obtained by allowing a 21n ,,,. to vary linearly with €,., for the data below this line. 
However, there is no sense in fitting the model to the data above this line, as a log variance 
of 5.9 is already high for a formula based on perturbation methods. 

The discrepancy between Eq. 3-6 and measured €Tor€,, is largest for the data from the Stripa 
experiments (Abelin et al. 1985; Abelin et al., 1990). All of the fractures tested in these 
experiments were extremely tight (T1 < 2xlo-9 m2/s), compared with the more transmissive 
packer intervals at Finnsjon. The data from other experiments show somewhat better 
agreement with increasing Tr However, in general the estimates of €,, from Equation 3-6 are 
too low. Based on this evidence, it is questionable whether Eq. 3-6 can be applied in the context 
of the present study. 

Porosity of fracture coatings (see §3.3.3.2) may account for some of the difference between 
Equation 3-6 and estimates of€,, from tracer experiments. Figure 3-llb compares the same data 
with €,, calculated based on Equation 3-6 plus a component due to fracture coating porosity 
(Equation 3-11). Here the coating on each surface of the fracture is assumed to be €c = 1 mm 
thick, with <Pc = 3%, for all €h. This is more similar to tracer results. Better agreement could be 
obtained with higher <Pc or €c, but more data and analysis are needed to determine which 
values are appropriate. 

The visual €,,. of Abelin et al. (1990) do not include coating thicknesses, and so coating porosity 
cannot account for the discrepancy between these and the €,,. predicted by Eq. 3-6. 
Furthermore, the visual €,,. are similar to the €,, estimates of Abelin et al. (1985) and of Abelin 
et al. (1990). In the latter experiment, estimates of €,, from tracer tests in one of the fractures 
ranged from 22 to 4000 µm, depending on assumptions about diversion of the tracer into 

14 Values cited include estimates of€,, and €h by Abelin et al. (1985a), Novakowski et al. (1985), 
and Shapiro (1988), from the single-fracture tests described in Section 3-1. For the test in 
limestone by Shapiro (1988), the value used for €,, is the estimated product €,,</>. Values of €,, 
and €h for tests at Studsvik and at Finnsjon are taken from Gelhar (1987); the original sources 
for these values, as cited by Gelhar, are: Klockars and Persson (1981, 1982) for the Studsvik test, 
and Gustafsson and Klockars (1981, 1984) for the Finnsjon test. The test zone at Studsvik 
included four fractures. The values given are based on the assumption that flow was equally 
divided among the four fractures (Gelhar, 1987). 

15 Abelin et al. (1990) described the distributions of€,,. as lognormal and reported statistics for 
log10 €,,.. The estimates of mean €,,. shown in the figure, and used in §5.8, are calculated directly 
from these statistics based on the assumption that the distributions are perfectly lognormal. A 
simple average of the actual measurements would be preferable, but these estimates are more 
conveniently obtained from the published data. Comparison by eye with the histograms of 
Abelin et al. indicates these values are roughly correct. 
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adjacent fractures. Abelin et al. concluded that flow apertures (€,,) could not be determined 
"with any accuracy" from the tracer tests, but that the estimated values lay in the same range 
as the estimated €m from profiles. 

The results of Abelin et al. (1990) seem to imply that the €,, measured in tracer tests can be 
explained entirely by variations in € m which contribute pore volume not recognized in the more 
macroscopic measurements of €m in joint closure experiments. However, Abelin et al. note that 
visual€,,, in their experiment may have been overestimated du~ to chipping of infillings and/or 
wall rock during drilling. 

In summary, there does not seem to be clear evidence for any particular physical explanation 
of the discrepancy between measured €,, and e •. However, when taken together fracture 
roughness, small-scale €m variation, and fracture coating porosity can account for the 
observations, even though their individual contributions to €., are not clear. An empirical model 
based on the limited data from single-fracture tests is developed in §5.8.2. 

For fractures with crushed or brecciated infilling, the relationship between e. and E., will 

depend upon the particle size distribution. Kozeny's equation (Monicard, 1980) expressed in 
terms of hydraulic conductivity is: 

K -

where 

r = tortuosity [-] 
k0 = pore shape factor (geometric constant) [-] 
s,, = wetted surface per unit pore volume [L"1] 

gives a theoretical relationship among permeability, specific surface, and porosity. 
In terms of a fracture of aperture € m filled with particles, 

and Equation 3-15 may be written as: 

(3-13) 

(3-14) 

(3-15) 
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This may be useful for obtaining rough estimates of swf or €.,fora given Tr §5.8 gives examples 
of application of this formula to a few high-T1 fractures for which €,. can be estimated from 
core logs. A range of reasonable porosity values should be considered in using this formula. 

3.4.2 Wetted Surface 

For a coated fracture, swf is the combined surface area of the two surfaces of the fracture, per 
unit area of the fracture plane. For an ideal, parallel-plate fracture with impermeable coating, 
swf = 2. 

For real fractures, contact between fracture surfaces and local sealing_ around asperities will 
reduce s"" in proportion to the contact area. Since contact area increases with fracture closure 
under normal stress (§3.2.1), fractures at depth will tend to have a higher fractional contact 
area. It is reasonable to assume that fractional contact area is negatively correlated with Tr 

Surface roughness will increase swf for the open areas of a fracture. Fractal theories of surface 
roughness (e.g. Brown and Scholz, 1985) predict that swf increases indefinitely with decreasing 
scale of measurement. However, in estimating swf for sorption predictions, the appropriate scale 
of measurement for area is that used in laboratory measurements of sorption properties. 
Measurements by Eriksen and Locklund (1989) used rock chips 1.2 cm 2. For typical JRC0 values, 
the surface area of a fracture measured by tiling with 1.2 cm2 squares is virtually identical to 
the area projected into the fracture plane. Thus surface roughness effects are negligible in 
comparison with the reduction in area due to contact between surfaces. 

The effect of a permeable coating on swf could be large, depending on the accessible surface area 
of voids within the coating material. Eriksen and Locklund (1989) found that sorption in short
term (48 hour) experiments depended mainly on the outer surface area. Eriksen (1988) obtained 
similar results in a laboratory experiment to measure sorption during flow through a single 
coated fracture in a core specimen. 

These results indicate that the voids within the coatings were not active within the time of the 
experiment. This might not be true for longer experiments. However, if sorption is viewed as 
a retarding mechanism, it is "conservative" to assume that voids within the coatings are not 
accessible to sorption any more than are the voids with:.:' the granite (which are modelled in 
other ways), so that the coating contribution to the efre,;,:tive s"" is negligible. 

Thus for coated fractures, a reasonable, conservative estimate of swf is simply 2 times the 
fractional open (non-contact) area of the fracture. Based on the the single-fracture flow 
experiments (§3.1.1), active channels are restricted to about 10-20% of the fracture plane, but 
if stagnant "pools" are included the fractional open area may be as high as 65%. 

For breccia-filled fractures, the uncertainty in swf will be high because there is very little 
knowledge of particle size distributions and hydrologic properties of brecciated infillings. An 
estimate of the possible range of sllef, for a given fracture can be obtained by applying the 
Equation 3-15 for a range of <J,,. Due to the high uncertainty, this should be compared with 
more conservative calculations based on the relationships for coated fractures. 
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4. MODELLING APPROACH 

4.1 Objectives 

The goals of the present study were to give quantitative predictions, based on a DFN 

interpretation of the Finnsjon site, regarding the following topics: 

• Existence of an equivalent or effective conductivity tensor I<. on the scale of SC 

model blocks. 

• Mean values, anisotropy, and variability of I<., if the tensor exists. 

• Autocovariance of K,. 

• Relationships of KM,ya estimates to I<,. 

• Flux-weighted estimates of porosity q,Q and specific wetted surface SwQ. 

The information on K, could be useful in developing a SC model for the site. The estimates of 

q,Q and SwQ may be used for comparison with alternative methods of estimation, and possibly 

as input data for DPST and CN models. 

§4.1.1-5 give further discussion and definition of these objectives. 

4.1.1 Existence of a conductivity tensor for SC models 

When modelling fractured rock with SC models, a fundamental question is whether there exists 

some reasonable scale at which the rock can be described by an effective conductivity tensor. 

If the rock cannot be described by an effective tensor on the scale of the blocks used in the SC 

model, the finite-element or finite-difference equations contradict the physics of the problem, 

and the results obtained are invalid. 

The question of true "equivalent porous medium" (EPM) is a broader issue, and requires 

consideration of scaling relations and existence of heterogeneous connections. This issue can 

be resolved only by extensive cross-hole testing. Field experiments on a scale at which an EPM 

could be expected to exist are rare, even for more conventional heterogeneous porous media 

(Desbarats and Srivastava, 1991). For the Finnsjon site, the cross-hole testing has been 

performed mainly within Zone 2 (Andersson et al., 1991), and there is little information 

concerning an EPM scale for the rock mass. 
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A DFN model cannot be used to establish the physical validity of a SC model. This can be 

decided only by direct comparison to field experiments. However, a DFN model can be applied 

for a more limited purpose: 

Objective 1. To decide if the requirement of an effective conductivity tensor is likely to be satisfied for 

the rock at Finnsjon. 

Past applications of DFN models being used to evaluate block-scale conductivity include 2-D 

modelling (Long et al., 1982; Robinson, 1984; Endo et al., 1984; Khaleel, 1989) and 3-D modelling 

(Axelsson et al., 1990; Cacas et al., 1990a). The 3-D methods have been extended to 

characterization of scale effects on effective dispersivity for transport (Dverstorp and 

Andersson, 1990; Cacas et al., 1990b). 

In the SKB 91 study, the SC model HYDRASTAR (Norman, 1991) is used mainly for prediction 

of steady-state velocities and streamlines for the DPST transport model. Therefore use of the 

DFN model to evaluate aspects of EPM behavior is restricted to the question of effective 

conductivity tensors for steady-state flow. 

4.1.2 Average conductivity tensor, variability, and anisotropy 

If the DFN model predicts that, on a block scale s, an effective conductivity tensor K,(x) can be 

estimated for a given x, then a primary objective is: 

Objective 2: To provide a set of estimates of K,(x) which can be characterized in terms of an expected 

value and covariance, after taking some suitable transformation of K,(x}, for use in the SC model. 

Even if the effective conductivity concept is found to be inapplicable, the DFN model can be 

used to estimate equivalent conductivity values which approximately describe the block-scale 

response to a uniform gradient across a block, to allow a working SC representation to be 

developed, even where the concept is not strictly valid. The block-scale anisotropy is of 

particular interest. 

Effective anisotropy is of interest for SC modelling, but is extremely difficult to evaluate by field 

testing. Therefore an additional objective is: 

Objective 3: To estimate the degree of anisotropy that can be expected due to fracture network geometry 

and stress effects. 
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4.1.3 Spatial structure of effective or equivalent conductivity 

The spatial structure of block-scale conductivity can be expressed in terms of the 

autocorrelation of K,(x), which is expected to arise from extensive geological structures in the 

rock. For derivation of a SC model, the form of the autocorrelation function Cy{h) must 

ordinarily be chosen from a few analytically tractable cases. Possibilities to validate the choice 

of Cy{h) are limited, because K, data are obtained only for a few, widely-spaced line samples, 

and most of the sampled lag vectors h are either coparallel, or are of magnitude larger than 

typical correlation lengths. Thus: 

Objective 4: To predict the autocorrelation structure that results from large-scale features in the rock, 

by producing estimates of Cy{h) for a wide variety of magnitudes and orientations of h. 

4.1.4 Relation of packer tests to block-scale conductivity 

A major problem in constructing a SC model, as discussed in §2.3.1, is the question as to how 

packer test data K, relate to the block-scale K,. The existence of a "scale effect" is widely 

recognized, and numerous theories have been proposed for extrapolating from the packer-test 

"scale" to the block scale (see review by Durlofsky, 1991). The problem is much more serious, 

though, since in a typical packer test in fractured rock, neither the shape nor the volume of the 

region influenced by the test is known with certainty (Doe and Geier, 1990). In the "worst" 

case1161, a test may affect only a short path connecting to the borehole above the packer. 

Given this situation, the possibility of deriving a valid, theoretical "scaling law" is at best 

remote. A more feasible alternative, based on the DFN model, is: 

Objective 5 To model packer tests within simulated blocks of the Finnsjon granite, to interpret the 

simulated K, according to the same method used to evaluating K, from field tests, and to develop an 

empirical relationship between the simulated values of K,(x1) and K, (x1 + h), for a variety of lag vectors 

h. 

If both simulated and actual tests are interpreted by identical methods, the effect of 

assumptions about flow geometry is greatly reduced. If a significant correlation of K, to K, is 

shown to exist, then the results can be used to develop conditional SC models based on K, data. 

16 Much worse scenarios, such as undetected equipment failures, are of course possible 
in the field, but simulation of these is far beyond the scope of the present study. 
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However, preliminary results of this study, as given in Chapter 7, show that the correlation 

predicted by the DFN model is extremely poor. This raises strong questions about the 

usefulness of packer test data for this purpose. 

4.1.5 Transport parameters for DPST and CN models 

Two critical properties for transport modelling, with either the DPST model or the CN model, 

are the flow porosity <f,.,, and flow specific wetted surface S., for the main flow paths. These 

properties can be estimated from cross-hole tracer tests, but the accuracy of these estimates is 

limited because the geometries of the regions tested are unknown. A further deficiency for the 

Finnsjon site is that tracer-test data for the rock outside of Zone 2 are very limited. Therefore 

the present study includes a final goal: 

Objective 6: To estimate <f,,,, and S,,, based on the flux distribution obtained in block-scale simulations, 

and reasonable assumptions about the transport properties of single fractures. 

4.2 Major considerations for the DFN model 

Site characteristics relevant to DFN modelling were described in §2.1. The following sections 

summarize key issues that are evident from the site description, and from a preliminary DFN 

modelling study (Geier and Axelsson, 1991). 

4.2.1 Characteristics of the major features 

Based on the information in §2.1, the following points are evident: 

• Of 14 identified, "major" zones, only two are well-characterized with respect to 

fracturing character and subsurface location. 

• Unidentified "major" zones may exist within the Finnsjon block. 

• Numerous "minor" zones exist, with extents less than about 200 m. In a few 

cases the location, orientation, and/or lateral extent of these zones are known, 

but in general the geometry is uncertain. Many undetected minor zones most 

likely exist. 
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Regarding the most well-characterized feature, Zone 2, the following can be said: 

• Zone 2 consists of several subparallel subzones, which give strong lateral 

connections. 

• Within the subzones, cross-hole testing shows possible anisotropy, boundary 

effects or other irregularity, indicating that the subzones may be discontinuous. 

• The lower boundary of Zone 2 is less distinct than the upper boundary. 

The geological conceptual model for Zone 2 allows a qualitative explanation of the observed 

hydrologic variability, but is difficult to cast in quantitative terms. The uncertainty regarding 

the major features, as a group, makes deterministic modelling of these features less worthwhile, 

in view of the extra difficulties (§4.3) this would entail. 

4.2.2 Characteristics of the fracture population 

Based on §2.2.2-4, key aspects of the fracturing at Finnsjon are as follows: 

• Three fracture sets have been identified: two subvertical sets and a 

subhorizontal set that is poorly represented in outcrop data. 

• The fracturing in the upper part of the northern (Brandan) block is less intense 

than that in the southern (GAvastbo) block. Other differences in fracturing 

character are apparent between the two blocks. 

• Fractures below Zone 2 show some geological similarity to fractures at surface 

in the GAvastbo Block. 

• No significant change in fracturing frequency is seen at depth in the southern 

block. 

The stress and conductivity measurements in boreholes indicate that: 

• The minimum principal stress is vertical and increases linearly with depth. 

• ~ decreases with depth near surface. However, the pattern varies from one 

borehole to another. Below 200 m there is little clear evidence of a trend. 
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The direction of the minimum stress suggests that subhorizontal fractures will have higher T1 

than subvertical fractures. In a well-connected system, this could produce higher directional 
K in the horizontal plane, as was seen in the cross-hole tests. Preferred mineralization could 

have effects greater than that of stress but this cannot be considered in the present study due 

to lack of applicable data. The somewhat ambiguous decrease in K, with depth may be due to 

increased stress with depth. Weathering or other geochemical effects (e.g. calcite dissolution by 

surface waters) cannot be excluded, but the magnitude of their effect is difficult to estimate. 

Stress-transmissivity effects have been the subject of considerable research, and may be 

sufficient to explain the limited K, variation with depth seen at Finnsjon. 

Some problems related to application of a DFN model are that: 

• Fracture size and orientation have been completely characterized only at one 
location at surface. The fractures at this location are considered to be atypical. 

• More extensive scanline mapping provides fracture spacing and strike data, but 
not size or dip data. 

• There are no data concerning fracture size at depth. 

• Orientation data at depth are limited to dip data. 

The differences between the blocks suggest the possibility of modelling the blocks as separate 

statistical regions. However, the limitions of the size and orientation data at surface, and the 

complete lack of these data at depth, mean that realistically only variations in fracturing 

intensity can be considered. 

4.2.3 Preliminary results from the feasibility study 

Preliminary DFN modelling of the Finnsjon rock mass was performed by Geier and Axelsson 

(1991). Aside from the problems of dataset adequacy discussed in §4.2.2, the preliminary 

analysis indicated the following: 

• A large percentage of TP measurements at or near the equipment measurement 
limit T th,tshold results in non-uniqueness in estimating conductive fracture 
frequency fc and the distribution of cross-fracture transmissivity Tr 

• This indicates a high intensity of marginally transmissive fractures. 
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• A generalized-radial flow (GRF) analysis of a small sample of transient packer 
tests showed a high proportion with 2 ~ DF ~ 3. This indicates a fairly well
connected fracture population in intervals with measureable flow. A few tests 
in the sample showed subradial flow, indicating possible channeling effects in 
places. 

• Both fractures and lineaments appear to fit a power-law size distribution, when 
analyzed using a weighted sampling approach. 

Simulations based on the preliminary dataset demonstrated a validation procedure based on 

the GRF interpretations, and gave some preliminary estimates of block-scale conductivities. 

However, the preliminary DFN model was based on assumptions of simplified uniform 

transmissivity throughout each fracture plane, and a size distribution which is inconsistent 

with results of more recent analysis (§5.2). 

4.3 Conceptual model definition 

This section describes alternative conceptual models which were considered, and reasons for 

choosing the eventual DFN model. The models were assessed in terms of: 

• Consistency with geological data. 

• Practicality of the DFN/SC model interface. 

These criteria produce conflicts, so in the end a compromise was necessary. The following 

sections (§4.3.1-2) describe issues considered in selecting the conceptual model. 

4.3.1 Comparison of alternative models 

Two approaches were considered (Figure 4-1): 

• A single-domain model based on a single statistical population of fractures, 

throughout the modelling region. This does not exclude multimodal 

distributions, spatial trends, or clustering of fractures, provided that these can 

be described by regionally valid statistics. 
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• A multi-domain model with distinct populations of fractures in different units 

of the rock, e.g. fracture zones and "good rock." Transitions between rock units 

may be discrete, or some interpolation of properties may be specified. 

These two approaches are compared in §4.3.1.1-4. 

4.3.1.1 Ability to reproduce heterogeneity 

Both single-domain and multi-domain models may include spatial trends in the fracture 

statistics. A single-domain model can simulate strong heterogeneity (e.g. fracture zones or 

swarms) only if fracture location is assumed to be autocorrelated in some respect. Single

domain DFN models capable of simulating strong heterogeneity include the Parent-Daughter 

model (Long and Billaux, 1987), various fractal models (Lee, 1988; Geier et al., 1989), and the 

Nearest Neighbor model (Geier et al., 1989). 

In multi-domain models, the heterogeneity is explicit. The various rock units may be modelled 

independently (e.g. Herbert and Splawski, 1990), in which case the transition between rock 

units is abrupt. Alternatively, all rock units may be simulated simultaneously (e.g. the 

deterministic War Zone model, Dershowitz et al., 1990a), so that transition regions between 

units occur due to connections between fractures from adjoining regions. 

4.3.1.2 "Hard" data requirements 

A single-domain model is simpler because only one set of fracture statistics must be derived. 

Additional statistics are needed to describe spatial structure of fracture properties. 

A multi-domain model treats each rock unit separately, and therefore would require somewhat 

more data analysis, calibration, and simulation effort than a single-domain model. As the 

number of rock units increases, the model becomes less well-determined because there is less 

data per rock unit. However, for the limited data set available for the Finnsjon site, a multi

domain model would need to be based largely on so-called "soft" data. 

4.3.1.3 "Soft" data utilization 

The use of "soft" geological data is often avoided in hydrologic models because uncertainties 

are difficult to assess. However, given the limitations of the "hard" data as discussed in §2.2, 

methods for strengthening the models by including "soft" data are desirable. 
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Use of "soft" data in single-domain models requires conversion to a quantitative, statistical 

description of heterogeneity. Possible methods for incorporating this type of data, such as fuzzy 

kriging, had not been implemented in DFN models at the time of this study. 

Multi-domain models favor the use of "soft" data in defining rock units. "Soft" data such as 

geologists' theories of fracture zone genesis may be used as the basis for defining the fracture 

population in a particular rock unit, if "hard" data are insufficient for statistical definition. 

4.3.1.4 Feasibility of DFN/SC interface 

A single-domain model greatly simplifies derivation of SC model parameters, because, after 

removing spatial trends, the expected values of the physical properties are independent of 

location. 

A multi-domain model that treats each rock unit independently (Figure 4-lb) would also 

simplify derivation of SC model parameters, since effectively the separate units are treated as 

independent coregionalizations in the SC model. However, this approach gives no information 

about possible transitions among units, which may be crucial. For instance, if at Finnsjon the 

highly conductive sections of the "rock mass" are spatially correlated with highly conductive 

sections of a fracture zone, the main transport paths will be, on average, more conductive and 

localized. To consider these possibilities, the various rock units must be modelled 

simultaneously. This leads to problems of complexity for the DFN-SC interface, because the 

conductivity field is inherently nonstationary. 

One possibility is to model the various rock units simultaneously (Figure 4-lc), and to apply 

a spatially-varying transformation to remove non-stationary effects from the simulated 

conductivities, prior to estimation of the autocovariance structure. This approach leads to more 

realistic models, but the problem of estimating an admissible transformation was viewed as 

formidable, from the SC standpoint. 

Alternatively, the various rock units can be treated as simultaneous coregionalizations (Figure 

4-ld). The difficulty with this type of model is in the estimation of cross-correlation terms 

between conductivities for different units. This requires more simulations to estimate the 

additional terms, and increases the bookkeeping difficulties. 
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4.3.2 Description of conceptual model 

After preliminary data analysis, a single-domain DFN model was selected which treats the rock 

as a single region, described by a single set of statistics throughout. Large fracture zones, 

similar to the zones seen at Finnsjon, are included in the model, but their location is taken to 

be random so that the K(x) field will be stationary (except for a possible vertical trend). The 

main reasons for choosing a single-domain model were: 

• A single-domain model allows much simpler derivation of SC model parameters. 

• The dataset for fracture geometry is too limited to justify a division into 

northern and southern blocks.1171 

• Core data for dips (§5.1) did not support any particular multi-domain model. 

The main disadvantage of this choice is that much of the information concerning specific 

geological structures cannot be utilized. However, this does not result in so much loss of 

information as it may seem, because of the substantial uncertainty regarding most of the zones, 

and the probable existence of many uncharacterized zones, as discussed in §4.2.1. 

The following is an overview of the model. The methodology is described in §4.4-6. Detailed 

properties of the model, and their derivation, are described in Chapter 5. 

The geometric model is defined at scales from 1 m to 1 km. On the largest scale, the model 

consists of planar zones (Figure 4-2a). The geometry of these zones is statistically similar to the 

geometry of major and minor zones at Finnsjon (§2.2.1). The model contains a range of zone 

sizes, from 50 m to 1 km. 

17 The magnitude of the contrast between blocks could be estimated by separate runs of 
the model with different fracture intensities, but otherwise identical fracture populations. 
Fracture intensity, based on core fracturing, is the only aspect of fracture geometry which is 
reasonably well characterized across the site. 
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The fundamental unit of the model is the single fracture. The location of fractures is correlated 

to the planes of the zones, giving a higher fracture intensity in the zones (Figure 4-2b ). 

However, fractures may occur anywhere in the rock. The statistical properties of the fractures 

match observations on outcrops and in core (§2.2.2). 

Fractures are divided into "subfractures" (Figure 4-2c), the properties of which vary according 

to a fractal rule. Detailed geometry on a smaller scale (§3.1) is not represented explicitly. 

The hydrological behavior of the fracture system is modelled explicitly for scales up to the 

block size for 3-D SC models. The larger-scale behavior is described in terms of spatial 

correlation of block-scale properties (Figure 4-3). 

Each subfracture is assigned an average cross-fracture transrnissivity T1 and storativity S. These 

depend on the stress field, which is a function of depth. T1, S, and the geometry of intersection 

are assumed to completely define the hydrology on the scale of a fracture network 

Two different types of flow are simulated within realizations of this model: transient flow from 

constant-head packer tests (Figure 4-4a), and steady flow in response to a unit gradient across 

a block (Figure 4-4b ). Transient packer-test responses are compared with actual packer tests, 

to validate the model. The block-scale conductivities and "steady-state" packer-test conductivity 

values provide data for a stochastic continuum model conditioned on packer test 

measurements. 

Estimates of <Pw and Sw are calculated from the cross-block simulations, based on probabilistic 

relationships among subfracture transmissivity, flow aperture, and wetted surface. These 

estimates can be used for DPST and CN models, either as input or for comparison. 
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4.4 Modelling Methodology 

The derivation, validation and application of the DFN model to model flow in the Finnsjon 

rock mass was based on the FracMan DFN methodology, implemented in the FracMan/MAFIC 

modelling package (Figure 4-5). The main steps in the process were (Figure 4-6): 

• Data analysis 

• Monte Carlo simulation 

• Calibration and validation 

• Analysis of model predictions 

The components of the methodology, and the FracMan/MAFIC package in particular, have 

been described most recently by Dershowitz et al. (1991a). The following description focuses on 

unique aspects of the present application of this methodology. 

4.4.1 Derivation of parameters 

Input data for the model include outcrop maps and scanline surveys, core data, and steady

state packer test interpretations K,,. Preliminary processing of these data yields distributions of 

tracelength i,.1, orientation, and packer test transmissivities T,. 

Fracture population statistics are estimated from these distributions with the Fracman module 

FracSys, which uses forward modelling to correct for various types of sampling biases and to 

estimate the underlying distributions of fracture size r,, transmissivity T1 and conductive 

fracture intensity P31,;. 

Estimation of the r, distribution (§5.2) differed from previous analyses, in that i,.f data from a 

wide range of scales were considered simultaneously. 

Estimation of the T1 distribution and P31,; used a modification of the OxFILET algorithm 

described by Dershowitz et al. The modification was needed to consider the effects of 

heterogeneity, and a vertically varying stress field, on the effective T1 values. 

Data from outcrop maps, core, and packer tests were also used to estimate statistics for fracture 

system heterogeneity. These included termination statistics (§5.3.2), major feature intensity 

(§5.3.3), and statistics for the Nearest Neighbor model. The major feature frequency at depth 
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was estimated from core and packer test data, using a simplified version of the "fracture zone 

index" suggested by Olsson et al. (1989) to identify "fracture zones" in two boreholes. The 

estimate thus obtained was compared with borehole radar interpretations. 

Due to insufficient surface data, the Nearest Neighbor statistics were also estimated from core 

data, by estimating the rate at which fracture intensity decays with distance from the most 

fractured sections of the identified "fracture zones." Details are given in §5.4.1. 

4.4.2 Simulation 

Realizations of the fracture population were produced by Monte Carlo simulation using the 

FracWorks module of the FracMan package (Dershowitz et al., 1991a). Boundary geometries 

were defined using the module MeshMaker. Fracture and boundary geometries were combined 

by the Convex-based program MeshMonster, for each realization of the fracture population, 

to produce a triangular finite element mesh. Discretization of fractures into subfractures was 

performed as the preliminary stage of mesh generation. 

The finite element mesh editor EdMesh (Geier, 1991) is used to apply specific boundary 

conditions and possibly to modify element properties (e.g. to apply stress-transmissivity 

relationships) prior to running each flow simulation. Assembly and solution of the transient 

or steady-state finite element equations is performed by MAFIC (Miller, 1990). 

4.4.3 Validation approach 

Derivation of a DFN model is based on analysis of geometric and hydrologic data, to give a set 

of statistics which describes fundamental properties of fractures in the DFN model, such as size 

and Tr The various procedures for deriving these statistics are largely independent of each 

other. The transient, hydrologic behaviour of the DFN model depends upon the combination 

of the derived distributions of fracture properties. The ways in which these properties interact 

in the aggregate DFN model are complicated, and not directly constrained by the derivation 

methods. 

Therefore the conceptual model can be validated, at least in part, by comparing the transient 

hydrologic behaviour predicted by the DFN model with the transient, constant-pressure test 

data. In the present study, GRF analysis was used to estimate observed distributions of TcRF and 

flow dimension Dr, based on the transient data for three boreholes. 
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The constant-pressure tests were simulated in the DFN model, and the predicted transient 
responses were analyzed by identical methods, to produce simulated distributions of TcRF and 
DF. Statistical comparison of simulated and observed distributions provides a check on the 
validity of the model. In particular, the comparison of predicted and observed DF is a fairly 

strong test of the fracture network characteristics. 

This project was the first full application of this validation procedure for a 3-D DFN model. In 

practice complications arose, due to non-uniqueness in the estimation of the T1 distribution, 
which arose from limitations of the JC, dataset, as discussed in §5.6. The result was that the 
procedure was used partly as a "discrimination" procedure, to choose among several candidate 
models, as discussed in §6.3. However, the interpreted DF were not used in the discrimination 

process, and therefore provide a dataset for partial validation of the model. 

4.4.4 Prediction 

The partly-validated DFN model was used to predict characteristics of the K,(x) field, plus </>.,,, 

and S.,,,, by steady-state flow simulations in several directions, in blocks of appropriate scale. 
Relationships between KMuy .. (x) and the K,(x) field were estimated by simulating packer tests 
within the blocks and calculating statistics relating the simulated KMuyes to the estimated K,(x) 

for a range of scales s. 

A methodology developed for this purpose is described in §4.5. Due to scheduling conflicts, the 

algorithms and software necessary for incorporating these statistics into the SC model could 
not be fully developed. Therefore calculations were performed only for a preliminary DFN 
model, and not the final model. However, a partial implementation of the methodology using 
the final model produced some interesting results, as reported in §8. 

The estimates of </).,,, and S.,,, were obtained by postprocessing the block-scale flow simulations. 

Details of these calculations are given in §4.6. 

4.5 Interface to the stochastic continuum model 

The following sections describe a methodology for deriving a stochastic continuum model from 
a DFN description of a fractured rock mass. A major portion of this methodology was 

developed by S. Norman, in cooperation with the authors of the present report, in preparing 
the work plan (Norman and Geier, 1991) for the DFN/SC interface. Some changes have been 
made herein, to reflect late modifications in the DFN conceptual model. Although in the end 
only the DFN aspects of the interface were implemented, the methodology is given here as a 
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description of work done and for future reference. The methodology has some significant 

advantages, mainly that it gives the possibility to estimate more complex SC models, based on 

structural information, than can be estimated from packer test data alone. The method also 

gives the possibility to test the common assumption that packer tests are a direct measure of 

SC properties on a scale related to the interval length. 

4.5.1 Basic definitions and assumptions 

The SC model consists of a continuum defined in terms of a spatially variable conductivity 

tensor K(x) which is related to an averaging volume V so that: 

where: 

r h(~)dV 
V(x,h0[ 

is an averaged head and: 

U(x) - (u)(X) - 1 

IV(x)I 

is an average flow velocity, with: 

nf)V(x) 

lnf)V(x) I 
dV 

= averaging volume centered at x 

= location within the region of integration 

= the 3-D region (not necessarily contiguous) consisting of 

the union of the hydraulic volumes of all fractures. 

= region of integration within both n1 and V(x) 

= volume of the region nf)V(x) 

= infinitesimal element of nf)V(x) 

(4-1) 

(4-2) 

(4-3) 

In the implementation of the SC model, the rock is modelled as a collection of blocks 

corresponding to averaging volumes. Each block has anisotropic conductivity characterized by 

K In its most general form K has 9 components K;jt 6 of which are independent: K11 , K121 K13, 

K221 K]3, and K33, and 3 determined by symmetry: K21 = K121 K32 = K'Z31 and K31 = K13• 
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Measurements of conductivity from packer tests yield local estimates K,(x). These are assumed 

to be probabilistically related to the K(x). The relationship is assumed to be defined as follows. 

Let: 

(4-4) 

denote the M components of K for a block of scale s centered at x.'181 M = 6 for the full 

tensor, 3 if only the principal components are considered, or 1 if isotropy is assumed. Let: 

(4-5) 

denote the results of N K, measurements from packer intervals centered at x, of different 

lengths and/or inclination. The case N = 1 is of primary concern. 

Together these constitute a coregionalization denoted by the (M+N)xl vector K: 

where the superscript T indicates transpose. 

Estimation of the covariance matrix function requires that: 

Assumption 1: A transformation can be found whereby the random vector 

K(x) can be converted to a vector Y(x) such that the values 

of the components Y,{x) of Y(x) for all points in the domain 

are normally distributed. 

(4-6) 

Possible transformations are discussed in Appendix 1. The following assumption is adopted to 

simplify the analysis to the case N = 1: 

Assumption 2: The results of 2 m and 3 m packer tests can be treated as 

realizations of a single process, independent of the 

variation in length and of the borehole inclination. 

18 An alternative representation is to let K1 be the octahedral conductivity K0 = 
(Kll+K22+K33) and let {Ki(x), ... , KM(x)} represent M-1 independent anisotropy ratios {K1/K0 , 

K,JK0 , ••• } • Treatment of the alternative representations in the following analysis is for the most 
part identical. The above notation is understood to refer to the particular representation chosen. 
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If most packer tests of length b.., < 3 m are dominated by a single fracture, this assumption is 

reasonable. The methodology could be extended to divide the packer test data into different 

classes according to length and inclination, but this would increase the complexity of the 

analysis. 

To verify the method of conditional simulation employed in HYDRASTAR, the following 

assumption is needed: 

Assumption 3: The vector Y(x) is locally stationary in the sense that 

E[Y(x)] is approximately constant over distances 

comparable to the correlation length of Y(x). 

To allow simulation conditioned on the KMoya values, one of the following must be introduced: 

Assumption 4a: The ratios E[½{x)VE[YM+zCx)],j = 1, 2, ... M, calculated from 

the DFN model are independent of x. 

Assumption 4b: The spatial trends in E[YM+iCx)] predicted by the DFN 

model do not differ significantly from the local expectations 

for the transformed KMoya(x) values, if the effects of zone 

location are taken into account. 

Assumption 4b is equivalent to supposing that a simulation of the DFN model, with the major 

features fixed in their interpreted locations, would give the same expectation as observations. 

This assumption is preferable, but would require additional, semi-deterministic or conditional 

DFN simulations to verify. Assumption 4a would be simpler to test, based only on 

unconditional simulations. 

4.5.2 Generation of independent realizations of the DFN model 

With the chosen DFN conceptual model, spatial correlation in conductivity on a scale larger 

than the block scale results mainly from the continuity of major features between blocks. Up 

to the scale of the largest fractures ("minor features"), SO m, correlation can also result from the 

continuity of single fractures between blocks. These features must be generated consistently 

between blocks if spatial correlation is to be estimated properly. 

The preferred way to do this is to simulate the entire fracture population for the site 

simultaneously, and to choose blocks from within the large-scale simulation. However, for the 
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DFN model derived in §5, the number of conductive fractures in a 1 km cube is approximately 

1.5xla8. Simulation of the entire population on the site scale would not be feasible. 

Instead, an alternative, nested simulation scheme was developed. The populations of major 

features and fractures are divided into a number of classes, according to size. Only the largest 

features are simulated on the largest scale. The region is then subdivided in multi-domain 

fashion (Figure 4-7). A few subregions are chosen for simulation of the next largest size class, 

and so on down to the scale at which the complete fracture population (with r, 2: 1 m) can be 

simulated. Blocks for simulation are chosen from within these smallest-scale generation regions. 

Specifics of the method (including issues relating to the use of finite generation regions) are 

described in Appendix 2. 

4.5.3 Estimation of the conductivity tensor 

Previous applications of DFN models to evaluate EPM behavior have used a "permeameter" 

approach. In this approach, a head gradient V1h is applied to a block of rock. The equivalent 

directional conductivity K1 is calculated from the net flux through the block in the direction 

of V,..h. K, is evaluated by applying V1h in several directions, and estimating a best-fit tensor. 

Boundary conditions on the faces of the block parallel to the flow direction may be either 

declining-head (Long and Witherspoon, 1985) or no-flow (Axelsson et al., 1990). The approach 

has two main problems: 

• Calculations of net flux through the blocks may depend strongly on choice of 

boundary conditions (cf. Long and Witherspoon, 1985; Axelsson et al., 1990). 

• Multiple block orientations are needed to measure a sufficent number of distinct 

K11 to estimate K, and decide if minimal criteria for EPM behavior are met. This 

means that multiple finite element meshes must be generated for each region 

simulated. For 3-D modelling, mesh generation is often more computationally 

intensive than subsequent flow calculations. 

For the present study, an alternative to the permeameter approach was developed based on a 

suggestion by S. Norman (personal communication, 1991). The orientation of the simulated 

block is held constant. Numerous, distinct sets of boundary conditions are applied. The 

existence of an effective K, is evaluated by calculating average head gradients 
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V(Ji)f(x) and average flow velocities (u(x)) within averaging volumes smaller than the 

simulation region. Formulae for efficient calculation of V(Ji)1(x) and (u(x)) from the DFN 

model are given in Appendix 3. Equivalent conductivity is estimated by fitting K, to the model 

given by Eq. 4-1, as described in Appendix 4. If a block has a true, "effective" K,, then Eq. 4-1 

must be satisfied for every possible set of externally applied boundary conditions. However, for 

practical reasons only a limited number of sets of boundary conditions can be simulated for 

each block. 

Advantages of the averaging-volume approach are: 

• Off-diagonal components of K. are obtained without reorienting the simulation 

mesh. 

• Multiple estimates of K,, for several scales s, may be produced with a single 

simulation. 

• The use of volume-averaged quantities reduces bias due to boundary effects. 

In the preliminary stages of the present study, both averaging-volume and permeameter 

approaches were used, to allow comparison between the methods. 

4.5.4 Packer test simulations 

A method for simulation of constant-head packer tests in boreholes was developed in the 

feasibility study (Geier and Axelsson, 1991). 2 m packer tests are simulated in both vertical and 

inclined boreholes. The packer tests are analyzed both by Moyes' formula and by GRF analysis. 

The GRF analyses are used to validate the model by comparison with GRF analyses of field 

tests. The KMoyes values are appropriate for derivation of the SC model, as the main part of the 

database for conditional simulation consists of KMoyes estimates. 

Five packer tests are simulated within each 40-50 m block. Specific boundary conditions for the 

simulated packer tests are discussed in §6.1. 

4.5.5 Covariance matrix function estimation 

Each block simulation produces one estimate each of the K;, i = 1,2, ... ,M. Estimates of KM+i are 

obtained at each packer test location within a block. These form the basic dataset for estimation 

of the covariance matrix function. 
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As a first step, the transformation K(x) ➔ Y(x) must be estimated. For the trial simulations there 

was no vertical trend in the model, so the transformation is simplified. Approximately Gaussian 

behavior was obtained by a logarithmic transformation. 

Preliminary analysis indicated that, for the components I<v i = 1,2, ... ,M (corresponding to the 

components of the tensor K), a component-by-component transformation would be invalid 

because the tensor nature of these components would be violated. Instead a tensor log 

transformation was used which maps a tensor onto a tensor, for the first M components of 

K(x). This is defined in Appendix 5. For the component KM+i corresponding to the KMoy,s 

estimates, a scalar logarithmic transformation is suitable, although the problem is complicated 

by the intervals below the measurement threshold, as is the case with the field data. 

For further statistical inference the transformed vectors Y(x) must follow a multinormal 

distribution. This is assessed by calculation of the multivariate skewness and kurtosis as defined 

by Mardia et al. (1979) and by x2 and Kolmogorov-Smimov tests on the components of Y(x). 

To simplify this analysis, the transformation K(x) ➔ Y(x) includes a Mahalanobis transformation 

(see Mardia et al.), giving E[Y(x)] = 0 and resolving Y(x) to principal components with 

standardized variance. Details are given in Appendix 5. 

The covariance matrix function (CMF) is estimated from the transformed data pairs {Y(x1), 

Y(xJ} over the range of lag separations h = x2 - x1• There is some restriction on the admissible 

pairs {x1,x2} due to the nested simulation scheme used to generate the fracture population 

(§4.5.2). Data pairs {Y(x1), Y(xJ} are inadmissible if the separation distance lhl is less than the 

scale on which significant correlation can be produced by the fractures smaller than the 

minimum size generated in the smallest block containing both x1 and x2• As a heuristic rule, if 

r;j is the minimum fracture size for the smallest block containing both x1 and x 21 then: 

eh > 2 (4-7) 

If eh < 2 a fracture smaller than rij could connect between the measurement points, so clearly 

there would be a chance of correlation. The best value of eh > 2 may be determined by 

sensitivity analysis. However, to save time it is reasonable to say that if the admissibility 

criterion is set at eh ;::: 5, correlation produced by fractures smaller than rij will be negligible. 

A nonparametric estimate of the covariance function C,{h) is obtained from the differences 

between admissible pairs {Y(x1), Y(xJ} as follows: 
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The lagspace is defined as a vector space containing all lags h between admissible pairs. The 

lagspace is divided into discrete lag classes, or "bins," denoted Ln. Bins are defined in spherical 

coordinates, with logarithmic radial spacing, to provide for greater resolution for small 

magnitudes of h. 

Admissible data pairs are identified from the DFN output, and are sorted into the appropriate 

lag classes. The elements of the covariance matrix are estimated as: 

(4-8) 

where the summations are taken over all admissible pairs and where Nui is the number of 

admissible data pairs in class L". 

The set of estimators r k,1(L") over all L" gives a nonparametric estimate of the covariance matrix 

function Ck,i(h). 
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4.6 Interface to the stream tube model 

The DFN model for the estimation of SC model parameters was extended to furnish estimates 

of flow porosity <l>w and specific wetted surface S,. and S,, (wetted surface per unit volume 

flowing water, and per unit bulk volume, respectively). This section gives equations for 

estimating these parameters from DFN model geometry and single-fracture properties for 

which working models are estimated in §5.8. The estimates of </>,. and S,. can be used as 

alternative estimates of parameters for the DPST and CN models. The other main source of 

estimates of these values are tracer tests, which are subject to a wide variety of interpretations 

due to uncertain flow geometry. The S,, estimates were produced by intermediate calculations, 

and are presented for the sake of interest. 

Two types of estimates were produced for </),., S,. and S,.: 

• Flux-weighted averages 

• Histograms giving the sums for specific ranges of element flux. 

The flux-weighted averages are directly related to the quantities used in the FARF31 stream 

tube model (Norman and Kjellbert, 1991). The histograms are produced to give more detailed 

information. Among other things these may be useful for comparison to correlations of S,. and 

<I> to channel flowrates used in the CN model. The following set of flux ranges was chosen: 

LI: { Q > 10_. m3/s} 

Li: { 10.s < Q :$ 10_. m3/s } 

L3: { 10-c < Q :$ 10.s m3/s } 

L4: { 10-7 < Q :$ 10-c m3/s } 

Ls: { 10.s < Q :$ 10-7 m3/s } 

Both flux-weighted and histogram estimates were calculated by making slight modifications 

(Appendix 3) to the volume-averaging program that was developed for the SC interface. 

Limited Monte-Carlo simulation within the program was used to account for the large 

uncertainty in the relations of €v and Sw to €h. 
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4.6.1 Porosity 

The flux-weighted porosity was estimated as: 

where: 

1 
<PQ - V 

= the void aperture of the ith element, related 

probabilistically to the element €h. 

= the magnitude of flowrate through the ith triangular element 

= the area of the ith element. 

= the net flow passing through the averaging volume. 

= the volume of the averaging region. 

The porosity histogram estimates were calculated for each flux bin Lk as: 

The probabilistic relationship of € 0 to €his estimated in §5.8.2. 

4.6.2 Wetted surface 

(4-9) 

[ L3/f] 
[ L2] 

[ L3/f] 
[ L3] 

(4-10) 

Flux-weighted estimates of the quantities Sb and Sb were calculated for each averaging volume 

as: 

s -bQ 

1 

V 
i-1 

(4-11) 

QIU! 

(4-12) 
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= the fracture specific wetted surface sf#/ of the ith element, 

related probabilistically to the element e: •. 

The specific surface histogram estimates were calculated for each flux interval 4 as: 

1 S - _ 't'"' A.s. 
bk v¾ I WI 

An estimate of the probabilistic relationship of sf#/ to e:h is obtained in §5.8.3. 

(4-13) 

(4-14) 
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5 DATA ANALYSIS FOR THE FRACTURE NETWORK MODEL 

5.1 Statistical homogeneity 

A major question is, "Are surface data representative of the rock at depth?" Since the only 

subsurface fracture data from Finnsjon is taken from unoriented core, the three main types of 

evidence regarding variation in the fracture population with depth are: 

• Fracture frequency 

• Dip angles a, from the vertical holes 

• Fracture infillings 

Fracture infilling data are qualitative, and require a multivariate interpretation approach which 

would be beyond the scope of the present study. Therefore dip angle data and fracture 

frequency are the most suitable for analysis of heterogeneity with depth. 

5.1.1 Dip angle data 

Since there are no complete orientation data from subsurface, a question is whether the 

orientations from at surface can be applied at depth. To test possible changes in the fracture 

orientation distribution with depth, dip angle distributions f(a) for parts of 2 vertical boreholes 

(KFI 06 and KFI 11) were used to characterize the variability of the fracture orientation with 

depth. 

Because dip angles are only one component of the bivariate orientation population, there is no 

possibility to prove that the orientation population within any given rock unit is homogeneous. 

However, there is a possibility to disprove such a hypothesis. This follows from the fact that 

each component of a bivariate variable defines a specific univariate distribution. To accept the 

validity of a specific bivariate distribution, a minimum requirement (necessary condition) is that 

the individual components both follow the expected univariate distributions. Likewise if a 

bivariate distribution is homogeneous, the univariate distributions of both components must 

be homogeneous. Thus to show that a bivariate distribution is heterogeneous, it is sufficient 

to show that one component is heterogeneous. 

The data were divided into rock below, above, and within Zone 2. These classes were further 

subdivided at increments of 50 m depth. Comparisons of f(a) for different regions were made 

by calculating Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) and x2 statistics. 
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These comparisons (Appendix 6) revealed no obvious pattern in the data. Denoting the dip 

distributions above, within, and below Zone 2 as J+Ca), fz(a), and f(a), respectively, the 

following hypotheses were rejected at the 5% significance level, based on both KS and x2 tests: 

f+(a) = f2(a) 

f+(a) = f(a) 
fz(a) = f(a) 

Little similarity was also found between sections within any single subregion. An exception, 

but a weak one, is the rock below Zone 2. The f(a) for the first 12 m below Zone 2 (338-350 m) 

is found to be the same as for the bottom 50 m, at the 5% level, for borehole KFI 11. Since these 

data are all from less than 65 m below Zone 2, the possibility cannot be excluded that the rock 

below Zone 2 is also locally heterogeneous, on a scale similar to the heterogeneity seen above 

and within Zone 2. Very few adjacent 50 m intervals show similarity. Thus: 

• The fractures within and above Zone 2 are statistically heterogeneous in terms 

of dip angle, when each subregion is considered as a unit. 

• The fractures below Zone 2 may be statistically homogeneous, but evidence is 

weak. 

• The fracture dip distribution is heterogeneous, for any line sample 100 m long. 

For the reasons stated above, the conclusions of heterogeneity for dip angle can be extended 

to the full orientation, although a conclusion of homogeneity would not necessarily have been 

extensible. A possible explanation is that fractures are organized in preferred orientations 

within and around fracture zones. This is expected from widely held concepts of fracture zone 

structure. Based on radar data (§2.2.1), the average spacing of major or minor zones is 20-25 

m. 

In conclusion, the dip data do not support the use of orientation data from surface, for 

modelling the rock at depth with a single, homogeneous orientation distribution. However, the 

dip data also do not indicate any systematic change in orientation with depth. The 

heterogeneity within subregions indicates that there is no reason to distinguish among the 

subregions in terms of fracture orientation. The orientation data from surface could possibly 

be extended to depth based on more complex models relating fracture orientation to major 

feature orientation, but the necessary data and modelling tools to implement such a model 
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were lacking at the outset of this study. Appropriate modelling tools are currently under 

development. 

An assumption that a single, homogeneous orientation distribution applies at all depths is 

apparently not justified. However, numerical experiments (e.g. Long 1984; Dershowitz 1985), 

have shown that so long as a range of orientations is present, the precise orientation 

distribution is less important for network connectivity and effective conductivity than 

properties such as conductive fracture intensity P31&1 transmissivity distribution, and locational 

correlation. Fortunately the latter quantities are more easily estimated from the available 

borehole data from Finnsjon, as described in §5.3-6. 

5.1.2 Fracture frequency data 

As mentioned in §2.2.2, Ahlborn and Tiren (1991) observed that in the southern block the 

fracture frequency is about 3 m·1, showing no decrease with depth. The northern block above 

Zone 2 has a lower fracture frequency (1.5 m·1) both in boreholes and fracture surveys, but 

below Zone 2 the fracture frequency is similar to that in the southern block. The average 

coated fracture frequency in Zone 2 is 5.2 m·1, but if the two high-transmissivity zones at the 

upper and lower boundaries are excluded, the coated fracture frequency is nearly the same as 

below Zone 2. Thus, except for upper part of the northern block, which has relatively low 

fracture frequency, the "rock mass" within the Finnsjon block has a rather uniform coated 

fracture frequency of 3 m·1• 

Estimates of conductive fracture frequency fc by Andersson and Lindqvist (1988) predict that 

fc is higher for the rock mass above Zone 2 (roughly 1 m·1) than below (roughly 0.6 m·1). Geier 

and Axelsson (1991) gave a comparable "effective" fc estimate (0.7 m·1) for the rock below Zone 

2. For Zone 2, excluding the most conductive horizons, the i estimates by Andersson and 

Lindqvist (1988) are close to the values for below Zone 2. 

Inspection of core logs from KFI 05, 06, and 09 (Ahlborn et al., 1986) and KFI 11 shows that the 

variation in coated and "sealed" fracture frequencies within subregions above and below Zone 

2 is comparable to the difference between subregions. The relatively highly fractured sections 

(spaced 20-50 m apart, and corresponding to minor zones) are of comparable magnitude above 

and below Zone 2; the main differences appear to be in the less fractured rock between minor 

zones. This suggests that the local-scale heterogeneity is of greater significance than the 

difference in "average" fracturing between subregions. 
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The above observations suggest that a reasonable model of the fractured rock at Finnsjon may 

be constructed by treating the rock as a single unit in the vertical direction, with strong local 

heterogeneity corresponding to the fracture zones on various scales. A fractal model is one 

possibility, but this was not considered due to a lack of adequate modelling tools at the outset 

of this study. (The appropriate tools have since then been implemented in FracMan). 

Lateral heterogeneity is evident in the upper 200 m of the Finnsjon block, but due to the 

shortage of subsurface geometric data there is no point in modelling lateral variations in the 

size and orientation distributions. 

A refinement of the model could be to analyze the spatial variation in: 

• Frequency of fracture zones (minor and major), 

• Conductive fracture intensity P32,: (based on packer test data). 

This approach, by emphasizing the stronger aspects of the dataset, would be more justified 

than discriminating between subregions based on details of the core data. However, this 

analysis would most likely lead to a multi-domain DFN model. The simpler, single-domain 

model was chosen for the present study, due to its substantial advantages in terms of the 

DFN/SC model interface (§4.3.1). 
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5.2 Size distribution for major and minor features 

The fracture size analysis for the feasibility study (Geier and Axelsson, 1991) considered both 

cell maps and local-scale lineament maps, but considered each scale separately. This analysis 

was extended in the present study to consider all four scales (regional, semiregional, and local 

lineament maps, and detailed fracture maps) simultaneously, using a modified version of the 

FracSize data analysis module (Appendix 7). This analysis assumes that the fractures are 

equidimensional (circular) and that size is independent of orientation. 

The version of FracSize used included probabilistic censoring. This accounts for the tendency 

to overlook smaller features on each mapping scale, so that features close to the minimum size 

mapped are undersampled. This tendency is well-known to field geologists, but there has been 

little or no systematic study of the resulting sampling bias. In the present study the sampling 

probability was assumed to be zero for tracelengths l < l,,.;,. (the smallest recorded trace), and 

to increase linearly in the range l,,.;,. to c1l,,,;,., the tracelength above which perfect sampling 

was assumed to occur. Due to the lack of relevant data for imperfect censoring effects, c1 was 

treated as a scale-independent value to be estimated in the fitting process. 

The data were analyzed in terms of a power-law distribution: 

(5-1) 

where r min is an arbitrary lower limit (to avoid singularity in the distribution) set smaller than 

the smallest semi-tracelength measured, and b, is the power-law exponent. This form was used 

in the feasibility study, because it is implied by the observed power-law distribution for 

tracelength. 

Figure 5-1 shows the K-S statistic KS, (comparing simulated and observed l) as a function of 

b, and c1 . Estimated confidence intervals are given by curves of constant KS,. KS, is fairly 

insensitive to variation of c1 in the range 2 to 6, for values of b, close to 3.1, so this is a good 

estimate of b, even if the form of the censoring probability differs from the model in Eq. 5-1. 

The estimate of b, ~ 3.1 differs significantly from the earlier estimate of 1.89, which was 

produced using only two mapping scales and an effective c1 = 1 (perfect sampling above the 

censoring limit). The new value encompasses more mapping scales and gives a better fit to the 

data, partly due to the more reasonable, probabilistic censoring assumption. 
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5.3 Geometry of major features 

The geometric properties which must be characterized to model the major features include: 

• Location 

• Orientation 

• Size 

• Intensity 

• Termination 

Location of the major features is assumed to be random but conditioned by termination 

statistics. Major feature transmissivity need not be characterized, because the transmissivity of 
these features results from clustering of the fractures. A single size distribution is assumed to 

hold for features on all scales. The size distribution for the large-scale features is the part of this 
distribution above 50 m. The following sections describe derivation of the remaining properties 

of the major features. 

5.3.1 Orientation distribution 

The orientation distribution for major features was based on the following assumptions: 

Assumption 1: The orientation distribution for all features down to the scale r, = 25m is 
assumed to be represented at least approximately by the orientation distribution for the major 
zones that have been identified at the site by Andersson et al. (1991). 

Assumption 2: The volume of the Finnsjon block is assumed to have been fully investigated 

with regard to fracture zones on the scale of the identified zones. Thus the issue of directional 

sampling bias is explicitly neglected. 

Assumption 3: The identified fracture zones are interpreted as consisting of approximately 

"subzones," each of which is approximately subparallel to the parent zone. 

Assumption 4: The relative number of subzones within an identified zone is assumed to be in 

proportion to the interpreted thickness of the zone. 

These assumptions are simplistic, but more complicated assumptions are not justified, because 

there are little or no directional data for features/fractures in the size range 10 m ~ r, ~ 200 m. 
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For the subvertical sets, strikes could be taken from lineament maps, but dips are mostly 

uncertain. This approach would also give no information about the subhorizontal set. 

Compilation of a bootstrap dataset based on the above assumptions was extremely simple. For 

each fracture zone, the normal vector was calculated from the data of Andersson et al. (1991). 

The normal vector directions were weighted in proportion to the interpreted zone thicknesses 

W;, Table 5-1 gives the dataset used for simulations. Note that this dataset was used to generate 

the orientations of the major features themselves, not of the fractures clustered around the 

major features. 

Table 5-1. Normal vector directions and weights for fracture zone bootstrap dataset 

Orientation1191 Normal Vector 

Zone Weight 
Strike Dip Trend Plunge 

1 N30E 75SE 300 15 0.041 

2 N28W 165W 62 74 0.206 

3 N15W 80SW 75 10 0.103 

4 N50W 65SW 40 25 0.021 

5 NSOW 605W 40 30 0.010 

6 N55-65W 60SW 30 30 0.010 

7 N55W 605W 35 30 0.010 

8 NSOW 90 220 0 0.010 

9 NlOW 15SW 80 75 0.103 

10 NW 85SW 45 5 0.010 

11 N5W 35W 85 55 0.175 

12 N 90 s5· 0 0.052 

13 N30E 75SE 300 15 0.041 

14 NW 90 45 0 0.206 

~ unentation estimatect trom nneament ma p 

19 Data from zone definitions of Andersson et al. (1991) 
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5.3.2 Termination measures 

Termination statistics for both major features and fractures were calculated from lineament 
maps and cell maps. Statistics for both lineaments and fractures are discussed here. 

Termination statistics are expressed in the following forms: 

t 
t - .!. · 100% 
p I; 

t -% · 100% 

(5-2) 

where: 

tP = termination probability 
t,,, = termination percentage 
t" = number of fracture terminations in intact rock per unit area 
tfi = number of fracture terminations at fractures per unit area 
I; = number of fracture intersections per unit area mapped 

Table 5-2 gives termination probabilities and termination percentages for the three mapping 
scales considered. Termination probability is used in the Enhanced Baecher (EB) Model and, 
optionally, in the Nearest-Neighbor (NN) Model. Termination percentage is used in the Baecher 
Revised Terminations (BART) Model. 

Table 5-2. Termination statistics for Finnsjon site. 

I Mapping Scale I Termination Probability Termination Percentage 

Cell maps 42.5 36.8 

Local lineament maps 50.4 88.4 

Semiregional lineament maps 27.5 73.1 
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The termination statistics are apparently scale dependent. This indicates that the fracture 

system is not self-similar with respect to a change in scale. However, for the detailed-scale cell 

maps the fractures are considered to be atypical, and for the lineament maps there may be bias 

in that terminating lineaments are more likely to be classed as local-scale lineaments, so there 

is reason to doubt the accuracy of these statistics. 

Although there is considerable variation in the estimates of termination statistics on different 

scales, clearly a large number of features terminate at intersections with other features, so some 

termination would be desirable in the final model. The observed values of t,. are less variable 

than the values of t,.. Therefore it is preferable to use a model based on t, such as the EB or 

NN model. 

5.3.3 Intensity 

Lineament maps provide one type of data for estimating the major feature intensity, P32z. 

However, the maps do not include any lineaments of length less than about 200 m, and it is 

unlikely that lineaments of approximately this length or less will be noticed, due to the limited 

resolution. This is a problem, since the power-law distribution with b, ~ 3.1 implies that a large 

fraction of P32, will come from the smaller zones. 

Therefore P32z was estimated from borehole data rather than lineament maps. The major-feature 

frequency, fm is the number of major or minor fracture zones crossing a borehole, per unit 

length of hole. Since most of the boreholes are approximately vertical, this is primarily a 

measure of the intensity of subhorizontal major features. 

Major features were inferred from single-hole data using a simplification of the "fracture zone 

index" concept, developed within the Stripa Project (Olsson et al., 1989). The fracture zone index 

is a weighted sum of various types of single-hole data, including geophysical, hydrological, and 

fracture frequency data, where the weights are determined by multivariate regression. 

Olsson et al. (1989) found that two properties were strongly, positively correlated with most of 

the geophysical indicators: 

• Normalized log hydraulic conductivity 

• Normalized log fracture frequency 
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An index which included both of these was an excellent indicator of fracture zones, as 

corroborated by extensive cross-hole testing. 

The scope of the present analysis did not allow inclusion of geophysical logging data. Instead, 
a weighted sum was taken of the two above-mentioned quantities. The weights for these 

estimated by Olsson et al. were both close to 1. Therefore the simplified fracture zone index was 

calculated simply as the sum of the two. Intervals for which this sum exceeded 2 were classed 
as "fracture zones." 

Two boreholes were analysed, KFI 06 and KFI 11. These were the holes for which core data 

was already on hand. Only the intervals within and below Zone 2 were considered. Intervals 

for which the index exceeded 2 were identified. Figure 5-2 shows plots of this index for the two 
holes, indicating the positions of the inferred zones. 

In a total of 229 m of hole, 10 zones were identified, giving an estimate of the frequency as f,,, 
~ 10/(229 m) = 0.044 m·1• This was viewed as a very rough estimate, as only a fraction of the 

available data were analysed, and due to the limitations of the method. However, this 
frequency compares well to the interpreted frequencies of minor borehole radar reflections 
(§2.2.1) across the site, the average of which is 0.049 m·1 (Table 2-2). 

The geometric factor Cp = P3zlf. for a vertical borehole was estimated by FracMan simulation 

of the borehole sampling process as 1.23. For an observed zone frequency of 0.040 per m, this 
gives an estimated zone intensity of 0.049 m2/m3• The variation of radar reflection frequencies 

(0.024 to 0.077 m·1) in Table 2.2 is an indication of the degree variability of the zone intensity 
within the site. 
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5.4 Geometry of minor features (fractures) 

Although distinct fracture sets have been identified at surface at the site, the DFN model did 

not make use of this because of: 

• Questionable applicability of these data at depth (§5.1.1). 
• Bias of vertical holes means that there is no information on the T distribution 

of subvertical joint sets. 

The use of bootstrap methods to generate fracture orientations allows simulation of irregular, 
multimodal orientation distributions, including possible multiple sets. For analysis of fracture 

size and location, all fractures were treated as a single population. 

5.4.1 Location 

Nearest-Neighbor (NN) statistics were estimated from core data. An estimate of the NN 
exponent bNN is given by the slope of a log-log plot of fracture frequency vs. distance from the 

nearest "major" fracture. 

Zones were identified from the data for KFI 06 and KFI 11 as described in §5.3.3. The center of 

the zone's intersection with the borehole was taken as the point with the highest fracture 
frequency, as seen in the core. Figure 5-3 shows a log-log plot of fracture count vs. distance 
from the center of the nearest zone. For the modelling of the Finnsjon site, it was assumed, due 

to an algebraic error, that bNN was one minus the slope of this line, giving bNN = 1.73. As shown 
in Appendix 8, a better estimate of bNN is in this case 0.73. 

The NN model with bNN = 1.73 was compared with an alternative model with uniformly 

random fracture locations, by comparing the observed distribution of fracture spacing with the 
distributions predicted by each model. For the model with uniformly random locations, the 

CDF of fracture spacing can be calculated analytically. The fracture spacing distribution for the 
NN model was estimated by FracMan simulated borehole sampling, using bNN = 1.73, and a 200 
m vertical borehole. 

Figure 5-4 compares the two models with the spacing of coated fractures in boreholes KFI 06 

and KFI 11. The NN model gives the better fit to the sample at the lower end of the CDF 

function. Both models predict a lower frequency of large values of spacing(> 2 m) than is seen 
in the sample. The steps in the sample CDF correspond to the core logging precision of 5 cm. 
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Using a bin spacing such that the PDF for the random model was equally divided into 10% 

intervals, the following ,c 2 statistics were calculated: 

NN model: 

Random model: 

,c 2 = 9.85 (6 degrees of freedom) 

,c 2 = 45.0 (8 degrees of freedom) 

Based on the x2 statistic, the NN model was accepted at the 10% confidence level. The random 

model was rejected at the 1 % level. 

However, subsequent analysis (see Appendix 8) shows that fracture spacing is an insensitive 

indicator of fracture location, whereas fracture frequency distribution provides a much more 

discriminating measure of non-uniform location models. Simulated sampling of Nearest

Neighbor models, for a range of values of bNN, indicates that a value closer to bNN = 0.73 does 

indeed give a better model of the fracture population at Finnsjon, than the value bNN = 1.73 

which was used in the present study. Unfortunately this reanalysis could not be incorporated 

within the scope of the present study. The probable effect is that, in the model used, the 

distinction between "good rock" and fracture zones is somewhat stronger than in the actual 

rock However, the reanalysis shows that the model which was used gives a markedly superior 

description of the site, relative to a uniform model for fracture location. 

5.4.2 Orientation 

The bootstrap orientation dataset compiled previously by Geier and Axelsson (1991) was 

retained for the present stage of the analysis, despite the weaknesses discussed above. The 

possibility of improving this dataset was considered, but due to the lack of any consistency in 

dip angles with depth (§5.1.1) this was not considered to be worthwhile. The uncertainty 

regarding the orientation distribution is therefore very high. The sensitivity of the results can 

be tested by comparison with a uniform distribution of orientation. 

Figure 5-5 shows the dataset used for bootstrap simulation. Correlations of size to orientation 

could increase the significance of the orientation distribution. However, in the well-connected 

fracture system at Finnsjon, the effect of such a correlation is expected to be low relative to the 

effects of locational autocorrelation. 
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5.4.3 Termination 

Termination statistics for the fracture population were estimated from the cell maps near KFI 

11, as described in §5.3.2. 

5.5 Single fracture aperture variation 

5.5.1 Fractal dimension for surface roughness 

The aperture variation for single fractures was assumed to follow the fractal model of Wang 

et al. (1989) discussed in§ 3.1.3. Mechanical aperture variograms from the Stripa Channeling 

experiment were digitized and matched to type curves based on the solution of Wang et al., to 

estimate the fractal dimension for aperture (Appendix 9). 

Figure 5-6 shows a typical variogram type-curve match and the distribution of best-fit fractal 

dimensions. The results of this analysis were uncertain due the limited resolution (5 cm 

sampling interval) of the fracture aperture measurements, relative to the apparent correlation 

length for aperture. For a few of the fracture profiles, values of D, anywhere from 2.1 and 2.5 

give nearly equally good fits. Since a unique fractal dimension could not be estimated with 

certainty for any of the variograms, a triangular distribution for D, was assumed. This 

distribution is commonly used when little is known about a random variable (Benjamin and 

Cornell, 1970). The values of the parameters chosen were: 

Dm1v (most likely value) ~ 2.15 

D""" (minimum value) = 2.0 
D,_ (maximum value) = 2.5 

The values of D""" and D,_ given are the theoretical limits for a fracture surface without 

overhangs (Brown, 1987). The value of Dm,v was roughly the median of the estimates obtained 

by curve fitting (Figure 5-6a) 
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5.5.2 Variance of physical aperture 

The fractal model for aperture variation also requires a standard deviation for fracture 

roughness, at some reference scale. Abelin et al. (1990) give log mean and log standard 

deviation ratio of arithmetic standard deviation to arithmetic mean, for aperture (averaged over 

5 cm, the reference scale), as given in Table 5-3. The average aJµ, = 1.2. The corresponding 

normalized standard deviation for surface height, used in Brown's (1987) model, is: 

(5-3) 

This is assumed to represent the variation in roughness height over a scale of about 5 cm. The 

fractal model gives larger variance for larger scales, and smaller variance for smaller scales. 

5.6 Steady-state packer test data interpretation 

The steady-state packer test data from the site were analyzed to estimate the distribution of TI" 

The analysis was done using OxFILZ, a extension of the OxFILET algorithm (Dershowitz et al., 

1991a) which allows simulation of: 

• Nonuniform models for fracture location, 

• Effects of a stress gradient with depth, 

• Irregular sampling programs (e.g. changes in T1n,a1to1J or b.., between boreholes). 

• Simultaneous effects of single-fracture roughness and network effects. 

The OxFILZ algorithm is illustrated in Figure 5-7; Appendix 10 gives a complete description. 
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Table 5-3. Aperture variation in a single fracture. 

Mean Standard Mean Standard 

Log€,,, Deviation of€,,, Deviation aJµ,£ 

(mm2 /cm) Log€,,, µ,£ of€,,, 

(mm2 /cm) (mm2 /cm) a£ 
(mm2 /cm) 

-0.224 0.458 1.041 1.101 1.058 

0.091 0.508 2.444 2.938 1.202 

-0.212 0.675 2.054 4.168 2.030 

0.655 0.477 8.259 9.157 1.109 

0.034 0.418 1.719 1.656 0.964 

0.438 0.446 4.645 4.774 1.028 

0.059 0.459 2.002 2.123 1.060 

0.014 0.384 1.527 1.369 0.897 

0.197 0.570 3.724 5.345 1.435 

0.520 0.492 6.291 7.248 1.152 

-0.167 0.402 1.045 0.973 0.931 

0.122 0.533 2.812 3.622 1.288 

Mean of a/µ,£ 1.179 

Standard deviation of a i µ,£ 0.295 
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5.6.1 At-borehole vs. cross-fracture transmissivity 

The OxFILZ analysis requires as input the relationship between at-borehole transmissivity Tb 

and cross-fracture transmissivity Tr This relationship was estimated based on 100 single-fracture 

simulations, using the fractal model for surface roughness, as derived above. Boundary 

conditions for these simulations were as illustrated in Figure 5-8. Details are r;iven in Appendix 

11. Figure 5-9 shows a plot of the Tb vs. Tt The following parameters were estimated to describe 

this relationship: 

(5-4) 

(5-5) 

The prediction that Tb is typically higher than Ti is somewhat surprising. However, the value 

of µk>s Tfm is small and the main effect of aperture variation, for this model, is to increase the 

apparent variance of Tr For the simulations the proportionality T /Tb was assumed to be 

lognormally distributed, using the above parameters. 

5.6.2 Simultaneous estimation of fracture transmissivity distribution, conductive fracture frequency, 

and depth-transmissivity dependence 

The OxFILZ code was applied to estimate the combination of the following parameters: 

= 
= 
= 
= 

Mean of log Ti 

Standard deviation of log Ti 

Conductive fracture frequency 

Normal stress vs. transmissivity parameter (§3.2.1) 

which gave an optimum fit to the steady-state transmissivity measurements in terms of a 

weighted combination of: 

• Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic for comparison of the simulated and observed 

distributh·ns of interval transmissivity TP, and 

• Ratio of simulated and observed gradients of (log TP) with depth. 
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The Ox:FILZ program uses a forward-modelling approach to search for the optimum within the 

parameter space defined by all possible values of: 

Input data for the simulations are described in Appendix 12. All 2 m and 3 m section data from 

the site were used in the analysis. A Nearest-Neighbor model was used for fracture location, 

with bNN = 1.73, as estimated in §5.4.1. 

For each set of values {µ10s Tf' a1og Tf' fc, brn} tested, the complete set of borehole tests were 

simulated multiple times to produce stable estimates of the goodness-of-fit statistics. Figure 5-10 

shows examples of transmissivity profiles from a single simulation, which can be compared 

with the field data. 

Note that the simulations are not conditional, so there is no reason to expect high-T zones to 

coincide in both the simulated and the actual profiles. However, some similarity can be 

expected in terms of trends and correlation patterns, if the T1 distribution and Nearest Neighbor 

model are reasonably accurate. The simulated T, profiles show more definite correlation 

structures than would be expected for a uniformly-random fracture location model, with high-T 

zones of widths comparable to the high-T zones seen in the field data.1201 Some qualitative 

differences are also apparent. For instance, the simulated profiles show a larger number of 

sharp, high-T peaks than do the field data. 

It must be kept in mind that the simulated profiles are based on a simplified, parallel-conductor 

model of network flow. Depending on the fracture system geometry, the corresponding profiles 

simulated with the complete DFN model may show quite different characteristics. 

Figure 5-11 compares the cumulative density functions for the simulated and field T, data, for 

the set of parameters that was used in the final DFN model. The stepped appearance of the 

curves for T, < 10.., m2/s reflects the variation in measurement limits T 111,"""" among boreholes. 

The fit is least good for the lowest T, values, which presumably represent a less important part 

of the fracture system. The "slope statistic" shown in the figure is a measure of the similarity 

of the simulated and observed gradients in log T, with depth. 

20 These similarities could be quantified by comparing variograms for the real and 
simulated data, but this was not done in the present study. 
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The estimated µ.1osTr is below log T11,,eshold for most of the boreholes. The interpretation of the T1 

distribution as lognormal should not be trusted below the higher values of T11,,dtold• The present 

analysis has shown only that the data can be described by the upper tail of a lognormal 

distribution. 

The apparent fact that the mode of the T1 distribution is below T,.,..,,,u leads to non-uniqueness 

in the parameter estimates, as discussed below. The set of parameters shown in Figure 5-11 was 

chosen from several possible sets, after preliminary calibration runs as described in §6.2. 

The estimated magnitude of the stress-transmissivity exponent (bTn = -2.572) is large compared 

with estimates from laboratory testing, but within the range seen in in-situ testing (see §3.2.2). 

Effects such as near-surface weathering, and contrasts between the rock above and below Zone 

2 may be reflected in this value. 

5.6.3 Network effects and non-uniqueness in the estimation of transmissivity parameters 

The OxFILET/OxFILZ algorithm is based on very simple models for flow in the fractures that 

are active during a packer test. In the simplest case (which was considered first), each fracture 

is considered to act as an independent, effectively infinite conduit. However, if fracture extent 

(or channel length) is comparable to the scale of influence of the test, then the assumption of 

effectively infinite conduits may not apply. 

A full treatment of network effects is not tractable for the OxFILET/OxFILZ approach, since this 

would require solving a finite-element flow equation for each simulated interval, for each set 

of parameters considered. A simpler approach, previously used by Dershowitz et al. (1991b), is 

to assume that the effective conductance of a fracture or channel is the effective conductance 

of a series of conduits. The number of conduits NL in series is assumed to be random: 

N - 1 + n 
L L 

(5-6) 

where nL is Poisson-distributed: 

f(n;i..) - (5-7) 
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The mean network length is thus NL = 1 + lL. 

Figure 5-12 shows the effect of NL on the estimation of parameters for the T1 distribution. The 

Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic as a function of µ1ogn and C11ogw for mean network lengths of 1, 

1.5, and 2 (The other parameters, Jc and brn, are not represented in the plot). The "valleys" in. the 

figures show regions of near-optimal fit. These plots show two interesting effects: 

Firstly, for the case NL = 1, the "optimum" fit is non-unique. Two distinct local minima are seen. 

Both of these lie in a narrow "valley" which runs roughly from (µ'°SlY' C11oglJ) = (-13, 2.5) to (-8, 

0). This non-uniqueness is not of practical significance, because different pairs (µ1ogw C11oglJ) 

within this valley generally have nearly identical shapes for the upper tail, which is the only 

part of the distribution actually modeled. 

Secondly, as NL increases, the location of the valley shifts toward lower µ1ogzy and higher C11og 

Tf1 and the valley widens (The widening effect is exaggerated in the plot for Nu because no data 

were produced for one comer of the plot). This means that non-uniqueness increases as NL 

increases. This could be expected, because increased NL length corresponds to a reduction in 

the resolution of the packer tests for measuring single fracture properties. 

The most serious problem of non-uniqueness comes from the uncertainty regarding effective 

NL. A criterion is needed to choose among the several parameter combinations which give 

equally good fits, based on the statistical measure used (i.e., the weighted sum of Kolmogorov

Smirnov statistic and the regression slope ratio). For the present study, the following heuristic 

rule was adopted: 

"If two different parameter sets give approximately the same goodness-of-fit, as 

measured by the Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic and regression slope ratio, then 

choose the parameter set which gives the better match for the high end of the 

transmissivity distribution." 

This rule is based on the idea that the most conductive fractures/channels are the most 

significant, and that the T data close to T11i,diold are more questionable (or "fuzzy"). 

The "best-fit" set of parameters given in §5.6.2 was chosen from among the several sets which 

gave nearly the same goodness of fit, by inspection of CDF plots similar to Figure 5-11. This 

was done after some preliminary, unsuccessful attempts at model validation, using parameter 

sets corresponding to the local minima in Figure 5-12a, for the case NL = 1. The set of 

parameters used for the final DFN model was based on the case NL = 2. 
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It would be preferable to apply a quantitative statistical test which gives greater weight to the 
high-T intervals, but this was not possible in the present study. The two most commonly used 
tests, K-S and x 2 tests, both have the property that all values of the sample are treated equally. 

5.6.4 Conductive fracture intensity 

FracMan simulation requires that the conductive fracture intensity be specified in terms of P3'kl 

defined as the total conductive fracture area per unit volume. P3'k is related to f. by a factor: 

(5-8) 

C,, is specific to the fracture orientation distribution f(q,,8) and the borehole orientations and 

lengths. FracMan simulation of vertical borehole sampling gave an estimated value C,, = 1.92. 
This is close to the theoretical value of 2 for a uniformly random orientation distribution 

(Dershowitz, 1985). 

P3'k applies to the entire, inferred lognormal T1 distribution f(T1). The bulk of f(T1) is below T lh,..i.,/,i, 

(see §5.6.2). Thus there is evidence only for the upper tail of f(T1), i.e. T1 roughly greater than 
10-9.s to 10.s.s m2/s. Simulation of fractures with T1 < T lhr..i.,/,i would be neither practical nor 

justified. 

Hence a truncated lognormal distribution was used, with T nun 

intensity P31.:' for the truncated f(T1) was calculated from: 

S.7 Transient packer test reinterpretation 

= 10·9.s m2/s. The effective 

(5-9) 

Constant-pressure packer test data from three boreholes (KFI 11, BFI 01 and BFI 02) at Finnsjon 

were analyzed according to the theory of generalized radial flow (GRF) (Barker, 1988). GRF 

analysis methods for constant pressure tests (Doe and Geier, 1990) were used to estimate 
distributions of transmissivity TcRF and flow dimension D,. These data can be used to validate 

and/or calibrate the DFN model. 
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Data from the tests were obtained from the GEOTAB database in the form of raw datalogger 

records. These were transformed to time, flux and pressure histories using a special-purpose 

program. The data conversion process is described in Appendix 13. The tests were interpreted 

by automated type-curve matching, using the GGAB program MatchPt. This program is 

described in Appendix 13. 

Many of the tests were difficult to match uniquely, due to the short duration (15 minutes) and 

noise in the flowmeter readings, particularly for the lower-T, tests. Of a total of 214 tests 

analyzed, 192 (90%) yielded at least very rough estimates of DF and TcRF, which were of 

adequate quality for the purposes of this study, i.e., for statistical comparison with simulated 

test results. The remaining 10% were completely unusable. 

Many of the "acceptable" datasets showed one or both of the following deficiencies: 

• Very noisy flowrate data, indicating that the flowmeter was close to the lower 

end of its range. 

• Large pressure fluctuations in early time, so that the tests were not truly 

"constant-head." 

The values of TcRF and DF from individual test interpretations should not be used except in a 

statistical sense, without further analysis to determine the importance of these deficiencies. If 

specific values are to be used, a more complete analysis is required to: 

• Screen datasets based on the flowmeters characteristics, by reference to 

calibration records for individual flowmeters. 

• Apply variable-rate analysis (cf Doe and Geier, 1990) for the tests with 

unacceptably large pressure fluctuations in early time. 

There is a possibility that the omission of these steps, in the automated type-curve matching, 

may produce statistical bias in the distributions of TcRF and DF, but the scope of the present 

study did not allow a more thorough analysis to reduce this possibility. 
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5.7.1 Transmissivity and dimensionality 

Figure 5-13 shows histograms and a statistical summary for the TcRF and DF estimates. The 

distribution of log TcRF is roughly normal, but significantly left-skewed on the log scale, with 

a positive kurtosis. The distribution of DF is strongly right-skewed, with a majority of the tests 

exhibiting radial to spherical flow. This indicates a generally well-connected fracture system, 

but the presence of low-DF tests indicates regions where flow is restricted to channel-like 

conduits. These distributions show the same basic patterns as the distributions obtained in the 

feasibility study (Geier and Axelsson, 1991) for a small subset of these data. 

A possible correlation between highly-transmissive zones and flow dimension is of particular 

importance for assessing the applicability of the different models proposed for the site. Figure 

5-14 compares DF with estimates of (a) conductivity KcRF and (b) transmissivity TcRF· The plot 

of DF vs. KcRF shows a clear "outlier" group with high KcRF and sublinear DF. However, there is 

also a distinct group of high-KcRF intervals which show approximately spherical flow. In this 

plot, data from within the "major" fracture zones are lumped together with data from the "rock 

mass." Possibly the high-KcRF, high-DF intervals correspond to intensely fractured sections, while 

the high-KcRFI low-Dr intervals correspond to major, isolated conduits in the "good rock." This 

possibility was not investigated further in the present study. 

The conductivity estimates from GRF analysis can be misleading for low-Dr tests, due to 

assumptions about conduit cross-sectional area at the borehole (see discussion by Doe, 1990, 

or Geier and Axelsson, 1991). The generalized transmissivity defined by Doe (1990), referred to 

herein as TcRF, gives an estimate which is much less sensitive to these assumptions. TcRF gives 

a more realistic measure of the capacity of the rock adjacent ot the interval to absorb or yield 

fluid during pumping. However, this measure probably underemphasizes the subradial 

conduits that are present. The plot of Dr vs. TcRF in Figure 5-14b shows evidence of two 

separate groups of high-TcRF intervals, one linear to sublinear, and the other radial to spherical. 

However, the distinction is less pronounced than in Figure 5-14a. The intervals of highest TcRF 

are mainly radial to spherical, but there is a cluster of low-dimension intervals with TcRF > 10..a 

m2/s. 

The large number of high-Dr tests indicates that a large portion of the rock behaves as a 

porous medium or well-connected fracture network, at least on the scale of a few meters. 

However, the population of low-Dr intervals of high transmissivity indicates that many of the 

hydrologically significant sections of the boreholes behave more like a channel network or 

sparsely connected fracture network. 
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5.7.2 Storativity vs. transmissivity 

GRF analysis of constant head tests yields estimates of storativity ScRr Although the reliability 

of the ScRF estimates is considered to be low (Doe and Geier, 1990), these provide the only 

information available for estimating possible correlations between fracture transmissivity and 

storativity. 

Figure 5-15 shows a logarithmic plot of ScRF vs. TcRF· Only data from tests with 1.5 :S DF :S 2.5 

(representing approximately radial flow) are included in this plot, because the TcRF and ScRF 

estimates for this range are less dependent on assumptions about conduit cross-sectional area 

(Doe and Geier, 1990) and because a nearly radial test is more likely to represent flow in a 

single fracture plane. Comparison of this plot with the predicted relation of S1 to T1 based on 

the Band.is-Barton model (Figure 3-10) shows a rather surprising similarity. 

A rough loglinear correlation can be seen in Figure 5-15. Regression analysis of these data 

gives: 

r2 - 0.46 (5-10) 

where TcRF is in m2/s. The scatter in the data includes both interpretation uncertainty (which 

may be more than one order of magnitude for individual tests) and actual deviations from the 

loglinear model. In applying this relation to the DFN model, it was assumed that (1) the 

loglinear model estimated for TcRF vs. ScRF represents the relationship of local fracture 

transmissivity to storativity exactly (without scaling effects, etc.), and (2) all of the deviation 

from the model is due to interpretation uncertainty. Thus it was assumed that, within each 

fracture plane: 

s - 10-0·39 r-1• - 0.40 r-1• 
(5-11) 

The second assumption is probably not correct, but was adopted due to the lack of data to 

support a particular stochastic model for the error terms. 
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5.8 Detailed fracture properties 

5.8.1 Fracture infilling 

Fractures at the Finnsjon site were considered in terms of three categories: 

• Sealed fractures 

• Coated fractures 

• Breccia-filled fractures or crush zones 

The sealed fractures are unlikely to have T1 > 1~ m2/s (§3.3.3.1). Therefore sealed fractures 

were not considered for further analysis. Coated fractures are assumed to constitute the main 

portion of the significantly transmissive fractures at the site. 

Breccia-filled fractures and crushed zones are not indicated by standard codes in the core 

logging, but are indicated as comments in the core logs. This system makes analysis of these 

features rather time-consuming. For the present study, the detailed core log for just one 

borehole, KFI 11, was examined by finding all records with comments. These were compared 

with the packer test interpretations from the same borehole. Table 5-4 gives comments and 

numbers of coated fractures per interval for the 10 most transmissive intervals in KFI 11. This 

includes all sections in KFI 11 for which K,, > 1x10·7 m/s. The three most transmissive zones all 

contain brecciated or crushed zones. 
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Table 5-4 Comparison of most conductive intervals in KFI 11 with core log comments 

Depth Packer Test Log KMDya Comments 

(m) Conductivity (log m/s) 

KMDya 
(m/s) 

223.94 1.90x1D4 -3.72 "gravel" 

329.92 6.00xl0-6 -5.22 breccia, 20mm Ca 

335.92 1.60x10-6 -5.80 8 coated, "partly mech. crushed" 

221.94 5.60xto·7 -6.25 6 coated 

227.94 3.40xto·7 -6.47 4 coated 

287.92 2.90x10-7 -6.54 5 coated 

289.92 2.80xl0-7 -6.55 14 coated 

291.92 2.30xl0-7 -6.63 30 coated 

213.94 1.60xto·7 -6.80 5 coated 

235.94 1.40xto·7 -6.85 5 coated 
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5.8.2 Porosity 

As discussed in §3.4, there are a number of possible physical explanations for the high e., values 

seen in tracer tests, relative to the measured e,. values for single fractures. The evidence is not 

conclusive, but a rough dependence of e., one,. is seen in the data from various single-fracture 

tests. An empirical model for the relationship of€., to e,. is therefore appropriate. The data in 

Figure 3-11 display a clear pattern, except for two points from Abelin et al. (1985). A linear 

regression performed on log e,. vs. eje,. gives the curve shown in Figure 5-16a. The fitted 

model may be expressed as: 

e.,[µm] _ 1()201:to.2:B ~[µmio.44:t0.07 (5-12) 

with a regression coefficient r2 = 0.78. Figure 5-16b shows the same curve plotted as e., vs. e,.. 

The poorest fit is for lower e,. (and thus T1), which is much less critical; fractures of this order 

of T1 were assumed to be negligible in the final DFN model. It is however stressed that the 

basis of this model is extremely limited, and it is not certain that the data for e., and eT are 

directly comparable. This model should therefore be seen only as a working model. 

For breccia-filled fractures the relationship of porosity to transmissivity is expected to be 

extremely variable, but certainly e., for a breccia-filled fracture will be greater than a coated 

fracture with the same e,.. If the above empirical model is used to estimate e., for breccia-filled 

fracture as well as coated fractures, the flow porosity will be underestimated. The above 

empirical model is used as the base case in the present study. The predictions will be 

conservative if higher porosity along more conductive paths acts to retard radionuclide 

migration. 

The higher porosity in breccia-filled fractures may strongly increase the flux-weighted porosity, 

since these seem to be the most transmissive features. The importance of this issue for future 

studies was investigated by a sensitivity study, assuming that for fractures with T1 > 2x10~ 

m2/s, the crushed material in the fracture has K = 10-3 m/s and q, = 0.15, which are typical 

values for sandy aquifers (Bear, 1972). 

5.8.3 Wetted surf ace 

For coated fractures the available evidence (§3.3.1) suggests that anywhere from 10% to 60% 

of a fracture plane may be open. In the present study, the fracture specific wetted surface swf 

is assumed to be normally distributed and independent of e,., with sw = 0.4 ± 0.2, with the 

restriction swf > 0.02. 
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The specific wetted surface of a breccia-filled fracture will generally be much greater than for 

a coated fracture with the same €h. This could strongly increase retardation in the most 

transmissive conduits. In the base case for the present study, it is assumed that all fractures act 

as coated fractures. In the sensitivity study, the value of swf for fractures with T1 > 2xlcr is 

estimated by using the above values of infilling</> and Kin Kozeny's equation (Eq 3-14), with 

-rk0 = 4. 
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6 MODEL VALIDATION 

The DFN model as derived in Chapter 5 was partially validated by simulation of transient 

packer tests, and comparison of interpreted flow dimension and transmissivity distributions 

from the simulations with those obtained from field data (§5.7.1). 

6.1 Conceptual Model Dataset 

Figure 6-1 gives a complete statistical description of the conceptual model fracture geometry, 

as derived in Chapter 5. The dominant characteristics of this model are:. 

• Concentration of fractures in fracture zones of varying scale, due to the Nearest 

Neighbor model for fracture location. 

• Varying, directional dependence of fracture transmissivity with depth, due to 

the dependence on a vertically changing stress field. 

In this model, the fracturing is sufficiently intense for the fracture population to be well

connected, but sparse enough that strong heterogeneity can be expected on a scale of 0.1 to 

50 m due to single fractures with structured transmissivity. Strong heterogeneity on larger 

scales could result from the major features. The fracture size distribution differs significantly 

from the model used in the feasibility study (Geier and Ncelsson), with a much larger 

proportion of smaller fractures. This means that typical flow paths will tend to be composed 

of a larger number of fractures than for the model used in the feasibility study. 

Figure 6-2 shows a 40 m cube from a single realization of the model. The block contains 

portions of several zones. An intensely fractured zone is clearly visible in the upper, SW corner 

of the block. 

6.2 Packer Test Simulations 

The boundary conditions for the packer test simulations are depicted in Figure 6-3. The fracture 

population was simulated within a 50 m cube, and a finite element mesh was generated from 

a 40 m cube centered within this region. Packer intervals were simulated as a set of fixed, 

cylindrical boundaries colinear on a vertical axis through the center of the cube, as depicted. 

Five 2 m sections, separated by 1 m intervals, were located in the center of the cube. Two 12 

m sections simulated the borehole above and below the 2 m sections. 
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Packer tests were simulated in each of the 2 m sections, successively, by imposing a fixed head 

of 20 m at t = 0 in the test section. The non-test sections were assigned a group-flux boundary 

condition (see Miller, 1990) so that the net flux into each non-test section was Qne1 = 0. This 

boundary condition allows the borehole sections to act as connectors between distinct fracture 

networks. The group-flux boundary condition Qne1 = 0 corresponds to "packing off" borehole 

sections adjacent to the test sections. 

The transient response (head and flowrate) in both test and non-test sections was modelled up 

tot = 1000 s. For all tests, the initial condition wash = 0 m throughout the mesh. 

Since the packer test analysis results in §5.7.2 were produced from a nonsystematic sampling 

program, there may be bias due to a nonuniform distribution of test interval depths in the 

database. In simulating the packer testing program, it is desirable to reproduce this bias as 

nearly as possible. The best way to do this would be to simulate tests for each of the actual test 

depths, or for some random sample of those depths. With the current version of EdMesh this 

was not possible, but an attempt was made to minimize the bias by simulating at a number of 

fixed depths, chosen roughly in proportion to the packer testing density (as a function of 

depth) at Finnsj6n. For each test section in each block, the simulation was repeated for three 

different depths, by scaling the fracture element transmissivities according to the stress

transmissivity relation and the stress-depth dependence. 

Several reductions in the fracture population were necessary to reduce the size of the finite

element equations to a tractable size (less than about 50,000 nodes): 

• Fractures with 10-95 $ T1 $ 10-$ m2/s were simulated only within a cylindrical 

region of 15 m radius around the boreholes. This is unlikely to affect packer test 

simulations significantly, since in general a conductive pathway connected to a 

borehole will intersect several higher-T1 fractures within a 15 m distance. 

• Subfractures with T1 < 10-$5 m2/s after applying the stress-depth dependence 

were deleted from the meshes. This increases the effective "measurement 

threshold" T lh,eslwld for the simulations, which increases the number of apparently 

"nonconductive" intervals and leads to some difficulties in interpreting the 

results. 

• For the near-surface (50 m depth) simulations, the above reductions were not 

sufficient, and so all subfractures were deleted from the region more than 15 m 

from the simulated borehole. This is equivalent to imposing a no-flow boundary 
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condition at a 15 m radius from the borehole. It is possible that this influenced 

results for a few of the tests, but spot checks showed that the head changes at 

this radius rarely exceeded 0.05% of the applied head, so it is unlikely that any 

of the tests were affected significantly. Analysis of the transient response data 

(see below) showed a few indications of closed-boundary or leaky-boundary 

effects, but in general the interpreted distance to these boundaries was just a 

few meters, suggesting that the observed effects were due to flowpath 

constrictions within the modelled population, rather than effects of model 

boundaries. 

The most significant of these reductions was the removal of the lower-T1 fractures since this 

reduces the number of fractures that connect directly to a packer test interval. Particularly for 

the low-T, intervals, the first 1 or 2 fractures connecting to the interval will dominate the 

response. Possibilities for addressing this problem are discussed in §9. A reduction in the 

simulation threshold would have been preferable but was not possible due to computational 

constraints. 

6.3 Results of Validation Exercise 

The transient test responses were interpreted using MatchPt. The interpretation procedure was 

identical to that for the field tests (§5.7). Of course, the simulated data were of considerably 

higher quality due to the ideal "test conditions." That is, the applied heads were constant and 

flowrates were recorded to within a relative error of 10"° or better. Appendix 14 gives a few 

examples of the type-curve matches to the simulated, transient tests. In these plots, one can see 

distinct changes in slope which reflect changes in conductance and/or boundary effects along 

the flow paths. This type of behavior is quite diagnostic of discrete fracture flow, and has been 

observed in tests using state-of-the-art equipment (Doe and Geier, 1990; Black et al., 1991), 

although the best instruments, as of yet, do not give quite such good resolution as the 

simulated tests. 
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Figure 6-4 gives distributions of interpreted TcRF and Dr for the simulated packer tests using the 

model defined in Figure 6-1. Some similarity is seen for TcRF > 10"' m2/s. Below this value, the 

differences are noticeable, but may be largely due to the effects of the simulation threshold for 

Tt For the simulated tests, 22% of the intervals are nonconductive. Direct comparison of this 

with the nonconductive percentage in the field tests is not possible, due to uncertainty as to 

the effective "measurement limit" in both cases. Table 6-1 gives a statistical comparison of the 

field and simulated data. For this comparison it was assumed that: 

• All nonusable test records (§5.7.1) correspond to intervals with TcRF < T111,..itold. 

This assumption is reasonable because extremely noisy data are indicative of an 

under-ranged flow meter. 

• No distinction should be made among tests with TcRF < 10.as m2/s, due to 

ambiguity regarding the simulation and measurement thresholds. 

Table 6-1 also gives a comparison of the distributions for Dr. The confidence level for the 

hypothesis that the two TcRF distributions are identical is low. A better fit could undoubtably 

be obtained by calibration of the T1 distribution but further refinement was not possible within 

the scope of this study. The match to the dimensionality distribution is better, but still rough. 

(Some of the roughness may result from the fact that the bin spacing is close to the resolution 

of the GRF analysis). This indicates that the variation of connectivity in the model is similar to 

that in the rock, but there is probably room for refinements such as division into subregions. 

Table 6-1. Statistical comparison of simulated and field test interpretations 

Variable Bins Used For x2 Number Confidence Level 

Comparison of for Accepting 

Degrees Hypothesis that 

of Distributions are 

Freedom Identical 

Log GRF Transmissivity {-8.5, 8, ... , -5.5, -2.5} 6.26 7 51.0% 

(log m2/s) 

Flow Dimension {0.5, 1, ... , 3} 2.54 5 77.1% 

This validation exercise represents a second attempt, after a preliminary model based on a 

different transmissivity distribution (but statistically identical fracture geometry) was found to 

be inadequate. The preliminary model was developed prior to recognition of the non

uniqueness in the OxFILZ derivation, as described in §5.6.3. 
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The final model was subsequently chosen from among several sets of equally-likely parameters, 

based on the criterion given in §5.6.3. Calibration of this model was not used, if the term 

"calibration" is understood in the usual sense of adjustment of parameters to produce a better 

fit between simulated and observed behavior. However, a comparison between simulated and 

observed estimates of KM,,ya estimates was used in the process of developing this criterion. Since 

the KM,,ya are correlated to TcRF estimates, to some extent the TcRF data were incorporated in the 

process of selecting the best set of parameters from among several candidate sets. 

Therefore the TcRF data do not constitute an independent data set for validation. However, the 

DF data do provide such a set. Flow dimension is a measure of flowpath conductance variation, 

and thus is a particularly good test of a DFN model. To the extent that constant-head packer 

tests of 15 minute duration give a measure of local fracture network properties, the DFN model 

defined in Figure 6-1 appears to be a reasonably valid model for transient flow behavior at the 

Finnsjon site, although there is room for refinement as suggested above. 
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7. ESTIMATION OF PARAMETERS FOR THE STOCHASTIC CONTINUUM MODEL 

The DFN aspects of the DFN/SC interface were developed to the point of producing 

nonparametric estimates of the covariance matrix function (CMF). Software development is still 

needed, from the SC standpoint, to fit a parametric CMF, based on these estimates. 

Within the present study, a demonstration dataset was produced (Appendix 15) by 

simultaneous simulation of packer tests and block-scale flow. This dataset can be used in 

developing and testing the required software for estimating a parametric CMF. The DFN model 

used to develop the dataset is based on a more sparse fracture population than was inferred 

from the present study for the Finnsjon site, but may be representative of less highly fractured 

sites such as might be considered for an actual repository. 

For the final model, the scope of the simulations was reduced to concentrate on estimation of 

parameters for the DPST model (flow porosity and wetted surface). Block-scale flow simulations 

were therefore performed only for three independent sets of boundary conditions 

(permeameter simulations parallel to the geological coordinate axes). Therefore estimates of the 

full block-scale conductivity tensor K. were not obtained, and existence of an effective tensor 

could not be evaluated. 

However, the permeameter simulations, together with the packer test simulations carried out 

during model validation, provide information which is relevant to the SC modeling regarding: 

• Block-scale conductivity and anisotropy. 

• Trends in block-scale conductivity and anisotropy with depth. 

• Correlation of packer-test conductivity and block-scale equivalent conductivity. 

The output data from the simulations could also be analyzed to give information regarding: 

• Autocorrelation of conductivity on a scale < 40 m. 

but this has not been done due to a lack of time. 

The estimates of directional K,=•om obtained from the permeameter simulations are summarized 

in Figure 7-1. These plots give data from simulations at the 500m depth (for which the most 

extensive simulations were performed). At this depth, in any particular 
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direction 10-15% of the blocks were effectively nonconductive, but no blocks were effectively 

non-conductive in all three directions. Figure 7-la shows a histogram of the arithmetic mean 

of K._40m measurements in the three directions. The plot indicates either a bimodal or a left

skewed distribution on the logarithmic scale. 

Plots of the directional conductivities (Figure 7-lb) show more distinctly bimodal behavior. The 

number of blocks simulated (26 or 27, depending on flow direction) is small, but the bimodality 

seen is quite pronounced. This bimodality can be expected from the two-stage DFN model. The 

populations of blocks containing fracture zones (major or minor) which are aligned in the flow 

direction will have distinctly higher conductivities than blocks without such favorably oriented 

zones. Since the average zone frequency is about 1 per 20 m, nearly all 40 m blocks will contain 

a favorably oriented zone for at least one of the flow directions, but often not for all three flow 

directions. Histograms of the anisotropy ratios (Figure 7-lc) show that, in general, directional 

conductivities are either within one order of magnitude of the arithmetic mean, or they are 

many orders of magnitude lower. A possible interpretation of these observations is thus that, 

for directions in which there is no favorably oriented zone (i.e., in the "rock mass"), the cross

block flow paths are very sparse and are controlled by the least conductive fractures in the 

pathway. This interpretation suggests that the DFN model does not behave as an equivalent 

porous medium on this scale, but unfortunately this could not be tested explicitly within the 

scope of the project. 

The difference in conductivity distributions between the horizontal and vertical flow directions, 

at the 500 m depth, probably results mainly from the horizontal preference for fracture zones, 

as determined by the bootstrap data set. At shallower depths the stress field is more anisotropic, 

and a lower av could result in even stronger anisotropy. The difference between E-W and N-S 

directional conductivity is probably not significant for the number of realizations. 

The dependence of directional conductivity on depth for individual blocks is illustrated by 

Figure 7-2. Since emphasis was placed on simulations at the 500 m depth, only a few blocks 

were simulated for 3 or 4 depths. The lines between points show the change in K, for 

individual realizations, as a function of depth. The shaded regions of the plots represent blocks 

below the simulation threshold for K,. The behavior is quite uniform for each flow direction, 

except where the blocks drop below the simulation threshold. A detailed analysis is not 

warranted due to the small number of simulations. 

A major question for SC modeling is, "How much information do one or several packer tests 

give about block-scale conductivities in fractured rock?" Figure 7-3 shows the arithmetic mean 

of KMo-;,. estimates from 5 packer tests in a block, versus the "average" K, defined as (a) the 
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arithmetic mean of all three directional conductivities, and (b) the arithmetic mean of the two 

horizontal conductivities. In both plots the correlation is extremely weak. Other possible ways 

of plotting these data (e.g. comparison of geometric means, and plots of single KMt,,p, vs. K, 

values) show similarly poor correlation. 
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8. ESTIMATION OF TRANSPORT PARAMETERS 

Transport parameters (flow porosity q,.,,,, rock-mass specific wetted surface S,,, and flow specific 

wetted surface S..,) were estimated by postprocessing the results of cross-block flow simulations, 

for 40 m blocks at 500 m depth. Two types of estimates were produced: 

• The distribution of flux-weighted averages from multiple simulations, plotted as 

frequency vs. porosity/wetted surf ace. 

• Estimates of effective porosity/wetted surface for different element flux ranges, 

plotted as average values for all simulations, vs. flux magnitude. 

The first type of estimate is considered to be appropriate for the DPST model. The second type 

provides insight into the distribution of porosity and wetted surface among flow paths of 

varying magnitude, within the DFN model. These values may be of interest for comparison 

with values used in the CN model. Formulae for calculating these quantities from the flow 

simulations are given in §4.6. It is stressed here that these estimates are based on simplistic 

empirical models fitted to a very small dataset of field estimates, and that the empirical models 

used are not very satisfactory, but simply an example of what can be done with existing data. 

Two sets of estimates were produced, one for the "base case," and one for the case where all 

fractures with T > 10-6·7 are assumed to be breccia-filled, with a conductivity-porosity-wetted 

surface relationship of a typical sandy aquifer (properties as given in §5.8 of the report). The 

main reason for including this case was to investigate the effects on specific wetted surface, 

since for a breccia-filled fracture, s.., (the wetted surface per unit area of the fracture plane) may 

be orders of magnitude higher than for a coated fracture. 

Estimates were produced for averaging volumes on scales ranging from 20 m to 40 m. This 

report presents results only for 35 m averaging volumes centered in the blocks. The estimates 

are presented for flow in response to unit gradients in the x, y, and z directions, corresponding 

to North-South, East-West, and Up-Down gradients, respectively. The block-scale conductivities 

in the x and y directions are generally higher than in the z direction, by about an order of 

magnitude (see §7). 

The plots do not include estimates for blocks with directional conductivities below 10-io.s m/s 

(approximately the resolution of the model) on the 40 m scale. Also, for a few blocks no 

solution was produced, in most cases due to memory limits, and occasionally due to 

"pathological" fracture intersections which resulted in poorly conditioned meshes. Although it 
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would be possible to produce results in the latter cases by manual modification of the meshes, 

this was not done, to avoid bookkeeping difficulties. Table 8-1 summarizes the simulation 

results. 

1 T~1.1 - 8-1. Summary of 40 m block simulations. 

Flow Direction Total number of Successful Conductivity "Conductive" 

simulations simulations below threshold blocks 

X 30 27 3 24 

y 30 26 4 22 

z 30 27 4 23 

8.1 Flow Porosity 

Flux-weighted estimates of flow porosity, q,Q (Figure 8-1) for the base case are tightly clustered 

around 6xl0-<>. The mean estimate is fairly independently of flow direction. 

The low variance in q,Q indicates that, for the DFN model used, a 35 m volume contains a 

sufficient number of pathways for the effects of fracture population heterogeneity to be 

"averaged out," in terms of the porosity of the major flow paths. A larger variance for q,Q might 

be expected for this scale if the fracture transport properties are strongly correlated along the 

major flowpaths. 

The <PQ values for the breccia case are lower than for the base case. This is somewhat surprising 

at first glance, but follows from the relationships used for flow aperture e., vs. hydraulic 

aperture eh. The empirical model for the base case allows for a high ratio ejeh, which results 

from highly variable fracture aperture in natural fractures, arising from any number of causes 

(The cases used to estimate this relation might even include breccia-filled fractures). 

The rule used for the breccia case assumes a uniform mechanical aperture filled with "sand." 

For the most conductive fractures (roughly T > 10-0 m2/s), this gives a higher q,Q to the "breccia

filled" fractures, but for the fractures in the range 10-<>-7 T < 10-0 m2/s (which are much more 

frequent), the rule for "breccia-filled" fractures gives a lower porosity than the empirical model 

for the base case. Since the fractures in the range 10-<>-7 T < 10-0 m2/s dominate the q,Q estimates, 

the result is that the porosities for the breccia case are generally lower than for the base case. 
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The estimates of </>Q for the the breccia case should therefore be disregarded, except insofar as 

the magnitude of the difference between the two cases suggests how sensitive this calculation 

is to the assumptions used. The wetted surface estimates for the breccia case are of more 

interest, as discussed below. 

Plots of porosity fraction as a function of vs. flux magnitude (Figure 8-2) give a more detailed 

picture of the distribution of porosity among flow paths. The fractions for flux magnitudes > 

1~ m3/s are approximately equal to the flux-weighted estimates. The appearance of the 

histograms suggests that porosity may be modelled as a function of flux magnitude, somewhat 

more right-skewed than: 

(5-13) 

The histogram bars for 10-10 m3/s include values for all fracture elements with Q < 10-10 m3/s, 

so these do not necessarily indicate a bimodal function. 
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8.2 Specific wetted surface 

Specific wetted surface estimates are given both in terms of S,,, the wetted surface area per unit 
volume of rock, and S10, the wetted surface per unit volume of flowing (mobile) water. The 
latter quantity, S..,, is used in the DPST model. The quantity s. is obtained as an intermediate 
result, and is of interest for the CN formulation of the transport process, and possibly for 
matrix diffusion calculations, for cases in which the range of matrix diffusion is larger than the 
dimensions of the flow conduits (cf Neretnieks, 1990) so that s. may have a limiting effect. 

Figures 8-3 and 8-4 give distributions of flux-weighted estimates of Sbl and distributions of Sb 

as a function of flux magnitude, respectively. The flux-weighted estimates of Sb are clustered 
tightly around around 2x10.,, m2/m3• These estimates are fairly independent of flow direction. 

The mean flux-weighted estimates of Sb for the breccia case are two orders of magnitude higher 

than for the base case, and the variance is greatly increased. The increase in the mean Sb 

follows directly from the expected tendency for high-I1 fractures to be included in the most 

important flow paths, and the much higher s,. values for these fractures if they are breccia
filled. The increased variance results from the rarity of these high-I1 fractures. 

The high wetted surface for the less frequent, more conductive fractures results in a nearly 
uniform distribution of wetted surface with respect to flux magnitude, for the particular case 
modelled. 

Figures 8-5 and 8-6 give the corresponding estimates for flow specific wetted surface, S,.. These 

were calculated from the Sb estimates for each block, by dividing by the estimated flow porosity 

<PQ· Due to the small variance for q,QI little difference is seen in the figures except for a change 
of scale. An exception to this is the set of histograms showing S,. fractions as a function of flux 
magnitude, where a nearly uniform distribution is seen on the log scale (as opposed to a right

skewed distribution). This results from a rough, negative sample correlation between Sr.oQ and 
q,Q, as shown in Figure 8-7, which is not statistically significant. This appearance of the plots 

could thus be an artifact of the small number of simulations. 
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9. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

This report considers a wide range topics, including: 

• Characterization of the fracture system geometry at Finnsjon 

• Interpretation of flow dimension for transient packer tests 

• Review of the information available regarding the detailed hydrologic properties 

of single fractures 

• Tests of the sufficiency of the database for highly-conductive features 

• Development of a methodology for a discrete-fracture-network/stochastic-

continuum interface 

• Estimation of block-scale flow properties 

• Estimation of correlations between packer test results and block-scale properties 

• Estimation of transport properties based on extrapolation from block-scale flow 

simulations. 

Discussion of specific issues related to the above topics is given in the corresponding sections 

of the report. The following sections discuss some issues of general importance for interpreting 

the results. 

9.1 Limitations of the DFN model 

The DFN model used for these simulations was necessarily simplified due to: 

• Lack of geometric data at depth. 

• Constraints of the SC interface. 

The DFN model was developed to the level of detail appropriate, in consideration of these 

constraints. The modelling approach did not incorporate a large amount of "soft" geological 

data regarding heterogeneity in the fracture population. In an actual repository safety 

assessment, "soft" data should be used to identify heterogeneous regions in the rock. This will 

lead to multi-domain DFN models. Further development of the DFN/SC interface will be 

needed to handle this case. 

The most serious waste of information was for Zone 2, which is the most well-characterized 

rock unit. The unconditional, single-domain model used is not constrained to produce a large

scale structure in the same location, and with the same observed, small-scale structures as seen 

in boreholes through Zone 2. 
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However, the model can produce large-scale, subhorizontal zones with an internal structure 

similar to Zone 2 (multiple subzones with predominantly horizontal connection but with 

irregular properties and interconnection), since the model includes some locational 

autocorrelation of the major features, and contains a tendency for horizontal fractures to be 

more conductive due to a lower vertical stress. 

Some of the limitations of the dataset, such as the lack of fracture orientation and size data at 

depth, would be less problematic in a risk assessment for an actual repository, particularly for 

a final risk assessment when detailed subsurface data should be available. Even for a 

preliminary site investigation, it is now feasible to obtain full fracture orientation data from 

boreholes, using recently developed logging tools. Thus some of the dataset limitations 

encountered in the present study would simply not exist if the characterization program were 

repeated today, using state-of-the-art methods, with an emphasis on procuring data specifically 

for a DFN model. 

9.2 Computational limitations 

The relatively high degree of fracturing in the Finnsjon block makes modeling of the full 

conductive fracture population expensive in terms of computer time, particularly for the stress

relieved, near-surface region. The necessity of truncating the transmissivity distribution above 

the field measurement threshold, in the near-surface packer test simulations, led to some 

complications in interpreting the validation results. For the block-scale simulations this 

restriction is less significant, due to the much lesser importance of the low-T1 fractures in cross

block flow. 

9.3 Estimates of transport parameters 

The estimates of transport parameters are based on extrapolation from flow simulations, based 

on some simple relationships between hydraulic aperture, void aperture, and fracture specific 

wetted surface. The limitations of this approach should be borne in mind, particularly: 

• The limited database for single-fracture detailed hydrologic properties. 

• The extremely limited database for fracture infilling properties. 

• The complete lack of data for detailed properties on the scale of a few fractures, 

including possible correlation of channeling between fractures. 

• The assumption that flow paths result only from random combinations of 

fracture geometry, due to this lack of data. 
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Calibration of the model to tracer tests could reduce these limitations, but this was not possible 

within the current project scope. Nevertheless, the current model predictions are of interest, 

simply because the methods for estimating transport properties from tracer tests are not very 

reliable, particularly for the "average rock." 

The estimates of flow porosity and specific wetted surface obtained in §7 can be compared with 

values estimated by interpretation of tracer tests in granite. The estimate q,Q ~ 6xl~ is lower 

by 2-3 orders of magnitude than the estimates given by Andersson et al. (1991), based on 

intervals within highly-conductive sections in Zone 2. The estimates given here are a factor of 

4 to 25 lower than the interpreted results of the 3-D Tracer Migration Experiment at Stripa 

(Neretnieks et al., 1989). 

The flow specific wetted surface estimates for the base case (SuQ ~ 350 m·1) are larger by two 

orders of magnitude than the estimates obtained from the Stripa experiment. The estimates 

obtained here are extremely high by comparison, but there are great differences in flow 

geometry and rock conductivity. The average conductivity for the Stripa experiment was 

estimated as 2x10·11 to 4xto·11 m/s, which is about 2 orders of magnitude than the estimates 

obtained here for the Finnsjon rock. 

The SuQ estimates depend on the estimates of q,0 • Therefore assumption of a larger value of q,Q 

would give a proportional decreases in the SuQ estimates. The s. values are independent of the 

porosity estimates, and thus may be used to obtain SuQ estimates based on alternative values 

for <Po- An assumed flow porosity of 10-4 would give SwQ estimates on the order of 25 m2/m3• 
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10. CONCLUSIONS 

10.1 Site Characteristics 

A review of the data for the Finnsjon site indicates the following main points regarding 

fracture zones at the site: 

• The site contains a multitude of "minor" fracture zones. Evidence for this is seen 

in lineament maps and borehole radar interpretations. 

• Most of the zones have not been characterized in any detail. 

• The most well-characterized zone (Zone 2) shows signs of lateral heterogeneity. 

• For 10 of the 14 "major" zones, heterogenity cannot be evaluated because only 

one borehole (at most) intersects the zone. 

Regarding the population of individual fractures at the site: 

• Fracture frequency in core indicates that the northern block above Zone 2 is less 

fractured than the rest of the Finnsjon block 

• Core data also indicate local heterogeneity in the fracture population on a scale 

less than 100 m. 

However, geometric data from subsurface are not adequate for a detailed fracture model with 

multiple subregions. The local heterogeneity seen in core may correspond to organization of 

fractures in minor zones. 

A large number of packer test me~surements is perhaps the strongest part of the dataset, for 

development of a DFN model. However, a large number of fractures near the packer-test 

measurement threshold leads to non-uniqueness in DFN model parameters. 

GRF analysis of transient tests shows a distinct set of low flow dimension, high-I test intervals, 

indicating local behavior similar to a channel network or sparse fracture network Thus some 

significanUy transmissive sections show markedly non-continuum behaviour. However, many 

high-transmissivity intervals show high flow dimension, indicating much of the rock behaves 

locally (i.e., on the scale of a packer test) as a well-connected fracture network 
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10.2 Discrete Fracture Network Model 

The evidence of a multitude of minor fracture zones on a range of scales implies a multi-level 

structure for the fracture system. This was represented by a two-stage DFN model consisting 

of zones and locationally correlated fractures. The distributions of single-fracture properties (e.g. 

orientation) are considered to be of lesser importance than this spatial structure. The main 

features of the model were: 

• A single fracture population throughout the rock mass. This is assumed due to 

the lack of geometric data at depth. 

• Presence of fracture zones on a wide range of scales, including zones which 

could not be characterized deterministically within the scope of the SKB 91 

program. 

• Spatial structure (heterogeneity) due to clustering of fractures in major and 

minor zones. 

Simulated packer tests show that this fracture model adequately reproduces the observed 

transient test response, for short-duration tests in 2 m sections. Most importantly, the model 

adequately reproduces the distribution of flow dimension, which indicates that the variability 

of connectivity within the model approximates that of the real fracture system. 

This model was used to predict block-scale flow properties and effective transport parameters. 

10.3 Effective block-scale conductivity 

The model predicts moderate block anisotropy on the scale s = 40 m, with horizontal 

conductivity typically higher than vertical conductivity, by typically less than an order of 

magnitude. A trend in conductivity with depth is indicated, with a decrease in K. of 2 orders 

of magnitude, from 50 m to 500 m depth. 

The results of even multiple 2 m tests are predicted to be poorly correlated to 40 m block

scale conductivity. For constant-head packer tests which are comparable to the tests which 

comprise a large part of the Finnsjon data set (in terms of scale and duration), even a set of 5 

packer tests, all near the center of a block, gives very little information about the block 

conductivity on a 40 m scale. This means "conditional" SC models based on such data may not 
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be "well-conditioned." This prediction is consistent with sampling probabilities for a conductivity 

field with a multi-scale structure. 

10.4 Effective transport parameters 

Estimates of transport parameters (flow porosity and specific wetted surface) were calculated 

from the block-scale flow simulations, based on the geometry of the fracture network, the 

calculated flow fields, and simple models for the relationships between fracture transmissivity, 

void aperture, and wetted surface. These models are based on a very small database for single

fracture properties. Flow porosity is estimated using an empirical relationship between 

transmissivity and transport aperture, based on single-fracture experiments. Specific surface is 

estimated using plausible relationships for coated or breccia-filled fractures. The model for flow 

porosity thus has a somewhat stronger basis than the model for specific surface. 

The flow porosity estimates (about 6x10~) are roughly an order of magnitude less than values 

estimated from tracer tests at the Stripa site. The estimates of flow specific wetted surface, S...,, 

are two orders of magnitude or more higher than estimates from Stripa. However, the 

estimates of both flow porosity and S..., are comparable to independent estimates which were 

considered to be reasonable for the more highly fractured rock at Finnsjon (Anders Strom, 

personal communication, February, 1992). A variational study indicates that estimates of S..., are 

strongly dependent on fracture infilling structure, for which the database is extremely weak. 

10.5 Methodology 

This project used a DFN model in an effort to bridge the gap between site characterization 

methods and site-scale flow and transport models. A major result has been the development 

and demonstration of a DFN methodology to interpret packer tests in terms of fracture 

network properties, and: 

• Predict relationships between packer test results and block-scale properties. 

• Predict autocorrelation of conductivity for a rock mass containing fracture zones 

on a wide range of scales. 

Current stochastic continuum approaches require assumptions on these points. The 

methodology developed in the present study may eventually may prove useful for testing the 

adequacy of these assumptions, for future sites, particularly sites where more geometric data 

are available for development of a DFN model. 
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This project also demonstrates the use of transient packer test data to validate a DFN model 

in terms of hydraulic behavior. In particular, flow dimension provides a measure of how well 

the local-scale connectivity of the model matches that of the rock mass. 

The present study highlights the need for more information regarding: 

• The effects of stress on flow through a fractured rock mass. 

• The nature of channelling in fracture networks. 

• The effects of fracture infilling on transport properties. 

The shortage of data on single-fracture properties (infilling types, structure, and channeling) 

and data regarding channeling on the scale of a few fractures, is a major barrier to obtaining 

more reliable estimates of transport properties. 

10.6 Recommendations for further study 

Further field investigations are needed to focus on detailed properties on the scale of a few 

connected fractures. For investigation of channeling effects both within and between fractures, 

there is a clear need for more in situ testing on a relevant scale. However, multivariate analysis 

of core and conductivity data could provide some insight into single-fracture properties. A 

more systematic treatment of important features such as crush zones in core is recommended 

to support this type of analysis. 

Back-analysis of existing, small-scale tracer test data by calibration of the DFN model is 

recommended to minimize uncertainty in DFN predictions of transport parameters, given the 

existing database. 
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13. NOTATION 

13.1 Symbols for variables and constants 

A 
A, 
b, 
bNN 
bTn 
b.., 
Ch 

C1 
C 

Ct.1(h) 
Cy(h) 
C1 
cp 
Dr 
DP 
D, 
f. 
f. 
g 
h 
h 
I; 
JCSO 
JRCO 
K 
K 
K, 
Kc 
KMoy., 
KGRF 

~ 
K. 
K, 
L; 
NL 
p 
p; 
p.., 
P32c 

P32c' 

P32,, 

q 
Q 

QI 

= area [L2] 

= conduit cross-sectional area [L2] 

= fracture size distribution parameter [L-1] 

= Nearest Neighbor fracture location model parameter [L·1] 

= empirical parameter of loglinear relation of normal stress to fracture transmissivity 
= packer interval length 
= admissibility factor for lag data pairs 
= tracelength censoring factor 
= generic constant 
= covariance matrix function of the lag h 
= covariance function of the lag h 
= fluid compressibility 
= geometric factor P3-i}f. 
= flow dimension for a packer test 
= fractal dimension of a surface profile 
= fractal dimension of a surface 
= conductive fracture frequency 
= fracture zone (major feature) frequency 
= gravitational acceleration 
= total hydraulic head 
= lag (separation) vector 
= number of fracture intersections per unit area mapped 
= joint strength/stiffness coefficient 
= joint roughness coefficient 

[L] 
[-] 
[-] 

[LT2/M] 
[-] 
[-] 

[L"1] 
[L-1] 

[Lff2] 
[L] 

= vector of conductivity scalar values or tensor components, with components K; 
= hydraulic conductivity tensor with components Kij 

[] 

[l./f] 
[l./f] 
[l./f] 
[l./f] 
[l./f] 
[l./f] 
[l./f] 
[l./f] 
[l./f] 

= effective hydraulic conductivity tensor for the scale s 
= conduit hydraulic conductivity 
= hydraulic conductivity estimated from Moyes' formula 
= hydraulic conductivity estimated by GRF analysis 
= hydraulic conductivity estimated from a packer test 
= hydraulic conductivity of a fracture zone 
= effective conductivity (scalar) for the scale s 
= the ith lag class or flux bin· 
= network length (number of fractures) 
= pressure 
= initial pressure prior to a packer test 
= wellbore pressure during a packer test 
= conductive fracture intensity 
= conductive fracture intensity for truncated fracture population 
= fracture zone intensity 
= flux density vector with components q; 
= flowrate (fluid flux) 
= final flowrate measured at the end of a packer test 

[-] 
[M/LT2] 
[M/LT2] 
[M/LT2] 

[L-1] 
[L"1] 
[L-1] 



r 

s 
sv 
Sb 
s ... 
s"'"' 
sr,,Q 
sp 
SGRF 

tp 
t.,, 
tri 
tfi 
T 
TI 
Tfo 

TGRF 

T threshold 

r, 
T, 
u 
u 
VB 
vv 
v.., 
X 
y 
z 
z 
r1:,i(L") 
om 
€h 

€m 

€mo 

€v 

€y 

K,, 

K.io 
AL 

= net flowrate through a rock block 
= radial distance 
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= efffective radius of a polygonal fracture 
= minimum radius for a truncated power-law distribution 
= wellbore radius 
= geometric factor P3z/fc 
= averaging scale 
= fracture spacing 
= total surface area accessible to fluid within a fracture, per unit area of the 

[L3/f] 
[L] 
[L] 
[L] 
[L] 
[-] 

[L] 
[L] 

fracture plane [-] 
= storativity [-] 
= specific wetted surface per unit pore volume [-] 
= specific wetted surface per unit bulk volume (rock mass) [-] 
= specific wetted surface per unit volume of flowing water (connected pore volume) [-] 
= estimate of the S.., fraction for the kth flux bin 4 
= flux-weighted estimate of S,. (connected pore volume) 
= storativity estimated from a packer test 
= storativity estimated from a packer test by GRF analysis 
= termination probability 
= termination percentage 
= number of fracture terminations in intact rock per unit area 
= number of fracture terminations at fractures per unit area 
= transmissivity 
= cross-fracture transmissivity 
= cross-fracture transmissivity at the reference stress level a"° 
= transmissivity estimated from a packer test by GRF analysis 
= minimum transmissivity that can be measured for a given testing procedure 
= transmissivity estimated from a packer test 
= fracture zone transmissivity 
= local fluid velocity, with components U; 

= average fluid velocity, with components U;[l/f] 
= bulk volume 
= void volume 
= water volume 
= coordinate vector with components X; 

= transformed vector K, with components Y; 
= elevation 
= depth 
= estimate of the covariance matrix function for the lag class L" 
= maximum joint closure 
= hydraulic aperture 
= mechanical aperture 
= initial mechanical aperture 
= void aperture 
= estimate of aperture from a tracer test 
= joint normal stiffness 
= initial joint normal stiffness 
= mean network length - 1 

[-] 
[-] 
[-] 

[L2/f] 
[L2/f] 
[L2/f] 
[L2/f] 
[L2/f] 
[L2/f] 
[L2/f] 
[l/f] 

[L] 
[L] 

[L] 
[L] 
[L] 
[L] 
[L] 
[L] 



,..! 
Am 
Amin 

l 
µ! 
µ"' 

= fracture trace or lineament length 
= mean fracture spacing 
= minimum trace length measured 
= direction vector 
= fluid viscosity 
= water viscosity 
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i 
P1 
Pw 
ah 
aH 
an 
ano 
av 

= local coordinate vector with components t 
= fluid density 
= water density 
= minimum horizontal stress 
= maximum horizontal stress 
= fracture normal stress 
= reference value of fracture normal stress 
= vertical stress 
= total porosity 
= fracture coating or infilling porosity 
= flow porosity 
= flux-weighted estimate of flow porosity 
= estimate of the porosity fraction for the kth flux bin Li: 
= region consisting of the union of the hydraulic volumes of all fractures within 
a specified averaging volume 

13.2 Other Mathematical Notation 

V = gradient operator 
f() = generic function 
E[x] = expected value of a random variable x 
F[a,,8,y;(] = hypergeometric function 
µx = mean value of a random variable x 
a x = standard deviation of a random variable x 
P[A I B] = conditional probability of A given B 
Var[x] = variance of a random variable x 
x2 = Chi-squared (refers to statistical test) 

CD 

r(a,z) = Je-'ta-1dt = incomplete gamma function of the second type 

y() = variogram 

[L] 
[MIL3] 
[MIL3] 

(M/LT2] 
[M/LT2] 
[M/LT2] 
[M/LT2] 
[MILT~ 

[-] 
[-] 
[-] 
[-] 
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APPENDIX 1 EFFECTS OF MULTIPLE CONDUITS PER PACKER INTERVAL ON 
ESTIMATION OF PARAMETERS FOR CHANNEL NETWORK MODELS 

This appendix describes analysis performed by GGAB in accordance with Subtask 2.1 of the 
"Work Plan for Discrete-Fracture Network Modelling and Packer Test Data Analysis in 
Support of Channel-Network and Stream-Tube Modelling for the SKB 91 Safety Assessment 
Study." 

The objective of this subtask was to estimate the sensitivity of the channel-network (CN) 
model parameters to the one-conduit-per-interval assumption that has been proposed to allow 

estimation of the parameters directly from packer-test data. 

The analysis for the CN model is simplified if an assumption can be made that each packer 
interval contains either O or 1 conductive channel (above some threshold transmissivity). If the 
assumption can be justified, then CN model parameters can be derived directly from packer
test data, by use of a nonparametric approach. 

To investigate this possibility, the following analysis was performed: 

• Using the derived single-fracture T distribution and conductive fracture 
frequency fc from Phase 1 DFN model, Monte Carlo simulations were produced 
of the compound Poisson process defined by: 

n - O } 

n ~ 1 

where n is the number of conduits (fractures or channels) 
intersecting an interval (distributed as a Poisson process with 
mean value fc) and T; are the (lognormally distributed) 
transmissivities of the individual features. Preliminary 
simulations were performed using the Lotus 1-2-3 add-on @Risk, 
but because this allowed only limited analysis of the simulated 
data, a short C code was used in the main analysis. 

(Al-1) 

• For a range of percentages p, the threshold transmissivity Ti(p) was defined as 
the transmissivity such that packer intervals with T > T,(p) account for p% of 
the total transmissivity. The distribution of interval transmissivities specified by 
the above compound Poisson process, such that T iniemz1 > T,(p), was compared 
with the assumed single-feature distribution. This provided a direct comparison 
between an assumed, underlying distribution of single-conduit transmissivities, 
and the distribution which would be inferred if it were assumed that each 
packer interval is contains at most one conduit. 

• This analysis was repeated using an fc comparable to the estimates of 
conductive fracture frequency for within Zone 2 (from Andersson et al., 1989), 
to predict sensitivity of analysis to this assumption within Zone 2. 
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• In the course of the above analyses, it was noted that the derivation of CN 
model parameters is quite sensitive to the quantity of data. To avoid 
confounding this effect with the effects of the one-conduit-per-interval 
assumption, the above analyses were performed using a very large simulated 
dataset, equivalent to 50 km of packer test results. 

• To investigate the effects of the limited dataset on CN model parameter 
derivation, 2.5 synthetic datasets, each equivalent to 1.5 km of packer test data, 
were produced by Monte Carlo simulation using the above model. For each of 
these datasets, values of T,(p) were estimated according to the procedures that 
would be used in the actual derivation of CN model parameters. These values 
were compared with the "true" threshold transmissivity levels, which were 
calculated analytically from the parameters of the underlying distribution of 
single-conduit transmissivity. This analysis gives an indication of how large the 
errors in estimating these threshold levels can be, for a dataset of size 
comparable to the size of the available dataset for Finnsjon. 

• Based on the 2.5 synthetic datasets, an analysis was produced of the possibilities 
for errors, due to the smallness of the dataset, in characterizing the probability 
density function (PDF) for the more conductive conduits. This estimated PDF 
would presumably be used to randomly specify conductances for individual 
conduits in the CN model. 

The details of this analysis are given below. 

Al.1 Analysis of single-conduit assumption 

The types of errors that can occur in the analysis of data for the channel network model 
include the following components: 

• Assumption of only one channel per packer interval. 

• Estimation of threshold conductivity based on limited field data. 

• Estimation of channel frequency above threshold transmissivity, based on 
limited field data. 

The analysis of the first effect can easily be confused with the latter effects, if a comparison is 
made on the basis of a limited number of simulated sampling intervals. To avoid this, in the 
present analysis these effects were considered separately. 

The significance of the one-conduit-per-interval assumption was evaluated based on a very 
large simulated dataset, equivalent to 50 km of borehole testing. This is much larger than the 
available dataset, which, for the rock mass below Zone 2, includes less than 1.5 km worth of 
packer-test results. 

Figure Al-1 compares two separate, 50 km simulations of the compound Poisson process 
(Equation Al-1) with the assumed, single-conduit transmissivity distribution. 
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The parameters of the assumed, single-conduit lognormal distribution were: 

Mean of log transmissivity 
Standard deviation of log transmissivity 

µk,gr = -11.3 log m2/s 
O'k,gr = 2.1 log m2/s 

The compound Poisson process was characterized by the above distribution parameters and: 

Conductive fracture frequency !c = 3.29 m•l 

As is apparent from the figure, the differences between the the two models are small for both 
simulations. The x2 statistic, which gives a measure of the discrepancy between the simulated 
and the underlying distribution, was insignificant at the 1 % level in both cases. 

The conclusion may be drawn that, for a very large dataset such as this, the single-conduit 
assumption will have no significant effect on the derivation of the PDF for the more 
conductive (T; ~ 10-6 m2/s) conduits. 

The results obtained are basically the same when the same analysis is performed for a higher 
conduit frequency, as might be seen within Zone 2. Figure Al-2 shows a comparison of two 
50 km simulations with the underlying distribution, for a conductive fracture frequency fc = 
6.6 m·1. The x2 statistic was insignificant at the 1 % level in both cases. In this case the 
discrepancies between the models, though small, are consistent between the two simulations. 
However, the magnitude of the discrepancies diminishes with increasing transmissivity. The 
significance of the discrepancies thus diminishes as higher threshold transmissivities are 
applied. For example, if T, = 2.51xl0..s m2/s were used (p = 0.95), the x2 statistics for 
comparison of the simulated and underlying distributions for T ~ T, are insignificant at the 
0.5% level. 

The above analysis is based on simulated datasets much larger than the actual, available 
dataset for Finnsjon. In preliminary simulations using datasets comparable to the available 
dataset, it was noticed that the agreement between the simulated and underlying distributions 
was much worse. Since it was determined that this disagreement was due to sample size, and 
not the single-conduit assumption, an attempt was made to characterize this effect separately. 

First, the sensitivity of the error in estimation of threshold transmissivity due to a finite 
dataset was evaluated, based on a simulated dataset equivalent to 1.5 km of borehole testing. 
The threshold transmissivity is defined as the transmissisivity such that conduits having 
transmissivities above this value account for some specified fraction p of the total conductive 
capacity. 
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In mathematical terms, the threshold transmissivity corresponding to a given fraction p is 
defined as the value of Ti(p) such that: 

., 

., - p (Al-2) 

I fr<t)dt 
0 

where: 
fi{t) = the probability density function for single-conduit transmissivity. 

A threshold transmissivity t,(p) estimated from a finite number of single conduits will differ 
from the (theoretical) value for an infinite sample. 

Assuming a lognormal distribution, the PDF for single-fracture transmissivity can be expressed 
in terms of the PDF for the logarithm of transmissivity: 

where 
µ1n r = mean of 1n T 
a 1n T = standard deviation of of 1n T 

Then the numerator in Equation Al-2 can be written as: 

1 

J21r a 

., 
r e-<x-p.hur exdx 

'f f.Pl 
[ 

0 2

] 

lnT(p)-µ--
~eP.•<i-12 erfc 1 2 

2 /2 a 

where erfc(x) is the complementary error function and the denominator is simply: 

., 
_1_ l e-<x-Jl.)2/ur ~dx - eJl.+<i-12 

J21r a. _., 

(Al-3) 

(Al-4) 

(Al-5) 

Thus for a lognormal distribution the threshold transrnissivity t,(p) can be obtained by solving 
the equation: 

p -
l [lnT1(p) - µ - ~

21 
-erfc -----
2 /2 a 

(Al-6) 
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for any given value of p. 

Assuming that the true distribution of conduit transmissivities is a lognormal, with: 

µ - µ lnlO - -11.3 lnlO 
logT 

a - a1osrlnl0 - 2.1 lnlO 
(Al-7) 

then the threshold transmissivities may be calculated as in Table Al-1. In this table, the 
number of channels with T > T,(p), per kilometer of borehole, is given based on a conductive 
conduit frequency of 3.29 m·1• 
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To determine how inaccurate threshold transmissivity estimates are likely to be, 2.5 1.5 km 
synthetic datasets were produced by Monte Carlo simulation, using the distribution 
parameters given above. For each dataset, the threshold transmissvities corresponding to 
transmissvity fractions p = 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 95, and 99% were calculated as they would be 
from field data. Figure Al-3 compares these estimates with the "true" threshold values. The 
lines in the figure give the median estimates of T,(p), and 68.3 and 90% confidence intervals 
for this estimate. The "true" threshold value is above even the 90% confidence interval, for all 
values of p except p = 99%, which corresponds to the lowest threshold values of around 10-7 

m2/s. 

Because the conduits which account for most of the flow in this model are so rare, there 
almost no chance of obtaining a "correct" estimate of T,(p) for values of p < 99%, for this 
quantity of data. If the assumed model is even remotely similar to reality, then it must be 
taken for granted that an estimate of T,(p) taken in this manner will be significantly less than 
the actual value. 

The main effect of errors in the estimation of threshold transmissivity levels is probably to 
give a misleading estimate of the fraction of total transmissivity that is actually being 
modelled. Most likely, the fraction of flow carried by the less conductive conduits will be 
overestimated. This error is probably secondary in importance to possible errors in the 
estimation of the PDF for transmissivity of the most conductive conduits. The latter effect was 
investigated by comparing, for a range of transmissivities, the number of conduits per 1.5 km 
of simulated data. 

Figure Al-4 compares the median and 68.3 and 90% confidence intervals for estimated conduit 
frequencies with the frequency per 1.5 km in the underlying distribution. From this it is seen 
that the median estimate is in close agreement with the underlying distribution for 
transmissivities up to 10-t or more, and that even the 90% confidence limits are within 100% 
up to this point. However, from Table 1 it is seen that conduits of T; < to-t are expected to 
account for only about 10% of the total conductive capacity. Conduits of T; > 10--3 (which are 
expected, in this model, to account for about 80% of the conductive capacity) are represented 
in less than half of the 1.5 km datasets. In other words, it is most likely that, in a dataset of 
this size, no representatives of the conduit population that carries the majority of the flow will 
be sampled. The practical significance of this type of error is thus far greater than the errors 
due to the single-conduit assumption or misestimation of the threshold conductivity values. 
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Al.2 Conclusions regarding the single-conduit assumption and dataset sufficiency 

Based on simulations of an assumed, simple model for the conduit population in the rock, the 
one-conduit-per-interval assumption appears to introduce no significant error in the 
estimation of channel-network model parameters. 

However, simulations using the same model show that, most likely, the fraction of the conduit 
population that accounts for most of the conductive capacity will not be represented in a 
dataset of size comparable to the Finnsjon dataset. This is a serious problem, as it implies that 
the most important pathways will not have not been characterized. 

Possibly this problem may be reduced by the use of parametric rather than nonparametric 
distributions for conduit transmissivity, since these at least make allowance for the existence of 
conduits more transmissive than any that have been observed. However, the sensitivity of 
parametric distribution parameters (e.g., the parameters of the lognormal distribution used 
above) to the smallness of the data set has not been investigated. 

It should be noted that this problem is probably not unique to the estimation of channel
network model parameters, although the sensitivities of other models (discrete-fracture
network, stochastic-continuum, and stream-tube) have not been investigated in the present 
analysis. 

A secondary effect of the small size of the dataset is that, most likely, the fraction of flow 
carried by the less conductive conduits will be overestimated. The main effect of this is 
presumably practical in nature: there will be a tendency to include an unnecessarily large 
number of less-conductive conduits in the channel-network model. 
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APPENDIX 2 NESTED GENERATION SCHEME FOR A DFN/SC INTERFACE 

Spatial correlation in conductivity among blocks of rock within the Finnsjon site is assumed to 
result from the continuity of large-scale features from one block to the next. For the simplest 
model implemented in FracMan, the Baecher model, fracture locations are uniformly random, 
independent of size, and hence spatial correlation can result only from continuity of large 
fractures from one block to the next. For other FracMan conceptual models, which include some 
form of spatial correlation among fractures, the smaller fractures can contribute to spatial 
correlation if they act as part of an extensive fracture swarm or zone. 

The SC model requires that covariance functions for block-scale conductivity be defined over a 
range of scales up to the correlation lengths for the quantities of interest. These correlation 
lengths are not known a priori, but because the maximum feature size is limited only by the size 
of the Finnsjon block, the possibility of correlation up to this scale must be considered, at least 
at the outset. 

Simulation of the entire fracture population in such a large region is not computationally 
tractable, due to the very large number of small fractures. Instead, portions of the fracture 
population must be simulated within smaller regions in such a way that spatial correlation due 
to the continuity of large-scale features is preserved. 

This is achieved by a nested generation process. The fracture population is divided into N classes 
according to size: 

4: oo $ T, $ T0 

L1: T0 $ T, $ T1 

For each size class L; there is a corresponding generation scales S;, with S;+i = 1/2.5;. Only Lo is 
generated for the entire realization, over the largest scale s0• Successively smaller classes are 
generated in blocks of successively smaller scale within the larger-scale populations, until the 
smallest class LN has been generated. 

The largest (s0xs0xs0) generation region is iteratively divided into subregions by binary division 
parallel to the three coordinate axes (Figure A2-1). At each level of subdivision this produces eight 
cubes of the smaller scale. A random subset of these smaller-scale cubes is chosen for repeated 
subdivision. Fracture populations for flow simulation are taken from within the smallest-scale (sN) 
blocks. 

For the Baecher model, nested generation can be done very efficiently, because the L; are 
mutually independent. Each size class L; can be generated independently in several blocks of the 
corresponding scale s;, and then combined to form cubes of scale sN contining the full fracture 
population. Figure A2-2 is a 2-D depiction of this generation scheme. 
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For the other conceptual models, nested generation is more difficult, because the fracture locations 
are autocorrelated. For models in which the smaller fracture locations depend on the location of 
larger fractures or features (e.g. the Nearest Neighbor model), an alternative, nested generation 
scheme may be employed, as depicted in Figure A2-3. The largest class Lo is generated for the 
region of scale s0, as for the Baecher model, using a specified seed value 10 for the random number 
generator. The generation region is subdivided in binary fashion, and one of the 8 subregions is 
selected for generation of the next class, L1• The random number generator is reinitialized using 
a second seed value, 11, and the class L1 is generated within that subregion. This process is 
repeated until the final class, LN has been generated, within a single cube of scale SN. The dataset 
for later simulation includes only those fractures or parts of fractures which lie within this cube; 
the remainder are discarded. 

Additional cubes of scale sN are simulated in the same way, taking care that the random number 
seeds I; are identical for populations generated within the same region of scale S;, for populations 
which are intended to represent the same realization of the fracture population. This scheme 
produces populations of large-scale fractures which are consistent among the simulations for a 
given realization. The scheme is somewhat less efficient than the simpler scheme for the Baecher 
model, since identical simulations of the larger classes are produced repeatedly, and many of the 
generated fractures are discarded, in the end. An alternative would be to save the simulations of 
the larger classes to disk, and recall them for repeated simulations. However, the latter scheme 
would complicate the bookkeeping, and may even be slower (depending on the model) because 
disk access may require more time than the calculations to generate the fractures. 

One problem with both of the generation schemes outlined above is the well-known "finite 
generation region" problem, which results in lower fracture intensity close to the edges of a 
fracture generation region. To reduce this effect, the binary subdivision scheme outlined above 
should be modified slightly, as follows. At each stage of the nested generation process, after 
simulating the class L; in a cube of size s;, the subregions for simulating the next class L;+i should 
be formed by binary subdivision of the cube of size as;, centered in the s,scale cube, with: 

i > 0 (A2-1) 

This excludes the zone affected by the fact that the generation region is finite. For the first level 
of subdivision, it is not possible to eliminate this effect, if the maximum size of the previous class 
Lo is infinite as assumed above. For this level, a should be made as small as practical. If there is 
reason to suppose an upper bound r.1 for the first size class, then the correct value of a may be 
calculated from Equation A2-1 with i = 0. 

The choice of r; values for the different classes is determined mainly by memory limitations and 
the size of diskettes (1.44 Mbyte) used for data transfer from the PC to the mainframe computer. 
The number of classes required, and the r; values, depend on the conceptual model, the fracture 
size distribution, and the conductive fracture intensity. 
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FIGURE A2-3 
NESTED FRACTURE GENERATION SCHEME FOR 
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APPENDIX 3 FORMULAE FOR CALCULATING VOLUME-AVERAGED HEAD 
GRADIENTS AND VELOCITIES 

The SC model consists of a continuum defined in terms of a spatially varying conductivity tensor 
K(x) which is related to a movable averaging volume V(x) such that: 

(u) - -K(x)Wr)/(x) (A3-1) 

where 
<h>'(x) 
<u>(x) 
n1 

= volumetric average of head, taken over V(x) n n1 [L] 
= volumetric average of the flow velocity, taken over V(x) [I.If] 
= the union of the volumes of all connected fractures in a realization [L3] 

The average head <h> 1 is defined explicitly as: 

where 
h(t) 
€(t) 

= head at the point t corresponding to dA 
= aperture of a fracture at the point t 

The average flow velocity is defined similarly as: 

where 
u(t) = velocity vector at the point t 

(A3-2) 

[I.If] 
[L] 

(A3-3) 

[I.If] 

The aperture €(t) used in the above equations is supposed to be a "suitably defined" aperture. 
The void aperture €v, as defined in §2.1, is most suitable, particularly for calculating the porosity. 
However, the DFN model is defined in terms of fracture transmissivity, which is related directly 
to hydraulic aperture €h, but not directly to €.,. As discussed in §3.1 there is high variability in the 
relationship between €hand €v· 

In the present study, the definition: 

(A3-4) 
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was adopted, mainly because the relation of €h to quantities used in the DFN model is 
unambiguous. The result is that the averaged quantities are simply weighted averages which do 
not necessarily conform to Equation A3-1, on the scale of a single fracture. However, there is little 
physical reason to expect Equation A3-1 to apply, for small area elements within a fracture, since 
on a fine scale the flow is likely to be non-Darcy (e.g., flow between two rough fracture surfaces, 
which must be described as Reynolds or Navier-Stokes flow). A more suitable definition of 
effective aperture could perhaps be substituted for Equation A3-4, but the formulae which follow 
would be unaffected. 

The pseudo-porosity of the averaging volume is defined as: 

(A3-5) 

Here the notation 77 is used to prevent confusion with actual porosity. If Equation A3-4 were 
replaced with the definition € = €.., this quantity 77 would of course be identical to the flaw 
porosity</>.,,, as defined in §2.1.4. However, here 77 is defined simply for the sake of mathematical 
conveneience, and is not assumed to have any particular physical significance. 

The DFN model treats fractures as consisting of triangular elements. Each element i is considered 
to have a constant aperture €;. Thus Equations A3-2, A3-3, and A3-5 can be written, respectively, 
as: 

and: 

N, 

E €; f h(!)dA 
\f i-1 Af,.x) 

(Jir -

N, 

<u)(x) - 17 E ei f u(~)dA 
V(x) i-1 Af,.x) 

(A3-6) 

(A3-7) 

(A3-8) 



where 
A;(x) 
N, 
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= the part of the ith fracture element, if any, lying within V(x) 

= the number of fracture elements 

The gradient of average head, V<h>', could be calculated by a difference approximation, by 

shifting the averaging volume in three orthogonal directions ox11 ox,,, ox3• This requires 

calculating the summations in the above equations at least four times for each measurement of 

V<h >'. For linear elements the integrals in these equations are trivial, but 

A more efficient way of obtaining an estimate of V<h>' is based on a variant of Whitaker's 

Averaging Theorem. The following is a reproduction of the derivation of formulae for this 

approach, originally derived by S. Norman (personal communication, 1991) and presented in a 

draft work plan for part of this project (Norman and Geier, 1991). 

The gradient of averaged head V<h>f may be expressed as: 

V-hY(x) -
V [<Ji)jx)l 

11(x) (A3-9) 

- v.Jz) jx) - V,,(x) (h) x) 
11(x) 11 2(x) j 

where 

(A3-10) 

Taking the gradient of both sides of Equation A3-6 gives: 

(A3-11) 

where: 

(A3-12) 
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The first term in Equation A3-12 can be written in terms of the jth component of the gradient as: 

The derivative of the integral in the second line is: 

where 

Thus: 

- fun [.! f h(E)6ei ·ds(E) + 0(6)] 
& -o 6 A{'aVCx) 

f h(E)e1 ·ds(E) 
A{'aV(x) 

f h(E)n;Js(E) 
Af\3V<x) 

ej = the unit basis vector in the direction of xj 
V(x+ oej)= the averaging volume translated in the direction ej 
oV(x) = the surface of the averaging volume 
n(E) = the unit normal to oV(x) 
ds(t) = an infinitesimal, oriented segment of aV(x)nA; 

ds(t) = I ds(t) I 

V f h(E)dA - f h( E)n( E~( E) 
A,(x) A{\3Y(x) 

An alternative form may be obtained by noting that: 

f h( E)n( t~( E) - f h( E)ds - f h( t)ds 
Af\3Y(x) oCA/lVCx)J aA{lY(x) 

f Vh( E)dA - f h( E)ds 
A/W(x) M{lV(x) 

(A3-13) 

(A3-14) 

(A3-15) 
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Similarly, the term Vry(~) in Equation A3-9 can be represented as: 

Vr}(x) - f dA 
A.f.,c) 

(A3-17) 

J ds 
a(/lJl(,c) 

Thus the gradient of average head may be expressed in either of two alternative forms, one 
consisting of line integrals on n1 n oV(J, and the other in terms of a volumetric average of the 
gradient, i.e. <Vh>1, and line integrals on an1 n V(J. 

The formulae for estimation of volume-averaged quantities were implemented in a FORTRAN 
program A VGVOLS. The source and executable code for this program are on file as described in 
a memo on file regarding quality assurance. The program was verified informally, by using it to 
postprocess simulations of uniform gradient through sets of throughgoing, orthogonal fractures. 
Full verification of this software was beyond the scope of the project. In a full verification, a few 
cases of more complicated fracture geometry should be considered to see if numerical problems 
arise in estimating the volume-averaged quantities for the more irregular triangular element 
shapes and range of transmissivities which occur in realistic DFN models. 
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APPENDIX 4 ESTIMATION OF A 3-D CONDUCTIVITY TENSOR FROM MULTIPLE 

SIMULATIONS 

Block conductivity tensors were estimated for each averaging volume, by analysis of the volume

averaged estimates of gradient Vh and flux density (velocity) u from all sets of boundary 

conditions.1 The idea is to calculate the tensor K with components ~ which minimizes the error: 

N 

R! - L f(n) • f(n) 
(A4-1) 

n-1 

where N is the number of sets of boundary conditions used, and: 

{A4-2) 

Here i<n> represents the vector error in the velocity, i.e. the vector difference between the 

measured (simulated) velocity, and the velocity which is predicted for the given head gradient and 

the fitted conductivity tensor. 

In tensor notation, Equation A4-1 may be expanded as: 

N N N 

R2 - L KijKichjl.n)hkf,n) + 2L Kijhjl.n)ui/.n) + L ui(n)uj(_n) 
n-1 n-1 n-1 

(A4-3) 

where Einstein's summation convention is assumed for unparenthesized subscripts, and where 

h; denotes ah!iJx;. The error is minimized when: 

(A4-4) 

Rearrangement gives: 

N N 

Kil: L \n)hki,n) - - L hjl.n?ii.n) 
n•l n-1 

(A4-5) 

Since Kij = Kft (the tensor K is assumed to be symmetric), the expansion of this equation can be 

written as a matrix equation: 

{A4-6) 

Dropping the parentheses on the second index n, so that summation (over n = 1, 2, ... N) is 

implied for doubled indices, the elements of the above equation are written explicitly as: 

(A4-8) 

The notation denoting averaged quantities is suspended in this section for brevity. 
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h1i1" hlnh1n 0 0 0 h1nh3n 

h1nh1" (h1nhln +h1nh1n} hlnh1n hlnh3n 0 h1nh3n 

0 hlnh1n h1nh1n h'Jnh3n 0 0 
(A4-7) 

H -
0 hlnh3n h'Jnh3n (h'Jnh'Jn +h3nh3n) h,,,.h'J,, hlnh'Jn 

0 0 0 h2nh'Jft h'J,,h'J,, hlnh3n 

hlnh3n h'Jnh3n 0 h1,,h2n hlnh'J,, (hlnhln +h3nh3n) 

and: 

hlnuln 

(hlnu'Jn +h'Jnuln> 

UT 
h1nu1n (A4-9) -

(hmu3" +h3nu'Jn) 

h3nu3" 

(h3nu1n +h1nu3n) 

Solution of this equation for the independent components of K (the vector K) is straightforward. 
In the present study, assembly and solution of the equations by LU decomposition were 
performed using a C-language program KFit The error R2 is estimated by substitution of the 
estimated K into Eq. A4-3. The program KFit also calculates the principal components and 
directions for K. These are given in the demonstration dataset 

A4.1 Tests of Validity for a Conductivity Tensor 

To answer the question of whether a fractured rock mass can be described by an effective 
conductivity tensor, one must first define a measure of the goodness of fit Long et al. (1985) 
defined a relative measure for a simulated 2-D fractured rock mass, in terms of the differences 
between measured (simulated) directional conductivities and the directional conductivities which 
were expected based on the applied gradients and the fitted conductivity tensor. Following 
Scheidegger (1954), Long et al. defined an error measure analagous to R2, in terms of the inverse 
of the the measured and predicted directional conductivities: 

(A4-10) 
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where: 
n<kJ = the direction of flow in the kth permeameter simulation 

x. = the directional K measured in direction l\kJ 
(,l) 

The measure R12 is a somewhat more strict measure of tensor validity than R22, because it includes 
the total error of measured (relative to predicted) velocity. Rl, in contrast, includes only the 
component of error in the direction of the applied head gradient. The fact that Rl fails to account 
for other components of error was tacitly noted by Long et al. (1985), in a discussion of flow 
components orthogonal to the applied heads. R/ accounts for these orthogonal errors as well as 
the error in the direction of the applied gradient. 

A problem is that both R/ and R/ depend rather strongly on the magnitude of conductivity. For 
R/, Long et al. proposed the normalized quantity: 

(A4-ll) 

where: 
K; = the ith principal (2-D) conductivity 

as a relative measure, taking ✓KiK.i to be a reasonable estimate of the mean (2-D) conductivity 

over all directions. This could be generalized to 3-D with an appropriate estimate of the mean 
conductivity. 

Corresponding to R12, one possible normalized measure is given by: 

(A4-12) 

For the case of isotropic conductivity Kand unit head gradients, it may easily be verified that this 
reduces to: 

1 N 
-~f; •f; -
NK2 L,, (a) (a) 

n-1 

(A4-13) 

Therefore a reasonable normalization of R/ for the present study (which uses nominally unit 
applied gradients) is: 

(A4-14) 
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where the denominator of the second term is the geometric mean of the estimated principal 
conductivities K/ 

A problem with both r/ and r/ is that they are only relative measures of tensor validity. That is, 
they allow comparisons as to whether one block is better described by a tensor than another, but 
do not lead to absolute statements as to whether or not a rock mass can be represented by a 
tensor. What is needed is a definition of what can, for "practical purposes," be regarded as an 
allowable deviation from a tensor, i.e., to define an acceptable range of values for r/ or r/. 

For lack of a definition of what is "practically" tensor behavior, the present study reports only the 
relative measurer/. For the assumption that a given block of rock can be described by a tensor, 
r/ is roughly the square of the magnitude of the resulting relative error in flow velocity, for a unit 
gradient Thus these values can be used as a basis for crude estimates of the error in the velocity 
fields predicted by a multi-block SC model, based on the assumption that every block has an 
effective conductivity tensor. 

2 This measure is used for evaluating demonstration runs for the DFN/SC interface, rather 
than explicitly calculating the quantity in Equation A4-12. This is because the version of KFit used 
for the demonstration runs produced only summary output, which did not include the quantity 
in Equation A4-12. 
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APPENDIX 5 ESTIMATION OF COVARIANCE MATRIX FUNCTION 

The covariance matrix function is estimated from a set of measured (simulated) packer-test 
conductivities, K,,(x;), and measured (simulated) block-scale conductivity tensors K(s,x;), where s 
indicates the scale on which the conductivity is measured. 

To simplify the formulae which follow, define T:A ➔ A, for any 3x3 tensor A (with components 
aii) and 6-dimensional vector A (with components AJ, as the rearrangement: 

j~i, k - 3(i-l} + (j-i+l) (AS-1) 

Assuming that there is only one measurement scales of interest (corresponding to the support 
scale for the SC), and defining Xi{x) = T[K(s,x)], a pair of K,,(x) and K(x) measurements taken 
from the same point x constitutes a complete observation: 

X(x) - [Xr(x), K,(x)] (AS-2) 

The subscripted notation X, is used to denote the specific observation at the rth measurement 
point, i.e. X, = X(x,). 

More generally, for a given point x there may be a K,,(x) but no corresponding measurement K(x), 
resulting in an incomplete observation of the first type: 

K(x) - [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,K,(x)] (AS-3) 

Conversely, there may be a K(x) without a corresponding K,,(x), giving an incomplete observation 
of the second type: 

X(x) - [Xr(x), 0] (AS-4) 

These incomplete observations lead to slight complications in the analysis, as noted below. 
Generally speaking, DFN model simulations produce a high number of observations of the second 
type, since the K(x) can be calculated at an arbitrary number of points for a given simulation, but 
each K,(x) measurement requires a separate, transient simulation. 

Simpler models can also be considered. For instance, the vector X(x) could be defined as consisting 
of two components (e.g., an effective isotropic conductivity K.,, and I<,) or four components (e.g. 
the principal conductivities {K)/ K,., K3} and I<,, or the directional conductivities {Kr, ~, K.} and 
K,). 1 The discussion which follows is quite general, and applies to any type of p-dimensional 

Alternatively, the K, component could be expanded to include several packer test 
interpretations at the same point (e.g. KMoy,s and KcRF interpretations of the same test). This 
approach would require some minor changes in the notation used here. 
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observation vector X(x), except where specific reference is made to the tensor portion Xr(x).2 

To utilize the relatively extensive theory which is available for multi.normal (multivariate 
Gaussian) distributions, a transformation G:X➔Y must be sought which maps the observations 
onto a vector Y which has a multi.normal (multivariate normal) distribution.3 In the case of 
spatially varying expectation E[X(x)], the trend should be removed by a spatially varying 
transformation, prior to choosing G. 

The choice of G is potentially a time-consuming task If a simple G cannot be found by inspection, 
the quickest way to obtain a suitable G may be to fit a discrete (piecewise) transformation to the 
data. It is essential to keep G simple, so that the inverse C-1 may be obtained, for generating the 
conductivity field in the SC model. 

For the demonstration case reported in the present study, only logarithmic transforms were 
considered, based on the common assumption that conductivities are approximately lognormal. 
The DFN model was simulated based on spatially uniform statistics, so there was no need to 
remove a trend in E[X(x)]. The demonstration included statistical tests of the hypothesis that the 
transformed data belonged to a multi.normal distribution, but no attempt was made to find a 
better transformation in the event that this hypothesis was rejected. 

AS.1 Logarithmic transformations 

The concept of a logarithmic transformation for conductivity tensors requires some discussion. 
A component-wise transformation: 

(AS-5) 

where a; = E[log X;] and b; = V[log X;] 112 may work for the simpler cases mentioned above. 
However, for the case where X = [XT, Kp], a valid, component-wise transformation may not exist. 
The off-diagonal components Kii, i * j, of the conductivity tensor can be less than zero, giving 
complex-valued log Kii. It is questionable whether any component-by-component transformation 
will give a meaningful estimate of the "average" K tensor, and a meaningful estimate of the 
variability of K. 

A logarithmic transformation which maps a second-order tensor onto another second-order tensor 
has been suggested by Sven Norman (personal communication, 1991). This "tensor log" operator 
is defined as follows. For any diagonal tensor D with components: 
define the tensor log as Log D, with components: 
For any orthogonal matrix A with components ail define the tensor log of B = A TOA as: 

2 Note that the subscript p is serving a double purpose here, denoting both the dimension 
of X and the fact that KP represents a packer test. 

3 Note that the problem of estimating a Gaussian transformation is avoided if the DFN 
model is used to estimate the properties of a nonparametric SC model based on indicator 
variograms (cf Winberg et al., 1990). The nonparametric approach would need to be extended to 
handle multicomponent observations, by defining indicator covariograms as well as variograms. 
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dii - 0, 
d .. > 0, 
" 

i .,, j 

i - j 

This definition of the tensor log has some desirable properties. Firstly: 

Log I - O 

(AS-6) 

(AS-8) 

(AS-9) 

Secondly, it is easily verified that the tensor log is itself a tensor, and transforms according to the 
same rules as its "tensor exponent" (the inverse operator). The matrix notation Log Bis used to 
emphasize this fact. The corresponding tensor notation, lo~ B, may be use_d interchangeably. 

This definition is physically sensible for conductivity tensors. If Dis viewed as the diagonal matrix 
of eigenvalues for a tensor, then Log D defines an ellipsoid with principal axes equal to the logs 
of the principal axes of the ellipsoid defined by D. As the tensor log transforms according to the 
same laws as the original tensor, taking directional logs is also sensible. 

This gives a logarithmic transformation for the tensor portion XT of X,. An additional multivariate 
transform on this vector is applied as follows: 

Define the "tensor" portion of Y(x) as: 

(AS-10) 

and the "packer test" portion as: 

(AS-11) 

The complete, logarithmic transformation is then defined as: 

(AS-12) 

The subscripted notation Y, = G1[X,] is used to denote the transformed rth observation. The ith 
component of Y, is denoted Y ,.;• For the cases of incomplete observations it is understood that: 

(AS-13) 
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and 

The sample mean of Y is Y, with components: 

where 
N 

and 

r-1 

= the number of observations (complete or incomplete) 

(AS-14) 

(AS-15) 

(AS-16) 

The sample covariance matrix S of Y is defined as S = (sij) where the elements sij are calculated 
as: 

where 

N 

Nii - L A(Yri)A(Y,;) (AS-18) 
r-1 

Denoting the portion of S corresponding to the Yr portion of Y as Sr, i.e. Sr= (sij), ij < p, a final 
transformation is applied to give: 

(AS-19) 

where 

(AS-20) 
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is the Mahalanobis transform of YT (Mardia et al., 1979, p. 14), and 

z -p 

y - y ,, , 
SD[Y,] 

(A5-21) 

where SD[] denotes the standard deviation of the sample. The effect of this transformation is to 
separately center and standardize the variance of the tensor component YT, and the scalar 
component Yr. The Mahalanobis transformation furthermore eliminates the sample correlation 
between tensor components, so that, in effect, later analysis of correlation between packer test 
results and block-scale conductivities may be performed using conductivity tensors aligned with 
a "global" set of principal directions for the local conductivity tensors. 

The CMFs are calculated based upon the centered and standardized vectors Z(x,). The "unbiased" 
estimate of ST used to perform the Mahalanobis transformation is included in the univariate 
statistical summary. 

A5.2 Tests of multinormal behavior for transformed data 

A "necessary" (but not "sufficient") condition for multivariate data to be considered multinormal, 
is that each of the components, taken individually, should be normally distributed. This follows 
from the observation that any projection of a multinormal (multivariate normal) distribution into 
1-D space yields a univariate normal distribution (Mardia et al., 1979, p. 60). Therefore a first step 
in assessing multinormal behavior is to see if the individual components are normally distributed. 

In the demonstration case for the present study, this was done using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov 
(KS) statistic and KS probability, for univariate comparison of the transformed data Z; with N(0,1). 
The results are given in the univariate statistical summary for each component of the data vector. 
The KS statistic D varies from 0 to 1 (100% ). High values indicate a poor fit. The KS probability 
also varies from 0 to 1 (100% ). The KS probability as defined here is the significance level (usually 
1-a in the tables) above which H0: Z; - N(0,1) would be incorrectly rejected for the given sample 
size. Higher values indicate a better fit. 

More strict assessment of multinormal behavior should be based on truly multivariate tests. 
Mardia et al. (1979) suggest calculating the multivariate skewness b1.,, and kurtosis b2,p (defined by 
Mardia et al. p. 20). For large samples of truly multinormal variables, these statistics have the 
asymptotic distributions (Mardia et al., p. 149): 

1 f - -p(p+l)(p+2) 
6 

(A5-22) 
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and 

[b2,p - p(p+2)] r--;- - N(O,l) 
~~ 

(AS-23) 

where p is the number of components in a data vector. The hypothesis of multinormality is 
rejected for large values of b1,,, and for both large and small values of b,.,,. 

In the demonstration case for the present study, the multivariate skewness and kurtosis measures 
were calculated only for the transformed tensor: 

Z - T[Z(s,x)] (AS-24) 

The skewness and kurtosis values calculated for the component corresponding to K, component 
are the ordinary univariate statistics. Due to the high percentage of intervals for which K, was 
below the simulation threshold (i.e., non-conductive intervals), it was clear from the outset that 
log K, would not be normally distributed. 

The existence of measurement thresholds, both for K, and the components of K, means that 
future work in this direction should use tests appropriate for truncated multinormal distributions. 
A univariate test for truncated normal distributions is easily obtained by calculating the CDF: 

F(x) -

.x - (t-11)2 

1 1 202 dt 1 1xmin-µl e - --e ---, 
✓21to2 .x.., 2 /20 

(AS-25) 

and using this to perform a K-S test for each component. Alternatively a x2 test can be performed 
on each component, by binning together all data at or below the measurement threshold. 

A true, multivariate test is not so easily devised. One possibility is x2 contingency table analysis, 
as is commonly used for bivariate data. However, extending this method to multivariate data 
leads to very low resolution unless the number of data points is very high. For the 7-dimensional 
observations considered here, in order to have divide the parameter space into just 3 bins for each 
dimension would give 37 bins. For the test to have any meaning the number of data points should 
be considerably higher than this. 

AS.3. Nonparametric estimates of the covariance matrix function 

Given a set of observations, which have been transformed to a multi.normal sample Z(x), the first 
task in estimation of the CMF is to assemble all admissible data pairs [Z(x;), Z(xi)]. For reasons 
related to the nested simulation scheme, admissible pairs are restricted to those for which: 

(AS-26) 
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where: 
rii = the minimum fracture size simulated throughout the smallest 

block containing both xi and Xr 
eh = an admissibility factor ~ 2, and preferably ~ 5. 

The vector hii = xj - xi is referred to as the lag (separation) vector. 

Nonparametric estimates of the CMF are calculated for "lag classes," denoted L". For the 
demonstration case bins corresponding to the Ln were defined in spherical coordinates in the lag 
space, with logarithmic spacing for the radial coordinate. 

The nonparametric estimates of the CMF are calculated from: 

(AS-27) 

where: 

A (AS-28) 

is the membership function for admissible members of Ln, and where: 

(AS-29) 

is the number of admissible pairs in class Ln. 

AS.4 Convergence of the CMF estimates 

The issue of convergence is preferably addressed at this point, due to the difficulties inherent to 
the next step, fitting a CMF. For the demonstration exercise in the present study, no attempt was 
made to fit a CMF, and the issue of convergence of the CMF estimates was not considered. For 
future work, this issue of convergence will need to be considered. 

A test for convergence, based on the jackknife method (Efron, 1982), is proposed as follows. Let 
r 1:,i(,,(L.) denote the value of yk,l(L.) which is obtained by excluding the rth measurement point: 

(AS-30) 
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where 

(AS-31) 

is the number of admissible pairs in Ln, when the rth point is excluded from the dataset. Let: 

1 N 
r uiL.) - - :Er kJl..r><L.> 

N r-l 

(AS-32) 

Then the jackknife estimate of standard deviation for yk.l(L,.) is: 

(AS-33) 

This is an estimate of the standard deviation of r k.l(Ln), for a sample of size N, as an estimate of 
the r 1:.iCLn) for N ➔ 00. Thus this can be related to estimates of the error due to estimation based 
on finite N. 

Convergence may be assumed when the average standard deviation over all non-empty Lns falls 
below a specified tolerance a: 

(AS-34) 

where NL is the number of classes Ln containing at least one admissible pair. Since the Z(x) are 
centered and standardized, it can be expected that typically I r k.l(Ln) I < 1. Therefore a value of a 
in the range 0.05 to 0.2 is reasonable, depending of course on the robustness of the CMF-fitting 
algorithm. 

The jackknife estimate of standard deviation, 5D1, falls into the category of "computationally 
intensive statistics." The CPU time needed to calculate 5D1 is roughly N times the CPU time to 
calculate one set of estimates r 1:,r(Ln). As an example, for the demonstration case which had p = 
7 vector components and 704 lag classes (giving 7x7x704 = 34,496 possible bins r k.l(Ln)), the 
calculation time on a PC-AT 386/387, 20MHz compatible was about 2 hours. For large N the 
calculation of SD1 will obviously require a fast mainframe, and even then the computation may 
be impractical for large datasets. For such large datasets it may be practical to replace 5D1 with 
a bootstrap estimate of standard deviation 5D8 (see Efron, p. 28), for which the number of 
recalculations of values analagous to r 1:,i(,i(Ln) is not constrained to equal N. 

AS.5 Covariance Matrix Function Fitting 

The pxp matrices of estimators r(Ln) = [r1:,i(Ln)l gives a nonparametric estimate of the covariance 
matrix function C(h) = [C1:,1(h)], where h is the lag vector. The relation of r(Ln) to C(h) is given 
by: 
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Jc(h)dV(h) 

I'(L,) + E(L,.) (AS-35) 

where 
E(L") = matrix of residuals (errors) for the class Ln 

For compatibility with HYDRAST AR simulation algorithms, it is desirable that C(h) be expressible 
as a linear combination of covariance functions: 

II 

C(h) - L B1C1(h) (AS-36) 
1-1 

where the M pxp matrices Bk are required to be symmetrical and positive-semidefinite, and the 
Ck(h) are covariance functions based on spherical or exponential models, with geometrical 
anisotropy. 

The problem of fitting a CMF to the r(Ln) is a matter of finding the set of Bk and Cih) which 
minimize an error measure such as the sum of the residuals squared: 

(AS-37) 

Assuming that only exponential models are considered, the number of parameters in the fitting 
problem is 6 x ½p(p-1) x M = 126M for the full-tensor case. Obviously the problem of finding the 
optimum fit in a parameter space of such high dimension will be difficult, particularly if the 
response function (the error measure) is non-smooth and/or has many local minima. For such a 
function, an optimization algorithm such as the conjugate-gradient algorithm will need to be 
applied repeatedly for a large number of starting points. A very large number of starting points 
may be need to be considered, to give a reasonably good chance of finding the optimum. 

However, it is possible that a local minimum which is not the global minimum will still give an 
acceptable fit, since the very problem of non-uniqueness suggests that there will be multiple sets 
of Bk and Cih) that combine to give C(h) which are practically identical. Nevertheless, the high 
dimensionality of the parameter space will make it costly to explore, so it is desirable to keep the 
trial models as simple as possible (i.e., start by using the smallest M possible). 

Geological insight may provide some shortcuts. For example, the fact that the major features at 
the Finnsjon site fall into three sets, according to orientation, suggests that a preliminary model 
should include terms Ck(h) with strong geometrical anisotropy, constrained to be approximately 
aligned parallel to these sets. 

A second possibility for simplification is to begin with the case of isotropic conductivity, in which 
case the number of parameters in the fitting problem is only 12M. The isotropic-K model could 



then be extended to the anisotropic-K case, using the isotropic-K model as a starting point. The 
advantage of this strategy is that, in the process, a CMF is estimated which can be used for 
simulations of a SC model based on isotropic-K elements. Thus a working model is produced 
which can be used, if the fitting of the fully anisotropic-K model fails. 
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APPENDIX 6 COMPARISON OF DIP DATA AMONG SECTIONS OF BOREHOLES 
KFI 06 AND KFI 11 

The tables in this Appendix show the results of a statistical analysis of dip angle distributions 
from Boreholes KFI 06 and KFI 11. The comparisons were made between intervals in these 
boreholes, by comparing the distributions in terms of Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) and x2 statistics. 
Both statistics were used to test the hypothesis Ho that the distributions for the two sections being 
compared are identical. Two values are given for each cell in these tables. The first number is the 
confidence level at which Ho is accepted, based on the KS ·test statistic. The second is the 
corresponding confidence level for the x2 test statistic. 

Table A6-1 Comparison of dip angle distributions between intervals from above 
Zone 2, Borehole KFI 11. 

Interval 50-100 100-150 150-200 200-221 
(m) 

0-50 86.2 74.0 53.7 89.3 
39.4 33.4 25.5 41.4 

50-100 73.5 2.3 10.9 
33.3 3.5 8.8 

100-150 10.7 12.9 
8.7 9.8 

150-200 58.8 
27.4 

Table A6-2 Comparison of dip angle distributions between intervals from 
within Zone 2, Borehole KFI 11. 

Interval 250-300 300-338 
(m) 

221-250 0.1 49.9 
0.6 24.0 

250-300 5.7 
5.9 

Table A6-3 Comparison of dip angle distributions between intervals from below 
Zone 2, Borehole KFI 11. 

Interval 350-400 
(m) 

338-350 98.4 
51.6 
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Table A6-4 Comparison of dip angle distributions between 50 m intervals from 
different regions, Borehole KFI 11. 

Region/ Zone2 Below Zone 2 
Interval (m) 250-300 350-400 

0-50 39.8 99.0 
20.5 53.5 

50-100 51.9 35.5 

Above 2.5.0 18.9 

Zone 2 100-150 87.4 17.6 
40.3 11.9 

150-200 1.4 12.0 
2.6 8.3 

Zone 2 0.2 
2.50-300 0.9 

Table A6-5 Comparison of dip angle distributions between different regions 
Borehole KFI 11. 

Region Zone 2 Below Zone 2 
Interval (m) 221-338 338-400 

Above Zone 2 59.2 23.8 
0-221 27.6 14.6 

Zone2 6.0 
221-338 6.2 

Table A6-6 Comparison of dip angle distributions between intervals from 
within Zone 2, Borehole KFI 06. 

Interval 2.53-305 
(m) 

201-2.53 4.7 
5.2 

Table A6-7 Comparison of dip angle distributions between intervals from below 
Zone 2, Borehole KFI 06. 

Interval 352-403 
(m) 

305-352 0.0 
0.1 
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Table A6-8 Comparison of dip angle distributions between regions, Borehole 
KFI 06. 

Region Above Zone 2 Zone 2 
Interval (m) 153-201 201-305 

Zone 2 4.7 
201-305 5.3 

Below Zone 2 61.3 2.2 
305-403 28.4 3.3 
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APPENDIX 7 FRACSIZE ANALYSIS ALGORITHM 

The fracture size analysis for the present study was performed using a development version of 

the FracSize tracelength simulation module. The basic algorithm for this version is basically the 

same as for the FracMan Version /32.3 module FracSize as described by Dershowitz et al. (1991a). 

Some minor modifications were made to meet the requirements of the present study. 

The main modification was the introduction of probabilistic censoring. The probability of 

observing a trace of length l was taken to be: 

where: 

0, 

l/l . - 1 
aun 

P[ l I lmin, cJ C - 1 
1 

= smallest recorded tracelength 
= censoring parameter 

1, 

l < l. 
aun 

lnun S l S c1lnun 

l > c1 lmin 

(L] 
[-] 

(7) 

In other words, the probability of observing an existing trace smaller than ln,;n is taken to be zero. 

This probability increases linearly between l,,.;,. and c1 l,,.;,.. It is assumed that traces larger than 

c1l""" are always mapped. For a given mapping scale, l,,.;,. is the smallest tracelength in the 

dataset. For the sake of simplicity a single value of c1 was assumed to apply for all scales. The 

effective value of c1 might in fact vary with the mapping scale and methodology, but there is 

point in generalizing the model further until actual data are available to measure this effect. 

A further modification of the algorithm was made to allow efficient simulations of surveys 

consisting of multiple trace maps of widely varying area and resolution, with varying censoring 

limits lmin. The revised algorithm is depicted in Figure A7-l. 
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APPENDIX 8 ESTIMATION OF NEAREST-NEIGHBOR STATISTIC FROM CORE DATA 

This appendix describes methods for estimating Nearest Neighbor (NN) model statistics from core 
log data. It is emphasized that these methods should be applied only in cases where fracture trace 
data are inadequate for NN estimation, e.g. cases where the trace maps are two small in length 
and/or breadth to allow identification of the "major" fractures or fracture zone centers. The 
derivation is as follows. 

To obtain a simple estimator of the Nearest neighbor statistic from core data, consider a tabular 
fracture zone, the normal vector of which makes an angle 8 with the axis of a borehole 
intersecting the zone. Assume: 

• All fractures within the zone are approximately parallel to the zone. 

• The density of fracture locations can be described by the Nearest Neighbor model, 
defined with respect to a plane lying within the zone, i.e.: 

(8-1) 

If y = x cos 8 is the distance along the borehole from the intersection with the plane of the zone, 
then for nonintegral b the probable number of intersections with the borehole in the interval y1 

~ Y < Y1 + !J..y is: 

Y1+Ay 

N - f cy-bcos-68dy 
Yt 

- ccos-b8[<Y1+Ay)l-b - y:-b] 

- C cos-ba y;b[(l-b)Ay + (1-b)(-b) Ay2 + ... ] 
2! y 

where C is a constant. For y1 large relative to !J..y, the approximation: 

logN • const - blogy1 

(8-2) 

(8-3) 

gives a simple estimate of the Nearest Neighbor statistic bNN = b, from a log-log plot of borehole 
distance vs. count of fracture intersections. 

The assumptions invoked above, particularly the assumption of constant orientation, are quite 
restrictive. Therefore the above should be viewed as a preliminary estimate. 

Simulated borehole sampling (using FracMan) gives a way of checking NN statistics estimated 
by the above formula, taking into account the effects of arbitrary orientation and size 
distributions. For the present study, this was done as described in the text, by x2 comparison of 
fracture spacing distributions for simulated and actual fracture populations. 

However, this type of test based on fracture spacing is somewhat insensitive, due to the fact that 
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a wide range of fracture location models give approximately exponential spacing distributions. The 
latter phenomenon has been noted previously (Priest and Hudson, 1976), but evaluation of 
fracture location models based on fracture spacing is still a common technique in analysis of 
fractured rock masses. A more discriminating test (Geier and Dershowitz, 1992) is provided by 
comparison of observed and predicted histograms of fracture frequency. 

Figure AS-1 compares a fracture frequency histogram for Borehole KFI 06 with the theoretical 
histogram for the uniform model, and histograms based on simulated borehole sampling of single 
realizations of a Nearest Neighbor model for two values of bNN. the value bNN = 1.8 is close to the 
value 1.73 which was used in DFN simulations for the present study. The value bNN = 0.8 is closer 
to the value 0.73 which is estimated from the log-log plot of frequency vs. distance in Figure 5-3, 
by the above approximation formula. The histogram for KFI 06 was produced by thinning the 
dataset for coated fractures, by random sampling without replacement, to reduce the mean 
fracture frequency to 3 m·1• The thinning was done in order to simplify this demonstration. The 
random sampling technique should preserve the main characteristics of fracture location, but it 
would be preferable to verify this using the entire dataset. 

Comparison of the frequency histogram for KFI 06 with the uniform model shows clear 
differences at both ends of the distribution. The field data contain far too many intervals with no 
fracture intersections (0 fr/m), and also too many with > 8 fr/m, than can be expected from the 
uniform location model with the same mean frequency. The long tail of intervals with high 
frequency is diagnostic of a non-uniform location process. 

Comparison with the Nearest Neighbor model, for the case bNN = 1.8, gives somewhat better 
agreement, but there are clearly too many intervals with 0 fr/m, and not enough in the range 1 
to 5 fr/m. Thus this model results in excessive differentiation between "good rock" and "fracture 
zones," relative to the field data. 

The case bNN = 0.8 gives the best match to the data of the cases considered here. Unfortunately, 
no time was available in the present study to refine the estimate of bNN by statistical comparison 
with simulated sampling, and incorporate the results in a revised DFN model. 
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APPENDIX 9 FRACTURE ROUGHNESS PROFILE ANALYSIS 

Fracture roughness and/or aperture profiles provide data for estimating the variability of 
hydrologic properties within a single fracture plane. The profile data are interpreted in terms of 
a conceptual model for fracture aperture variation to determine input parameters for simulation 
of variable-aperture fractures. 

This appendix describes analysis assumptions, dataset selection and preparation, and results. 

A9.1 Analysis Assumptions 

A relation between the variogram of aperture and the parameters characterizing a fractal fracture 
has been developed by Wang, Narasimhan, and Scholz (1988). Briefly, their relationship is based 
on a fractal model of roughness for the two surfaces of a fracture. 

The applicability of a fractal model for fracture surface roughness has been demonstrated by 
Brown and Scholz (1985). However, data to test this assumption is still limited, and adoption of 
a fractal model for fracture surface roughness must be viewed as somewhat speculative. 

The model of Wang et al. assumes two perfectly matched surfaces with fractal dimension D, one 
of which is displaced by a specified displacement r,. Wang et al. present a mathematical formula 
which gives the variogram as a function of these two parameters. This model has been 
incorporated in the program MA TCHPT (see Code Description Memorandum on file). The validity 
of this model has not been fttlly established. In the present analysis, the applicability of this model 
will be evaluated by comparison of the observed and theoretical variograms. Full validation of the 
model would require extensive measurements of aperture, which are at present not available. 

A9.2 Fracture Roughness Profile Datasets 

Fracture aperture data are not available for the Finnsjon site. Hence data from another site must 
be used as generic data. The data preferably meet the following three requirements: 

• The rock type should be similar to the granitic rocks of the 
Finnsjon site. 

• Fractures should be characterized on a scale comparable to the size 
of fractures of concern for DFN modelling. A rough guess (based 
on previous modelling work by GGAB for the Hard Rock 
Laboratory and the Finnsjon site) is that the minimum scale of 
concern is about 1 or 2 meters. 

• Apertures should be measured in situ, if possible, so that the 
stresses applied to the fracture are relatively undisturbed. The way 
in which opposing faces of a fracture seat themselves can 
profoundly affect the aperture distribution, and is difficult to 
duplicate in the laboratory. This issue is discussed in the text. 

One dataset which meets the above requirements is that from the Stripa Channeling Experiment 
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(SCE) (Abelin et al., 1990, pp. 79-80, 86-93 and Appendix 10). Fracture apertures were estimated 
from photographs taken in boreholes which were drilled within the planes of individual fractures. 
The aperture measurements represent averages over 5 cm lengths. Abelin et al. give variograms 
of these measured, averaged apertures in their Appendix 10. 

A9.2.1 Dataset Preparation 

Variogram data were obtained by digitizing the plots given by Abelin et al. (1990). The numbering 
of the variogram analyses in this report differs from that of Abelin et al. The following gives the 
correspondence of analysis numbers to the plot numbers used in the SCE report: 

Analysis Number SCE Plot Number 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 

H3 
Hll 
H12 
H9 
H8 
H7 
Hl 
H712 
H2 
H4 
HlO 
HS 
H6 

The digitized data files are archived in the subdirectory DIGITIZD of the QA diskette 
91654QA_D04 (see Appendix 17 for listing). The file naming convention is GGABx.ASC, where x 

is a 1- or 2-digit analysis number. The digitized data files used a special coordinate system as 
required by the digitizing software that was used, so conversion to the proper scale was required. 

The converted data files are given in the directory CONVERTD of the QA diskette. The naming 

convention for these files is: 

Converted File 

VARIOx.PRN 

Corresponding Raw Data File 

GGABx.ASC 

where x is the analysis number. Consistency of the converted data with the original plots was 

checked visually by generating screen plots. 

Further data preparation was necessary prior to analysis of these data. 

First, there is a difference in significance among the data points along the variograms, due to the 

finite length of sample. The smallest lag distances represent a large number of independent 
measurement pairs, but as the lag approaches the length of the sampling line, the number of 
independent measurements diminishes. Thus there is greater uncertainty in the data for larger 
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lag, and the data must be weighted accordingly. In the present case, data were assigned weights 
in proportion to the number of independent data pairs, calculated as the total sampling length 
divided by the lag. For example, for a total sampling length of 2 m, for a lag of 5 cm the weight 
is (200 cm)/(5 cm) = 40, and for a lag of 20 cm the weight is (200 cm)/(20 cm) = 10. 

Second, the digitizing procedure gave the coordinates of points only at which there is a noticeable 
change in slope of the variogram plots. Thus the converted files contained sufficient points to 
reproduce the variogram plots, but do not represent data points that are approximately "in line" 
with adjacent data points. Thus it was necessary to add points at these intermediate points in 
cases where they are missing. From the procedure described by Abelin et al., it was known that 
there should be one data point for each 5 cm increment of lag. 

A short C program, APWEIGHT, was used to insert the missing data points and to apply the 
proper weights to the data. This yielded the final data files used for type-curve analysis. 
These files are given in the subdirectory WEIGHTED of the QA diskette. The naming convention 
for these files is: 

Weighted File 

VARIOx.WTD 

Corresponding Converted File 

VARIOx.PRN 

where x is the analysis number. 

A9.3 Results of Type-Curve Matches 

The program MatchPoint (Version ~-1.0) was used to fit type curves based on the fomrula of 
Wang et al. (1988) to the weighted variograms. MatchPt calculates the type curves for fractal 
dimensions from 2.0 to 3.0 (in increments of 0.1), directly from the analytical expression given in 
Chapter 3, so there is no type-curve data file. 

The analysis results were recorded in the MatchPt log file VARIO.LOG, given below, in terms of 
fracture surface fractal dimension D and shear displacement re. A copy of the log file is included 
on the QA diskette, together with HP Graphics Language (HPGL) files which can be used to 
reproduce plots of the type-curve matches. Hard-copy plots of the type-curve matches and 
software application memoranda for each analysis are stored in the project files at GGAB. 
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The following is a printout of the file VARIO.LOG: 

MATCHPOINT Version 1.0 Type Curve Analysis Program 

(c) Golder Geosystem AB, 1991 
Fractal Analysis of Aperture Variograms 
Analyst: Joel Geier 
Date: Thu Sep 05 10:38:25 1991 

Fractal Match Point M 
log h log r(r) 

1.7976 0.25148 1 
0.63517 0.45996 1 
2.8191 0.060228 1 

0.80758 -0.069304 3 
1.0284 o.25n8 1 
3.1677 0.75961 1 

Dimension 
2.8 
2.1 
2.9 
2.3 
2.1 
2.8 
2.2 
2.8 
2.1 
2.2 
2.3 
2.9 
2.1 
2.1 
2.9 
2.3 
2.1 
2.2 
2.1 

Error Displacement 
r C 

0.43883 0.12179 3 
2.6473 0.23317 1 
0.8291 -0.007745 3 
0.6190 -0.3316 1 
0.5289 -0.2020 1 
2.8590 -0.23081 1 
0.4872 -0.16604 3 
0.4388 -0.2668 3 
3.4966 -0.23528 1 

0.46434 -0.55911 3 
0.63487 -0.4241 1 
0.7631 -0.14882 1 

0.63487 -0.18066 1 

0.024234 
0.027878 
0.026801 
0.052139 
0.0711 
0.071198 
0.16356 
0.049514 
0. 1022 
0.06567 
0.03421 
0.031031 
0.049164 
0.08267 
0.042513 
0.070219 
0.04841 

0.085581 
0.052717 

- 62.753 
4.3169 
659.31 
6.4207 
10.676 
1471.5 
2. 7468 
443.96 
6.7468 
4. 1591 
3.3799 
n2.73 
3.0704 
2.7466 
3137.7 
2.913 

4.3139 
5.7957 
4.3139 

Height Variance 
u' Data File NamePlot File Name 

1.7844 VARI01.WTD [ no plot file l 
2.8838 VARI01.WTD VARI01.PGL 
1.1488 VARI02.WTD C no plot file l 
0.8525 VARI02.WTD VARI02.PGL 
1.8083 VARI03.WTD VARI03.PGL 
5.7492 VARI04.WTD C no plot file l 
1.3237 VARI04.WTD VARI04.PGL 
1.7107 VARIOS.WTD [ no plot file l 
0.9823 VARIOS.WTD VARIOS.PGL 
0.4660 VARl05.WTD VARI06.PGL 
0.6281 VARIOS.WTD VARI07.PGL 

0.58775 VAR108.WTD C no plot file l 
0.68227 VARI08.WTD VARI08.PGL 
0.54100 VARI09.WTD VARI09.PGL 
0.581n VARI010.WTD C no plot file l 
0.27599 VARI010.WTD VARI010.PGL 
0.37661 VARI011.WTD VARI011.PGL 
0.70988 VARI012.WTD VARI012.PGL 
0.65969 VARI013.WTD VARI013.PGL 
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APPENDIX 10 OXFILZ ANALYSIS ALGORITHM 

This appendix gives a brief summary of the OxFILZ interpretation method. This is an extension 
to the OxFILET method (Dershowitz et al., 1991a). The main differences are that the OxFILZ 
method assumes that: 

• Fractures are randomly located according to a compound Poisson 
process (the finite-probability Nearest Neighbor model), rather than 
a simple Poisson process (uniformly random location) along the 
borehole. 

• Fracture transmissivity is a function of fracture normal stress, 
which is assumed to be a simple function of depth. In the OxFILET 
method, fracture transmissivity is assumed to be independent of 
depth. 

• Fracture transmissivity as measured by a packer test is not 
necessarily the same as the "average" transmissivity across the 
fracture. This assumption has also been included in the most recent 
implementation of the OxFILET method. 

The present implementation of the OxFILZ model (OXFILZ Version 1.0) is based on the 
components as described in the following sections. 

Al0.1 Major Feature Location 

The number of major features (or "fracture zones") intersecting the ith borehole is assumed to be 
governed by a Poisson process: 

where 

P(n) - exp(-fmL) (fmL; Y 
n! 

n - 0, 1,2, ... 

fm = major feature frequency, i.e. the average number of major 
features per unit length of borehole 

L; = length of the borehole. 

In the OXFILZ code, fm is a global variable which is specified by the user. 

(Al0-1) 

For each borehole, the number of major features n is determined by generating a random number 
from the above Poisson distribution. Locations of the features are chosen by choosing n random 
numbers from the uniform distribution on [0,LJ 

Al0.2 Single Fractures 

Individual fractures are located according to a finite-probability Nearest Neighbor (FPNN) process, 
which is related to the major features. The expected number of conductive fractures per 
infinitesimal length of borehole is: 
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(Al0-2) 

where 
s = distance to the nearest major feature 
ANN = normalizing factor for Nearest Neighbor model 
bNN = Nearest Neighbor exponent 
lNN = characteristic length for the FPNN process 

The distance s is measured along the borehole, meaning that there is an implicit assumption that 
the major features are approximately horizontal. 

The mean conductive fracture frequency fc is the average of !c(s) over an infinite length of 
borehole. The normalizing constant is related to the other parameters by: 

(Al0-3) 

where 
b = bNN - 1 

The parameter fc is viewed as one of four unknowns which are solved for by iterative simulation. 

The expected number of fractures N in a packer interval of length L,, is calculated by integrating 
fc(s) over the length of a section: 

N - I f,(s)dx + . . . + J f,(s)dx 
x ♦ x:lf!_-1/2 ♦ x'!!!2 

where 
Xz0 = coordinate of first zone above section 

xzn = coordinate of first zone below section 

The actual number N of fractures in the interval is chosen from a Poisson distribution: 

P(N) - e-N Ff 
N! , N - 0,1,2, ... 

(Al0-4) 

(Al0-5) 
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Each fracture j has an "average" transmissivity Ti which is drawn from a lognormal distribution. 
The mean JJ.1ogT and standard deviation a1ogT of (log10 T} are viewed as additional unknowns which 
must be solved for iteratively. 

The effective average transmissivity Ti,eff is assumed to be related to the normal stress across the 
fracture. The value of Ti is assumed to be correct at some reference stress level a Nol corresponding 
to a reference depth z0 • At other stresses/depths the effective transmissivity is given by: 

T..,, - T. [ (] Nlb T. [.:]b 
},•JJ J (] J z 

No 0 

if (] ocz 
N 

(Al0-6) 

The exponent b is the fourth unknown parameter which must be solved for iteratively. 

Finally, the transmissivity Tp, of a fracture, as it acts at the borehole in a packer test, is assumed 
to be a random function of the "average" transmissivity Ti,eff: 

(Al0-7) 

where 
N(µ.,a) = normal distribution with meanµ. and variance a 2 

µ.Tz = average of (log10 Ti,b - log10 Ti,ett) as estimated from single-fracture simulations 
Grz = standard deviation of (log10 Ti,b - log10 Ti,ett) as estimated from single-fracture 

simulations 

The total interval transmissivity is calculated as the sum of single fracture transmissivities, as in 
the original OxFILET method, but the Ti.bare used rather than the corresponding Ti" This assumes 
that the fractures act as parallel, independent conduits. 
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APPENDIX 11 SIMULATION OF AT-BOREHOLE vs. CROSS-FRACTURE FLOW 

This appendix describes simulations of single-fracture flow to derive a relationship between at
borehole and cross-fracture transmissivity. Monte Carlo simulations of single-fracture 
transmissivity variation, and its effect on flow due to fixed boundary conditions, were performed 
using the runsim script, which is a general-purpose driver for Monte Carlo simulations using 
MeshMonster, EdMesh, and MAFIC. 

The output of these simulations was in the form of Moyes' transmissivities for the at-borehole 
simulations, and effective transmissivities for the steady-state, cross-fracture simulations. The at
borehole simulations also produced transient, packer-test response data suitable for GRF or other 
transient types of analysis. However, only the Moyes' transmissivities were used in the present 
study, because these were directly comparable to the available field data. 

All.1 Single Fracture Geometry and Properties 

A fixed geometry was used for all single-fracture simulations. A horizontal fracture, centered on 
the borehole axis, was defined by the fracture geometry file snglfrac.bab, which was produced 
with FracWorks. The boundaries of the hexagonal portion of the fracture used for simulation 
were fixed by the boundary definitions file snglfrac.hdr. 

Independent, random realizations of the variable transmissivity were generated using an 
algorithm embedded within the MeshMonster code. The algorithm may be summarized as 
follows: 

• The mean (hydraulic) aperture eh is calculated from the average fracture 
transmissivity, as defined in the fracture geometry (.bab) file, using the cubic law. 

• A fractal dimension D, for the fracture surfaces is generated from a triangular 
distribution with parameters specified in the MeshMonster settings file mmset; 
alternatively a fixed value may be specified in mmset. 

• Two independent, random surfaces with zero mean height are generated using the 
recursive polygonal subdivision, fractal interpolation algorithm of Fournier et al. 
(1979). The maximum level of recursive subdivision is determined by a linear 
relationship with the original log cross-fracture transmissivity, with parameters as 
specified in mmset. 

• The hydraulic aperture of each element of the fracture plane is calculated as: 

{All-1) 
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where Z1<,) and z:M.1) are the heights of the centroids of the corresponding elements 
in the upper and lower surfaces. The transmissivity of the element is calculated 
from €It(,) according to the cubic law. 

The seed value for the random number generator is specified as an argument to the runsim script. 

All.2 Boundary Conditions 

Each simulation produced four different sets of MAFIC output, corresponding to the four 
different EdMesh script files (*.trbcs). 

The file a.trbcs imposes a fixed head of O m on all segments of the hexagonal outer boundary, an 
initial head of 0 m throughout the mesh, and a fixed head of 20 m beginning at time 0 s at the 
inner boundary. This simulates an ideal constant-head test with no wellbore effects, and 
connection to an infinitely transmissive medium at all points on the fracture perimeter. Whether 
the latter condition is realistic may be questioned, but the influence of this boundary condition 
is generally negligible for the combinations of distance to the boundary, test duration, and 
average fracture transmissivity which were used in the simulations. 

The files x.trbcs, y.trbcs, and z.trbcs all simulate steady flow from a given edge of the hexagonal 
boundary to the opposite boundary. The boundary segments are chosen to apply head gradients 
in each of three orientations, at mutual 120 • angles. A no-flow boundary condition is applied to 
the inner boundary in each case, essentially producing a small, sealed hole (no-flow inclusion) 
in the middle of the fracture. 

All.3 Procedure for simulations 

The UNIX shell script runsim was used to perform the Monte Carlo simulations. The output 
from the runsim script is completely defined by a set of files (see below), which must be present 
in the UNIX directory from which runsim is invoked by typing the command: 

runsim -q -m -R .•. 

followed by the simulation numbers (e.g., 00 010203, ... ). The specific commands used to produce 
100 simulations, with random seeds 00 through 99, were: 

runsim -q -m -R 00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 
runsim -q -m -R 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 

runsim -q -m -R 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 

The above commands, together with the files listed below (found on the QA diskette 
91654QA_D02), give a complete definition of the runsim problem. 



DOS Name 

ABSOURCE 
AMELIST1 
AMELIST2 
BABLIST 
DESTINY 
HDRNAME 
IMESTEPS 
MMSET 
SEED 
SHSOURCE 
SNGLFRAC.BAB 
SNGLFRAC.HDR 
ATR.BCS 
XTR.BCS 
YTR.BCS 
ZTR.BCS 

UNIX Name 

babsource 
namel ist1 
namel ist2 
babl ist 
destiny 
hdrname 
timesteps 
nnset 
seed 
mshsource 
snglfrac.bab 
snglfrac.hdr 
a.trbcs 
x.trbcs 
y. trbcs 
z.trbcs 
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Purpose 

Source directory for input data 
Namelist 1 for MAFIC run 
Namelist 2 for MAFIC run 
List of .bab files 
Directory for output files 
Name of .hdr file 
List of time steps 
MeshMonster settings 
Random 1'1U11ber seed (not used) 
Di rectory for 111esh files (not used) 
Fracture geometry 
Boc.ndary geometry 
Boc.ndary conditions for siR1Jlated packer test 
Boc.ndary conditions for cross-fracture flow (x) 
Boc.ndary conditions for cross-fracture flow (y) 
Boc.ndary conditions for cross-fracture flow Cz> 

All.4 Results of Single-Fracture Simualtions 

Output from the simulations was postprocessed using the script postproc to produce the 
following files: 

sngla##.2m 
moyes.prn 

xflow.prn 
yflow.prn 
zflow.prn 

Transient response at imer boundary(##=00,01, ••• ) 
At-borehole conductivities based on Moye•s fornula 
and assumed steady-state at end of transient test. 
Cross-fracture conductivities (Direction 1, corresponding to x.trbcs) 
Cross-fracture conductivities (Direction 2, corresponding to y.trbcs) 
Cross-fracture conductivities (Direction 3, corresponding to z.trbcs) 

The transient response files were not used in the subsequent analysis, but have been archived 
for possible future investigations of topics such as the relationship between fractal dimension for 
aperture variation, and the fractional dimension estimated by GRF analysis. 

An additional output file, fractals.pm, was produced with the UNIX command: 

grep" D ="*.log*> fractals.prn 

to extract the fractal dimensions from the runsim log files. All log files and intermediate output 
files were subsequently discarded, since these require considerable storage space and are not 
needed to reproduce the output. Output files were transferred to the PC for further analysis. 
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APPENDIX 12 DETAILS OF OXFILZ ANALYSIS 

This appendix gives details of the OxFILZ analysis that was performed to simultaneously estimate 

the conductive fracture frequency, cross-fracture transmissivity distribution, and stress

transmissivity relationship. 

A12.1 Input Data for OXFILZ Analysis 

The input data for Ox: ILZ consists of a borehole definition file,· and a packer-test result file. The 

fixed parameters for the OxFILZ analysis are specified interactively and recorded in the log files, 

as documented below. 

A12.1.1 Borehole Definition File 

The following is a printout of the borehole definition file FINNSJON.HLS. This was taken directly 

from the GEOTAB output file KMIN23.LIS, with minor editing to make the format conform to 

OXFILZ requirements. The column "TOP" is a dummy entry. Inclinations were taken from 

Andersson et al. (1991).: 

Boreholes at Finnsjon Site -
BOREHOLE SECLEN START FINISH NUMBER 
NAME Cm) DATE DATE OF SEC 
HFI01 2.00 850402 850403 10 
BFI01 2.00 870304 870324 115 
BFI02 2.00 880119 880129 42 
KFI01 2.00 770822 770912 240 
KFI02 3.00 771005 771019 220 
KFI03 3.00 771102 771122 223 
KFI04 3.00 790123 790301 182 
KFI05 2.00 861201 861205 41 
KFI05 2.00 870403 870428 69 
KFI05 3.00 790118 790202 232 
KFI06 2.00 870121 870128 52 
KFI06 3.00 790116 790320 207 
KFI07 2.00 870129 870204 54 
KFI07 3.00 790122 790301 175 
KFI08 3.oo 800n4 801003 140 
KFI09 2.05 861113 861122 76 
KFI10 2.00 861123 861130 90 
KFI11 2.00 861203 870122 75 

A12.1.2 Packer Test Data File 

KMINMEAS TOP 
(m/S) (m) 

5.00E-10 0.0 
1.00E-10 0.0 
1.00E-10 0.0 
2.40E-09 0.0 
2.00E-09 0.0 
3.00E-09 0.0 
1.90E-10 0.0 
7.50E-10 0.0 
7.50E-10 0.0 
1.90E-10 0.0 
7.50E-10 0.0 
1.90E-10 0.0 
7.50E-10 0.0 
1.90E·10 0.0 
1.60E-10 0.0 
1.00E-10 0.0 
1.00E-10 0.0 
1.00E-10 0.0 

INCLINATION 
(degrees) 
90.0 
90.0 
90.0 
90.0 
50.0 
50.0 
80.0 
50.0 
50.0 
50.0 
90.0 
90.0 
85.0 
85.0 
60.0 
60.0 
50.0 
90.0 

The following is a printout of the file FINNSJON.TDT. This was produced by minor editing of the 

GEOTAB output files SHSINJCD.ASC and SHTINJCD.ASC to adjust formats. This file is too 

lengthy to merit printing out here. This file and FINNSJON.HLS are in electronic format on the 

accompanying diskette. 
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The listing below gives the beginning and end of the dataset to allow checking against accidental 
file truncation. 

BFI01 2.00 389.91 870304 1.70E·09 
BFI01 2.00 391.91 870304 2.20E·09 
BFI01 2.00 393.91 870304 1.00E·09 
BFl01 2.00 395.91 870304 2.90E·10 
BFl01 2.00 397.91 870304 2.40E·10 

KF111 
KF111 
KF111 
KF111 
KF111 
KF111 
KF111 

20.00 
20.00 
20.00 
20.00 
20.00 
20.00 
20.00 

245.93 861105 ·9.90E+01 
265.93 861105 ·9.90E+01 
285.93 861105 2.40E·08 
305.92 861105 2.90E·10 
325.92 861105 1.50E·06 
345.92 861105 4.80E·09 
365.91 861105 1.80E·10 

A12.2 OxFILZ Analysis Results 

This section describes output files for OxFILZ analyses based on all 2m and 3m packer test data 
from the Finnsjon site. The interpretations were carried out using the OxFILZ Version /3-l.O code 
(Appendix 10). 

Results of the final runs of OxFILZ may be found on the QA diskette 91654QA_D02. Results of 
preliminary runs are archived on 91654QA_D05. Four main types of files (*.LOG, *.EPS, and 
*.PGL) files are contained in these archives: 

*.LOG 

*.PGL 

*.EPS 

*.PRN 

Records of the analyses, which include fixed parameter values and the path 
followed by the algorithm to optimize the fitted parameters. 
HPGL-language plot files that compare the simulated and actual CDFs of 
interval transmissivity, for the best model in each run. 
PostScript language files created from the * .PGL 
files. 
Printouts of simulated and actual values for each 
packer interval. 

The first part of the filenames give the names of separate runs of the program for different sets 
of fixed parameters. The points at which the * .PGL and * .PRN files were created are indicated 
in the corresponding * .LOG files. 

The Lotus 1-2-3 worksheet OXPLOTS.WKl is used to produce plots of the measured and 
simulated log T profiles, using these * .PRN files. 
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APPENDIX 13 METHOD FOR TRANSIENT PACKER TEST INTERPRETATION 

Constant-pressure packer test data from three boreholes (KFI 11, BFI 01 and BFI 02) at Finnsjon 
were analysed to estimate hydrologic properties. The data were interpreted in terms of a 
conceptual model for fractional dimension flow (Barker, 1988; Doe and Geier, 1990), to obtain data 
which can be used to calibrate and/or validate discrete fracture network models for the SKB 91 
Project. 

This appendix describes analysis methods, dataset preparation, and results. 

A13.1 Analysis Methods 

The general theory of fractional dimension packer-test analysis was developed by Barker (1988). 
A specific application of this theory to constant-pressure test interpretation is given by Doe and 
Geier (1990). The latter reference gives examples of this analysis, and considerable discussion of 
the assumptions inherent to the approach. 

The GRF model of a packer test is based on the assumption that the cross-sectional area of the 
conduit being tested varies as: 

A DF - I 
°' r - (A13-1) 

C 

where r is the distance from the borehole, and DF is called the fractional dimension. The hydraulic 
properties of the conduit, conductivity Kc and specific storage S.., are assumed to be constant 
along the conduit. As noted by Doe and Geier (1990), for a single-hole test the above case cannot 
be distinguished from any case in which the product A)(c varies according to the same rule. 

The dimensionless form of the Laplace-transform solution for a constant-pressure test is given by 
Doe and Geier as: 

(A13-2) 

where s is the transform variable and K,.(z) is the modified Bessel function of the second kind, 
of order v. The program FRACDIMQ (op. cit) uses the Stehfest inversion algorithm to calculate 
dimensionless type curves based on this solution. 

The data from a constant-pressure packer test are in the form of flowrate vs. time (Q vs. t) records. 
The unknown GRF model parameters DF, Kc, and SIC can be estimated by matching type curves 
for different values of Dr to plots of log Q vs. log t, as described by Doe and Geier (1990). 

The GGAB program MatchPt performs the type-curve matching semiautomatically, using type
curve data produced by FRACDIMQ. In the present study, type curves were generated for 0.5 :5 

DF :5 3, in increments of 0.25. The user interactively shifts the type curve relative to the data 
curve, to assure a reasonable starting point for the fitting. MatchPt then applies a downhill 
simplex algorithm to optimize the fit, considering all of the type curves that were supplied as 
input. 
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This analysis does not consider effects of non-constant pressure during the packer tests. These 
effects could be considered by applying a multirate correction to the time-pressure data, and 
analyzing the corrected tests as constant-rate tests (see Doe and Geier, 1990). This was not done 
in the present case due to the limited scope. The reader is therefore advised to use the individual 
estimates of GRF parameters with caution. A more thorough analysis is recommended for 
sensitive applications. · 

A13.2 Dataset Preparation 

The raw packer test data were provided by 5KB, directly from the GEOTAB database. Diskettes 
containing these raw data have been placed in the project files, labelled as: 

Raw Packer Test Data from Finnsjon Boreholes 
All Transient Data from { BFIOl, BFI02, KFll 1 } 

The raw data were converted to MATCHPT input data using a short program DCONVERT. 
Version 1.0 of DCONVERT was used to convert the data from BFI 01 and BFI 02. Version 1.1 of 
DCONVERT was used to convert the data from KFI 11. These program versions are described in 
a DFN/SC project memorandum on file, "Packer Test Dataset Conversion Program DCONVERT 
Versions 1.0 and 1.1." 

Copies of the converted datasets are to be found on the QA diskette 91654QA_D06. Converted 
data files were named automatically by the program DCONVERT, according to the following 
convention: 

Converted Files 

BFI01ddd.2M 
BFI02ddd.2M 
KFl11ddd.2M 

Borehole 

BFI 01 
BFI 02 
KFI 11 

where ddd is the nominal depth of the top of the section, in meters. 

A13.3 GRF Interpretation Results 

Analysis results were obtained in terms of fractional dimension Dfl hydraulic conductivity Kc, and 
specific storage S.c. These results are recorded in the MatchPt log file, found on the QA diskette 
91654QA_D07. This diskette includes HP Graphics Language (HPGL) files which can be used to 
reproduce plots of the individual type-curve matches. Hard copies of these plots are on file at 
GGAB. Conversion of these results to generalized transmissivities TcRF and storativities ScRF was 
done within the LOTUS spreadsheet INTERPS2.WK1 (on diskette 91654QA_D02). 
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APPENDIX 14 GRF ANALYSIS OF SIMULATED PACKER TESTS 

The DFN model was validated by a statistical comparison of simulated packer test results with 
actual packer test results. The bases for comparison were the distributions of interpreted flow 
dimension Dr and generalized transmissivity TcRF, estimated by GRF analysis of the simulated and 
actual packer tests. 

This appendix describes the analysis of the simulated tests. The procedure was essentially the 
same as for the actual tests (Appendix 13), except that the Q vs. t data were extracted from MAFIC 
simulation results, rather than from data logger records. 

A14.1 Dataset preparation 

The data for the simulated constant-pressure tests were extracted from the condensed MAFIC 
output files named: 

finn2ann.znnfid 

where nn is the simulation number, i is the packer interval number, and dis a code (a, b, c, or 
d) indicating the effective depth to the block center. The condensed MAFIC output files are stored 
in the Convex QA files, in the directory Valid/Zones. The script postproc (directory Valid/Analysis) 
was used to extract the transient response data, as well as the Moyes' conductivities, from these 
files. 

The transient data files are named fsidnn.2m, where nn, i, and d are as defined above. The 
originals of these files are in the Convex QA files (Valid/Transients). These were transferred to 
the PC for MatchPt analysis. 

Initially the DOS files were sorted into "flow zones" and "no-flow zones" tests. These and Moyes' 
estiamtes are archived on QA diskette 91654QA _ D02, (SIMULA TN/V ALIDA TN/CVXOUTPT). Only 
data from "flow zones" were analyzed, for obvious reasons. 

A14.2 GRF Interpretation Results 

The analyses of the simulated Q vs. t records using MatchPt was identical to the analyses 
performed for the actual test data (Appendix 13). The MatchPt log file for the analyses is 
DFNV AUD.LOG. This log file contains several repeated analyses for a few responses which were 
difficult to fit, so the poorer fits were deleted by manual editing to produce the file 
DFNV ALID.COR. The HPGL plot files for individual type-curve matches are archived on QA 
diskette 91654QA_D02, in case there is later interest in these plots. 

The Lotus 1-2-3 spreadsheet DFNVALID.WKl was used to calculate generalized transmissivities 
TcRF and storativities ScRF from the data in DFNVALID.COR, and to produce histograms of Dr and 
TcRF for comparison with the interpretations of field tests. The spreadsheet VALIDCHI.WKl was 
used to carry out the x2 tests to compare the distributions from simulated and actual tests. 

The following pages give example plots of type-curve matches for the simulated tests. 
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APPENDIX 15 PARTIAL DEMONSTRATION OF THE DFN/SC INTERFACE 

This appendix gives a partial description of the production of a demonstration dataset for the 
DFN/SC interface. The demonstration simulations used three different borehole orientations: 

• 
• 
• 

Vertical 
Inclined 60 °N 
Inclined 60 °W 

(57 packer test simulations) 
(21 packer test simulations) 
(24 packer test simulations) 

Each block simulation included three 2m packer test simulations. The reason for the irregular 
numbers of packer test simulations is that there was no automatic way to change borehole 
orientation, so this was done by manual intervention in the middle of the batch process. A more 
systematic approach will require development of a utility program/script to generate random 
boreholes. 

The percentage of nonconductive packer intervals in the deomnstration model is much higher 
than is observed. This means that too many packer intervals will be assigned conductivities equal 
to the measurement limit. Probably this has the effect of reducing the apparent correlation with 
block conductivities. 

Block-scale flow was simulated with an irregular but well-distributed set of boundary conditions 
which included 7 sets of constant-head boundary conditions, applying external gradients in the 
directions: 

{1,0,0}, {0,1,0}, {0,0,1}, {1,1,1}, {-1,1,1}, {-1,-1,1}, and {1,-1,1}, 

plus 3 sets of mixed boundary conditions, applying gradients in the directions: 

{1,0,0}, {0,1,0}, and {1,1,1} 

directions, with no-flow boundaries on the sides of the cubes. This set allows comparisons with 
the two types of permeameter measurements. 

A uniformly distributed distribution of external head gradient would be preferable for theoretical 
reasons but the above set was more conveniently implemented for the demonstrations. The 
correlation of the volume-averaged gradients to the externally-applied gradients appears to be 
rather loose (by inspection), especially for the smaller averaging volumes, so the above set of 
boundary conditions results in a reasonably random sample of directions for V(h}. This loose 
correlation may be characteristic of the DFN model that was used. The velocity heterogeneity can 
be expected to increase with decreasing averaging volume scale, and this does apparently occur. 
A quantitative analysis of this heterogeneity would be interesting, but was not possible within 
the current project. 

Estimates of the covariance matrix function were produced for several cases: 

• Average conductivity 
• Full-tensor block conductivity, 
• Full-tensor block conductivity (average conductivity and 6 anisotropy ratios), 
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as defined in the work plan. 

A full description of the analysis procedures, programs used, and output files is contained in the 
quality assurance memorandum for this project. 
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APPENDIX 16 DATA FROM SIMULATIONS TO ESTIMATE TRANSPORT PROPERTIES 

This appendix gives the tables of estimated transport properties, on which the figures in Chapter 
8 are based. The following data are provided: 

where: 

• Histograms of flux-weighted estimates of cpa 

• Histograms of flux-weighted estimates of S.., 

• Pairs of flux-weighted estimates of cpa and S.,, for each block-scale simulation with 
measureable flow. 

S., = flux-weighted specific surface (area per volume of water) 
cpa = flux-weighted porosity 

These tables are stored in digital form on the QA diskette 91654QA_D02, in the following files: 

QWTDPOR0.PRN Histograms of cpa (frequency vs. log cpa) for each 
flow direction -- Base Case. 

QWTDPORt.PRN Histograms of cpa (frequency vs. log cpa) for each 
flow direction - Breccia Case. 

QWTDWET0.PRN Histograms of S., (frequency vs. log S.,) for each 
flow direction -- Base Case. 

QWTDWET1.PRN Histograms of S., (frequency vs. log S.,) for each 
flow direction -- Breccia Case. 

PORWSCOR.PRN Data pairs (cpQI S.,) for all flow directions. 

Copies of the above files were previously transmitted to SKB by modem, on January 24, 1992. 

All estimates given here are based on 35 m averaging volumes, for 40 m blocks simulated at 
repository depth (500 m). 
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A16.1 Flux-Weighted Porosity Estimates - Base Case 

File: QWTDPOR0.PRN 

CASE: Base Base Base 
Flow Dir: X y z 
Log q:,Q Freq Freq Freq 
(-) (%) (%) (%) 

-7.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

-6.75 0.00 0.00 0.00 

-6.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 

-6.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 

-6.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

-5.75 0.00 0.00 0.00 

-5.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 

-5.25 50.00 37.50 15.38 

-5.00 50.00 62.50 69.23 

--4.75 0.00 0.00 15.38 

--4.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 

--4.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 

--4.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

-3.75 0.00 0.00 0.00 

-3.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 

-3.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 

-3.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

-2.75 0.00 0.00 0.00 

-2.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 

-2.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 

-2.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

-1.75 0.00 0.00 0.00 

-1.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 

-1.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 

-1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

-0.75 0.00 0.00 0.00 

-0.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 

-0.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
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A16.2 Flux-Weighted Porosity Estimates - Breccia Case 

File: QWTDPORl.PRN 

CASE: Breccia Breccia Breccia 
Flow Dir: X y z 
Log <PQ Freq Freq Freq 
(-) (%) (%) (%) 

-7.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
-6.75 0.00 0.00 0.00 
-6.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 
-6.25 6.67 0.00 0.00 
-6.00 33.33 21.43 40.00 
-5.75 13.33 35.71 20.00 
-5.50 20.00 14.29 10.00 
-5.25 6.67 0.00 0.00 
-5.00 6.67 14.29 0.00 
-4.75 6.67 7.14 10.00 
-4.50 6.67 0.00 20.00 
-4.25 0.00 7.14 0.00 
-4.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
-3.75 0.00 0.00 0.00 
-3.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 
-3.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 
-3.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
-2.75 0.00 0.00 0.00 
-2.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 
-2.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 
-2.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
-1.75 0.00 0.00 0.00 
-1.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 
-1.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 
-1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
-0.75 0.00 0.00 0.00 
-0.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 
-0.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
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A16.3 Flux-Weighted Wetted Surface Estimates - Base Case 

File: QWTDWET0.PRN 

CASE: Base Base Base 
Flow Dir: X y z 
Log S.., Freq Freq Freq 
(m2/m3 H 20) (%) (%) (%) 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.75 0.00 0.00 0.00 
1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
1.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 
1.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 
1.75 0.00 0.00 0.00 
2.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
2.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 
2.50 11.11 25.00 23.08 
2.75 88.89 75.00 76.92 
3.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
3.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 
3.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 
3.75 0.00 0.00 0.00 
4.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
4.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 
4.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 
4.75 0.00 0.00 0.00 
5.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
5.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 
5.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 
5.75 0.00 0.00 0.00 
6.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
6.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 
6.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 
6.75 0.00 0.00 0.00 



A16.5 

A16.4 Flux-Weighted Wetted Surface Estimates - Breccia Case 

File: QWTDWETl.PRN 

CASE: Breccia Breccia Breccia 
Flow Dir: X y z 
Log Sw Freq Freq Freq 
(m2/m3 H 20) (%) (%) (%) 

Flow Dir: X y z 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.75 0.00 0.00 0.00 
1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
1.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 
1.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 
1.75 0.00 0.00 0.00 
2.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
2.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 
2.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 
2.75 0.00 0.00 0.00 
3.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
3.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 
3.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 
3.75 0.00 0.00 0.00 
4.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
4.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 
4.50 100.00 100.00 90.00 
4.75 0.00 0.00 10.00 
5.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
5.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 
5.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 
5.75 0.00 0.00 0.00 
6.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
6.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 
6.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 
6.75 0.00 0.00 0.00 



A16.6 

A16.5 Comparison of Flux-Weighted Porosity and Wetted Surface Estimates - Base Case 

File: PORWSCOR.PRN 

Porosity <J>Q 
(-) 

7.38E-06 
6.03E-06 
5.07E-06 
5.37E-06 
5.24E-06 
4.88E-06 
5.00E-06 
8.03E-06 
4.89E-06 
6.58E-06 
7.97E-06 
5.26E-06 
8.20E-06 
6.95E-06 
6.78E-06 
5.34E-06 
5.73E-06 
5.26E-06 
8.32E-06 
6.60E-06 
5.30E-06 
5.22E-06 
7.90E-06 
5.48E-06 
5.64E-06 
6.18E-06 
4.66E-06 
5.46E-06 
6.06E-06 
9.30E-06 
5.37E-06 
9.46E-06 
6.05E-06 
8.26E-06 
6.45E-06 
6.92E-06 
5.59E-06 
6.24E-06 
8.37E-06 
l.14E-05 
6.69E-06 

Wetted Surface S.., 
(m2/m3 H 20) 

322.5579 
348.7943 
334.5234 
357.6375 
274.0520 
425.2076 
347.7399 
328.4098 
388.1472 
403.4656 
364.2799 
395.3179 
267.4215 
332.4128 
335.6038 
376.9199 
386.8240 
390.0996 
310.2217 
326.4409 
340.0611 
264.6253 
412.6743 
371.7965 
346.9282 
333.8509 
468.1590 
404.1808 
361.8232 
322.9977 
402.6603 
235.8346 
285.9954 
360.3376 
372.6505 
326.4215 
328.1563 
409.9551 
313.4786 
329.9824 
422.7918 



File: QWTDWETl.PRN (continued) 

Porosity cf>Q 

(-) 

5.76E-06 
6.90E-06 
1.0SE-05 
6.69E-06 
7.61E-06 
4.91E-06 

Wetted Surface S.., 
(m2/m3 H 20) 

333.9116 
360.1966 
255.8773 
383.7002 
437.0270 
289.7978 
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